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Abstract
This thesis presents an

investigation into

new

techniques and methods of improving the

efficiency of solution processed light emitting diodes (LEDs) based
dendrimers and

polymers. Conjugated dendrimers

emitting diodes. They

are

branches) that shield the
confer

class of materials for light

highly branched molecules that consist of a

core

conjugated

core,

dendrons (or

from the surrounding environment, and surface

groups

that

solubility in most organic solvents.

It is shown that

can

be used to produce efficient light emission

means

of blending two different dendrimers, the

conjugated dendrimers

throughout the visual spectrum. By
emission colour

can

be tuned from

deep blue to blue-green. Due to the

dendritic architecture and surface groups,
without

blends

can

be formed at

phase separation effects. The charge transport in

discussed at

length, and

a

a

any

common

desired ratio

blue emitting dendrimer is

high mobility has been measured for both electrons and holes,

making this dendrimer useful for
The

are a new

on

a

wide

range

of optoelectronic applications.

versatility of the dendrimer architecture is used to harvest light emission from

otherwise non-emissive
dendrimer based
illustrated in the

on

triplet states by

way

of

highly efficient phosphorescent

a

ay£rotris(phenylpyridine) iridium

core.

The

power

of this concept is

production of the world's most efficient solution processed organic

light emitting diode. The charge transport in these materials is also studied at length in
this thesis. It is shown that
different
to the

a

fine control of the

mobility is possible by

means

of

generations of dendrimers and by changing the attachment point of the dendron

core.

Conjugated polymer morphology is investigated, in the context of controlling
intermolecular interactions with

produces

a

an

(ITO) substrate. This interaction

dramatic change in the luminescence and the efficiency of the luminescence.

It is shown that these interactions

monolayer.

indium tin oxide

can

be controlled

by the

use

of

a

self assembled

Finally, the powerful technique of neutron reflection and

in situ

photoluminescence is used to study conjugated polymer morphology and it is shown
that,

on

ITO, two soluble conjugated polymers have a thin low contact layer between the

ITO. This has

important

consequences

for the lifetime and efficiency of organic LEDs.
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Conjugated materials pervade
is

many

elements of our lives and the world around

conjugation that bestows biological systems with the

power to generate

us.

It

light in the

greatest depths of the oceans, and to harvest the energy of the sun's rays to perform
vital chemical reactions. Without

appear a

different place, and much of the rich tapestry of nature would not exist. Denied

very

the

conjugated materials, the world would

ability to obtain solar

unable to survive. Our
process to convert

rather

energy

for photosynthesis, most plant systems would be

highly balanced ecological system relies heavily

harmful carbon dioxide to life-giving

dramatically, that conjugated materials

continued survival

on

this

are

upon

this

It could be argued,

oxygen.

in part responsible for

our

planet.

Man, in his eternal endeavour to understand nature, has created many important
chemicals and materials not found
the

naturally

on

this planet. One of the

more

useful of

these

was

mass

production, with the potential for virtually limitless moulding and shaping.

discovery of plastics. Plastics have brought

a new

dimension to cheap

Developments yielded materials with almost boundless properties, that could be
systematically engineered to provide strength, flexibility, transparency, to allow
cars

to

run

smoothly and safely, and for

of history

ages

are

our

seen

the advent of

20th and early

age.

discovery of equal magnitude to rival the impact of plastics

was

clearly at night. If

named after inventions and materials, perhaps the

21st Centuries should be labelled the plastic

A

children to be

our

inorganic semiconductors such

as

on our

modern society

silicon and germanium. These

materials, and the transistors, diodes and lasers built from them have revolutionised
the way we

work and live

our

lives. They have given

us computers,

digital media,

high quality entertainment systems and made possible such huge technological
creations

as

the Internet and space

materials lost their status
discovered that certain
characteristics

they

of semiconductors, when it was

conjugated polymers, they

as

possess

similar physical

plastics, with the addition of electrically conducting

are

biological counterparts and
same

source

fascinating organic polymers could display semiconducting

[1]. Known

essence

the sole

as

characteristics to traditional

properties. In

travel. However in the late 1970's inorganic

much longer and synthetically created cousins of their

many

physical behaviours. Of

of their fundamental properties

course,

this discovery generated

2

a

come

from the

large amount of
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excitement in the field. It
fashion of conventional
of

was

found that

comparable to metals (-1000

Sm"1)

be doped in the

was not

was

doped with AsF5

up to

conductivities

[2]. However doped polyacetylene

degradation in air and thus

technology. It

can

inorganic materials and using this method the simplest form

conjugated polymer, polyacetylene

sensitive to

organic semiconductors

was

limited to being

a

was very

showcase for the

new

until doped polyaniline appeared that the idea became

commercially viable [2], The soluble nature of such compounds gives them

a

much

simpler route to commercial fabrication of devices. The technique of spin coating is
far

cheaper and simpler to implement than epitaxial growth needed for inorganic

semiconductors, and the possibilities for direct printing are enormous.

Organic semiconductors

are

also able to emit light. Organic electroluminescence

(EL) is the electrically stimulated emission of light from organic solids. This effect
was

first observed in the 1960's in

thicknesses used

(typically much greater than 1pm) resulted in extremely high

operating voltages and

poor

stability. A revolution

from Kodak introduced the vapour

organic small molecules [4]. The
led to much reduced

a

came

about in 1987 when

a team

deposited thin film organic EL device, using

use

of much thinner organic layers (c.a. 100 nm)

operating voltages of around 10 V and high efficiencies. This

breakthrough provided
based:

crystalline anthracene [3], however the large

an

architecture around which

many

future developments

heterolayer organic structure, p type (hole transporting) and

n

were

type (electron

transporting) layers sandwiched between two electrodes. One of these electrodes had
to

be transparent or

semi-transparent, and this

commonly used today. ITO is
the visible

-

wide bandgap semiconductor with transparency in

inject electrons,

commonly used elements

are

Intrinsically light emitting polymers
visible

a

workfunction in the

5 eV, suitable for reasonable hole injection into most organic

materials. In order to
some

indium tin oxide (ITO) that is still

region of the spectrum, good conductivity and

region of 4.2

and

a

was

a

suitable low workfunction metal is needed,

Magnesium, Calcium and Lithium.

were

first discovered by Partridge [5] who

saw

light emission from the non-conjugated polymer poly(vinyl-carbazole)

(PVK). However it

was not

until 1989 that the first demonstration of

polymer LED by the Cambridge

group was

3

reported. They used

a

conjugated

a precursor

polymer
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poly(/?tfra-phenylene-vinylene) (PPV) to generate visible green-yellow light [6]. The
possibilities for spin coating,
for

quick

and

screen

inexpensive

and

even

inkjet printing opened

processing of semiconducting

up new avenues

materials.

development has led to highly efficient and long-lived devices which
market in the form of flat

short distance away

therefore flexible

from

have also been demonstrated and

area screens

the

are

only

In addition the benefits of fully plastic and

consumers.

displays, first demonstrated by Heeger and coworkers [7] using

polyaniline plastic anode deposited onto
and robust

are now on

panel displays for mobile phones and small electronic

equipment. High quality large
a

Rapid

a

PET film

pave

the

way

a

for inexpensive

displays.

Conjugated organic materials also have other exciting properties in addition to
electroluminescence. Field effect transistors,
been demonstrated
initial

[8-10], and although development of these is

display applications,

It will not be very

available in the

organic lasers and solar cells have all

progress

some way

behind

is being made with much enthusiasm and speed.

long before entirely organic-based electronics products

are

high street.

Despite these major advances in the technology, there
physics underpinning organic semiconductors that

are

are

still

many

elements of the

relatively unexplored. The

relationship between the structures of materials and their photophysical and
electronic

properties

are

still not fully understood in

many

organic systems, most

notably conjugated polymers. As highly disordered materials, the properties of

conjugated polymers
conditions

are

dependent

states. In most

fluorescence.

their environment and processing

a

systematic study difficult. Another problem facing

many

organic materials, is efficiency loss due to triplet

[11,12], This makes

conjugated polymers, like

upon

organic materials the emission is solely due to singlet states, known

Triplets contribute to

a

as

significant loss in devices manufactured from

organic materials and it has been especially difficult for conjugated polymers to
overcome

these losses to

give

a

The work in this thesis is with

net gain to the efficiency of devices.

an

aim to

realise efficient electroluminescence.
emission in

develop novel materials and techniques to

Chapter 2 will detail the origin of light

organic materials, and the factors affecting the nature of the emission and

4
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its

efficiency.

The

of

concept

conjugated

dendrimers,

highly

branched

macromolecules, will be introduced. These unique materials allow precise control
over

of

the emission and electronic

properties of organic devices. Finally the operation

organic light emitting diodes is detailed. Chapter 3 will outline the experimental

techniques used to analyse the photophysical and electronic properties of these
conjugated dendrimers and polymers.

The

experimental work begins in chapter 4 with the search for

solution
now.

A

processed blue emitting dendrimer,

and efficient

goal that has proved elusive

up

until

family of highly efficient materials is introduced, their photophysics covered

in detail and it is shown how

they

electroluminescence in solution
results

a

a new

can

be used to generate efficient, tuneable blue

processed organic LEDs. Chapter 5 expands

by exploring the charge transport in these remarkable materials, and

on

a

those

detailed

investigation of this is presented, including energetic disorder and the mobilities of
both holes and electrons.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of using dendrimers to harvest normally
emissive
of

an

triplet excitons

LED. A novel

as

useful radiation and in doing

so,

family of iridium-cored dendrimers

shown that the world's most efficient solution

non-

increase the efficiency

are

introduced, and it is

processed LEDs

can

be produced

using the flexibility of the dendrimer concept. Tuning of colour from light blue to red
is demonstrated,

allowing production of full colour displays. Chapter 7 explores the

effect of structure

on

the

charge transport properties of these highly efficient

phosphorescent dendrimers, and it is shown that fine control of the mobility is
possible. This has

a

large impact

on

the properties of devices based

on

these

materials.

Moving to conjugated polymers, chapter 8 discusses

a

family of precursor polymers

that allow the interactions with their substrate to be controlled

systematically. A clear

problem is presented and it is shown that the interactions with the ITO substrate
be controlled
interaction

is

by

use

of

however

an

can

appropriate surface treatment. The exact origin of the

unclear, and

so

work to understand

more

about the

morphology of conjugated polymers using the powerful technique of neutron
scattering is discussed. The observed effects

5

on

ITO

can

then mostly be rationalised
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by the polymer assuming

a

different morphology to that

on quartz.

Thus when

designing highly efficient materials, their interactions with electrodes must also be
considered.

Chapter 9 brings together the ideas and results discussed in this thesis.

6
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2.1. Introduction

Conjugated materials

are a

fascinating class of organic compounds. The term

'conjugation' describes the chemical bonding and this unique chemical makeup
attributes them with

properties such

semiconductivity and light emission. This

as

chapter will discuss the origins of such behaviour, of absorption and emission
processes,

and the influence of structure

on

the properties of organic compounds. In

addition, the phenomenon of radiative triplet emission,

phosphorescence, will be

or

detailed, and the relevance of this to light emitting diodes will be explored.
influence of intermolecular interactions,
can

the

specifically excimers and aggregates, which

vastly modify the emission properties in

The dendrimer concept

The

will then be considered.

many cases,

will be introduced, which allows great flexibility in tuning

emission, charge transport properties and level of interactions in organic

materials.

Finally

discussion of the

a

leading to light emission in

processes

an

organic light emitting diode (OLED) will be presented.

2.2.

Origins of semiconductivity in organic materials

Conjugated materials
atoms. In

a

are

organic compounds and

conjugated system the carbon atoms

as a

are

basis

the outer most two p

ls22s22p2 ground

electron orbitals

are

formed from carbon

joined in chains

alternating double and single bonds. Four electrons make
carbon atom, which is in the

are

up

more

carbons will be

than

one

carbon atom

state configuration. In this situation

unpaired and

per

joined by single, double

or

can

mix with the 2s orbitals to

new

orbitals and the

remaining

structure in

orbitals, namely
pz

sp

triple bonds. When

and

one or more

as a

pz

.

A system

a

double bond is

of the 2p bonds to

sp2 molecular orbitals. The three sp2

orbital form covalent bonds that act to bind the

place [1]. One of the 2p levels, however, remains in

and is known

sp

molecule has the possibility that the

formed, it is energetically favourable for the 2s and

hybridise to form

rings with

the outer shell of the

give four equivalently hybridised orbitals in the configuration

involving

or

orbitals (71 bonds). This

Figure 2.1 below.

9

can

be

seen

an

unhybridised state

clearly for ethene (C2H4) in
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c

II
A)

B)

C)

Figure 2.1. Ethene structure, bonding and spin states [2]

Figure 2.2. Polymer chain showing overlap of P: orbitals [1]

The
71

a

orbital is localized between two carbon atoms, the other electron in the

orbital is

the

more

delocalized due to the weak

relatively weaker bound and delocalized electron within the

can more

easily contribute to conduction. By adding

regularly alternated double and single bonds
molecule is
in

overlap of pz-atom orbitals. Therefore,

1,3-butadiene and

a

a more

can

more

rt

molecular orbital

carbon atoms to ethene,

be formed. The smallest example

elongated example is polyacetylene, shown

figure 2.3. By increasing the number of the 71-bonds alternatively, bonding and

anti-bonding states
same

and

are

also increased and, consequently, the states

time, the splitting of both states (the

energy

are

denser. At the

gap) will be smaller. This regular

coplanar alternating of 7t bonding, i.e. conjugation,

on

which the 7i-electrons

are

delocalized,

can

provide extended conductivity, because 7i-electrons within the

conjugation

can

be easily removed

or

added without breaking the molecular

backbone in contrast to those electrons in the

generally
Small

more

molecular orbital, which are

strongly localised and essential for holding the molecule together.

conjugated molecules

materials and

a

are

in

many ways

analogous to larger conjugated

polymers in terms of electronic structure.

An example of

conjugated polymer is /ram-polyacetvlene, which is shown in figure 2.3.

10
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H

H

H

\ c/\ c/"\ cX\ c^
H

H

H

H

In
Figure 2.3. Structure ofpolyacetylene.

When

a

polymer is constructed from repeat units of small conjugated molecules,

further delocalisation is

orbitals. There is

one

possible along the polymer backbone due to overlap of the
7i-electron per

carbon atom, which could potentially give

half-filled band and metallic behaviour. However, it is
this material to form

7ta

energetically preferable for

alternating double and single bonds. This effect is known

as a

Peierls distortion

(figure 2.4) and results in formation of a bandgap. Thus conjugated

polymers behave

as

wide

H

as

H

H

X

I

I

H

H

1D metals.

H

Peierls

'XX-

XT
X

semiconductors and not

gap

Distortion
H

H

H

c

c

H

H

r

r

\

c
H

n

Figure 2.4. Effect of a peierls distortion [3]

The
or

length scale

over

which electron delocalisation

polymer is referred to

as

occurs

the conjugation length. It

can

in

a

conjugated molecule

be limited by steric and

conformational effects, such as twists and kinks in the chain, and

conjugated impurities such
shorter than the total chain

as

carbonyl

groups

length, which

can

units.

11

also by

non-

[4,5], It is therefore significantly

have hundreds to thousands of repeat
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2.2.1. Band models

Band

theory developed for inorganic semiconductors has been applied to

some

conjugated polymers, where the delocalised states form conduction and valence
bands

[6], Application of the tight binding model to describe quantum mechanical

behaviour of excitations in

tra«s-polyacetylene resulted in the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger,

(SSH) Model [6,7]. This model predicts
The electron
Lowest

Orbital

a

band structure for conjugated polymers.

affinity and ionisation potential of the polymer, also referred to

of

(HOMO)

only yield

can

be compared to the conduction and valence bands of traditional

a

limited description of the optoelectronic properties of a

conjugated materials. A modification

Campbell [8] that added
allows for interstate

selection rules to

a

was

decay non-radiatively. This will be discussed in

an

detail later.

applied to conjugated polymers

a

mutual Coulombic attraction

strong exciton binding energy [9], This energy can reduce the

of single photon excitations when compared to the bandgap of the free

electron and hole. Rather than

forming free

or

weakly bound electron-hole pairs

optical excitation, electrons and holes experience

resulting in

may

more

allowed by

crystalline inorganic compounds, electrons and holes do not form free

which results in

to the

are

polarons

weakly-bound electron hole pairs and instead feel

energy

narrow range

good deal of success. As the intersite bonding in conjugated materials is much

weaker than in
or

and

pertubation created by the electron-lattice interaction. This

In contrast, the molecular exciton model has been
a

success,

produced by Fesser, Bishop and

crossing between singlet and triplet states, which

2.2.2. Excitons and

with

the

Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) and Highest Occupied Molecular

inorganic semiconductors. However this method has met with limited
can

as

a

characteristic exciton binding

polymer structure

as

well

as

energy.

a

mutual Coulombic attraction

Furthermore, strong confinement

mixing of the excited state with the continuum

lead to strong exciton binding [9], This reduces the

excitations with respect to

upon

the electron-hole band

12

gap.

energy

of single photon
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When

an

electron

or

hole is present on a

redistribution leads to
as

polarons

or

electron-hole

or

polymer, the charge

change in molecular conformation, and charge carriers exist

a

radical cations

pairs

conjugated molecule

or

anions. Thus under electrical excitation, bound

thus pairs of positive and negative polarons. For PPV

are

polymers, the EL spectra closely follow the PL spectra, resulting in
polaron binding
can

also

be

energy

that is smaller than the exciton binding
in

observed

fluorescence

and

experiments such

as

an

energy

electron-hole

[10]. Excitons

electroabsorption, site selective

photoconductivity measurements

[9,10].

due to

However,

exceptionally strong electron-phonon interactions and the level of disorder in
conjugated materials, hydrogenic excitation spectra
materials, in contrast to those

seen

are

not seen for excitons in these

in inorganic semiconductors such as silicon or

germanium [10].

2.3.

The

Absorption and emission processes

photophysical properties of conjugated molecules provide

the electronic

properties of these systems. A

transitions is in

potential

common way

a way

of investigating

of representing electronic

configuration co-ordinate diagrams through plots of the molecular

energy versus

molecular co-ordinate, and is shown in figure 2.5. The

ground state wavefunction is depicted in addition to the wavefunctions of the lowest
vibronic

(zero phonon) level of the first excited state and the fourth level of the first

excited state

(v=3), which has 3 nodes [11], Excitations

vibrational level of the
on

occur

from the lowest (v=0)

ground state, with the amplitude of the transition depending

the conformation of the molecule. The conformation with the strongest

is at the

equilibrium nuclear co-ordinate position Re. The shift of the equilibrium

position between the excited and the ground state represents
ordinate
to the

amplitude

displacement of the

upper

configurational

co¬

state relative to the ground state, which is related

electron-phonon coupling. Transitions

occur

according to the Franck-Condon

principle, which states that electronic transitions take place
scale than nuclear rearrangements,

a

and

so

lines.

13

transitions

are

on a

much shorter time

hence drawn

as

vertical
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Figure 2.5. Configuration co-ordinate depiction ofoptical absorption in conjugated
organic materials [11J.

Light emission results from similar principles and is shown in figure 2.6. For the
most basic case,

albeit

the luminescence is

a

mirror image of the absorption spectrum,

displaced to longer wavelengths. The figure also shows simplified potential

surfaces illustrating how this symmetry relationship

energy
occurs

from the

vibrational

occurs.

Absorption

populated v"=0 level of the So electronic ground state to the

levels of the excited state

radiationless vibrational relaxation,

Si.

The excited state then undergoes

resulting in population of the v'=0 level of the

excited state. Radiative transitions then

occur

from this level to the

ground state,

producing luminescence. The excited state also has the possibility to decay

non-

radiatively, which results in luminescence yields below unity in most organic
systems.

Relaxation may

also

occur

lattice interactions, which

through non-radiative decay routes, such

similar

are

similar,

so

shapes, although they

2.6. The

zero

through

give rise to luminescence quantum yields significantly

below 1 in the solid state. The relative
luminescence

as

strengths of the transitions in absorption and

it would be expected that the spectra should have
are

mirror images due to the

phonon transitions do not overlap and this

14

processes

energy

shown in figure

difference is

a

result
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of the Stokes shift.

George Stokes first

theory, wherein he observed that
the incident

an

this effect prior to the advent of quantum

saw

atom emits a photon of lower energy to that of

photon, and he attributed this to phonon scattering effects [11].

*~V

Figure 2.6. Configuration co-ordinate representation of absorption and emission

[11J.

In many
seen.

conjugated systems, deviations from the mirror symmetry relationship

Referring to the Franck-Condon principle,

after electronic transitions have taken

any

nuclear rearrangement

sufficient time for structural rearrangement
a

occurs

place [11], However, it-conjugated systems

strongly absorbing, and have excited state lifetimes in the region of 1

are

This allows

before emission of a photon and therefore

significant alteration to the excited state potential

15

ns.

are

energy

surface. Many organic
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materials show

a

this is enhanced for

this is

a

significant shift between absorption and luminescence, and

very

geometrically flexible molecules and polymers. One example of

porphyrin ring, where there is

absorption and luminescence. In

a

a

large shift of

over

200

typical conjugated polymer such

(inset to figure 2.7) the difference between absorption and PL is 55

nm

between

as

OC1C10-PPV

nm

(figure 2.7),

and this is

commonplace for these materials. The widths and vibronic structure

observed in

absorption and luminescence

can

also often differ markedly. This

understood to result from the disorder of the

can

be

conjugated polymer chains [12-15],

Inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption results from

a

distribution of

conjugation lengths caused by thermal breaks in conjugation [12], and manifests
itself in
nature

a

broad and featureless

of excitons,

they

are

absorption spectrum. Due to the weakly interacting

able to

move

freely between molecules, chains

polymer backbone. Since the excited state lifetimes
able to

migrate to sites of lower

energy

are

or

along

relatively long, excitons

a

are

from where they emit. Thus the emission

spectra in many 7r-conjugated systems are significantly narrower and display more
vibronic structure than the
solution in

absorption. This is shown for the polymer OCiCio-PPV in

figure 2.7.
1.0-

0.8-

Z)

^

0.6-
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To

0.4-

.Q

<
0.2-

0.0300

400

500

600

700

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.7. Absorption and photoluminescence of a dilute solution of OC/C/o-PPV in
THF.
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2.4.

Decay Kinetics

The lifetime of excited state
an

emissive

species. It

non-radiative

can

decay

inform

us

be described by two factors

-

processes can

further

as to

the nature of

the rates of radiative and

decays within the sample (see figure 2.8)
Excited State

Radiative

decay

Non-radiative
K

decay

K

Ground State

Figure 2.8. Decay mechanisms from the excited state [16]

From the Einstein relations

we

know that the rate of

decay of the excited states is

proportional to the number of excited states present. If
processes

we

ignore bimolecular

for radiative and non-radiative decays (with rate constants given by kr and

knr respectively) then the rate of decay for ./V excitons is given by [16]:
dN
=

dt

n

,

.

-(kr +knr)
(2.1)

The

decay is then given by

a

time constant that is

a

relation of the two decay

constants:

1
T =

kr

+

knr

(2.2)
We

the

can now

state the

quantum yield O (fraction of excitons decaying radiatively) as

following (where the natural radiative lifetime is given by xr)

T

ch

k..

(2.3)
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In this model

the

describe the system

we

only directly measurable properties

luminescence lifetime

(x). We

to deduce the values of

In

by two rate constants, kr and knr. However

a

thus

can

that

we

need both measurements in order

kr and knr

fashion similar to the Einstein A

constant, kr, to

see

the quantum yield (O) and the

are

coefficient,

we can

also

use

the radiative rate

give the rate of spontaneous emission. Determined by

a

matrix

element, it is related to the absorption spectrum by the Strickler-Berg relation

(equation 2.5) [17].

K

C

X

'

J

(2.4)

V

where

O

In

equations (2.4) and (2.5),

section per

is the refractive index, afvj the absorption

n

absorbing unit at frequency

spectrum as a function of frequency.

reduced

2.5.

ns.

In the presence

cross

and L(v) is the photoluminescence

v

Assuming

fully allowed transition has kr in the region
lifetime around 1

(2.5)

jv L{u)do

a

strongly absorbing molecule,

lOV1, which gives

a

a

radiative decay

of non-radiative decay the lifetime will be

[16].

Phosphorescence

The nature of the excitation is

electron and hole, and the

excitations

singlet is defined in terms of
symmetric. So,

as

can

combinations to lead to

heavily dependent

be

an

seen

may

exist

as

upon

the spin of the excited

either singlets

or

triplets. The

anti-symmetric wavefunction, and the triplet
from equation (2.6) there

triplet states and only

18

one

leading to

a

are

as

three possible

singlet state.
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Triplet

Singlet

(tt)

-^0491

(2.6)

(II)
Singlet excitations

are

dipole coupled to the ground state and hence

radiatively. This is known
nanoseconds.

as

fluorescence and

occurs on a

can

decay

timescale of typically

Triplet levels also exist in organic materials, usually at

a

level below

that of the

singlet state. This is illustrated in figure 2.9. In the leftmost diagram

electron is

photoexcited into the singlet state, which

the

can

right hand panel of figure 2.9, intersystem crossing

from the
nature

triplet state. This is known

generally

very

containing elements such
platinum

or

iridium

can

nitrogen

occurs

leading to emission

Phosphorescence in most conjugated

inefficient. However,
as

then decay radiatively. In

phosphorescence, and due to the forbidden

of this transition is much slower.

materials is

work in

as

an

or

use

sulphur,

or

of certain organic molecules
heavy metal atoms such

as

lead to efficient phosphorescence. This is the basis for the

chapters 6 and 7.

Figure 2.9. Singlet emission leading to fluorescence (left) and intersystem crossing

resulting in phosphorescence (right) [11].
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The benefits of

phosphorescence

Singlet excitons

further pronounced for electroluminescence.

are

generated through photoexcitation,

are

antisymmetric polarons injected into

a

or

through capture of

device. However, spin injection into the

organic material is spin independent, in contrast to photoluminescence. Thus, in
accordance with

injected

can

the device

literature,

equation (2.6) in

be harvested

as

a

fluorescent material only 25% of the charge

useful radiation. The triplet excitations generated within

decay non-radiatively. This value of 25% has been heatedly debated in the
and

for

obscure

an

platinum containing polymer with extended

delocalisation it has been shown to be
far from 100%, so research

significantly higher [18]. However, it is still

into methods for harvesting triplets in OLEDs is of

significant value.

2.6. Intermolecular interactions

For any

physical system the properties of single element

modified when nearest
when

a

neighbour interactions

bulk material is formed, for

conjugated polymer to

a

or

are present.

compound

This situation

example when moving from

solid film state. This is

a

are

a

heavily

can

arise

solution of

a

result of the quantum mechanical

splitting arising from electronic correlations and exchange interactions. In conjugated
organic materials

as

in

many

organic dye systems, the photophysical properties

vastly modified in the bulk with respect to the relatively isolated
There

are

The first
state

two
are

case

are

in solution.

important classes of intermolecular states arising from interactions.

aggregates (or physical dimers) and the second are excimers (excited

dimers). A material that shows strong intermolecular interactions is

a cyano

containing poly-para-phenylene vinylene (CN-PPV) where the emission in thin film
is

dramatically redshifted and has

2.6.1.

a

much longer radiative lifetime [16].

Physical dimers (aggregates)

In chemical terms, a

dimer describes

a new

complex formed by

between two identical molecules. However, the term

a

chemical union

is also used in molecular

spectroscopy to describe the coupled electronic interactions between two closely
space

molecules. This is known

this is anthracene is shown in

as a

physical dimer

or an aggregate.

An example of

figure 2.10, with the chemical analogy for illustration.
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Figure 2.10. Structural diagram of (left)
dimer

An aggregate

identical
states

a physical

dimer and (right)

a

chemical

ofanthracene (taken from reference [11]).

is formed through the overlap between the wavefunctions of two

closely spaced molecules. The wavefunctions of the ground and excited
be

can

considered

a

of

mixture

the

individual

isolated

molecular

wavefunctions.

The energy

levels of the

2.11. The coulombic

monomers

binding

energy

and the aggregate states

are

shown in Figure

W of the dimer pair is calculated through the

expectation value of the product of the two monomeric wavefunctions operated

on

by the intermolecular interaction operator. Instead of the excitation being localised
molecule, the electronic

on one

energy can

be thought of

between the two molecules involved in the dimer

e;

<Pi>2

C *

as

oscillating coherently

[11],
<Pe<-,

<Pl<P2*

e(-)

W'

i

9e(+ )

>,
cd

e(+)

i.

cd
c

LU

(+)

(-)

TP*

<Pl

w
Dimer

Monomer

Fig. 2.11. Energy levels of monomers and physical dimers.
states

(pi

and tp2*

are

excited

of two identical molecules interacting with each other. W' denotes the

coulombic interaction energy for
with the

the excited state charge distribution of molecule 1

ground state ofmolecule 2 [11].
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This modifies both the

absorption and luminescence. Given the close packing needed

between molecules in order for aggregate

dependent.

Aggregates

chromophores (for example
as a

usually

are

a

observed

dilute solution) to

thin film. Planar materials tend to

solvent and

an

formation, the effect is concentration

a

when

moving

from

isolated

closely packed environment such

pack much closer in thin film

example of this is perylene and perylene derivatives such

or

as

in

a poor

3,4,9,10-

perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) [19]. Figure 2.12 shows the solution

absorption of PTCDA in DMSO

function of concentration. The peak of the

as a

aggregate absorption is redshifted by 0.2 eV relative to that of the dilute solution.

Indeed, this band is
of the

seen

in thin film, accompanied by a dramatic bathochromic shift

photoluminescence peak of 0.6 eV.
PTCDA

in

DMSO

-i—■—i—1—i—■-

6

<n

4

c

o
Q.

O
tfl

-O

<

2

0
1.8

2.2

2.0

2.4

2.6

2.6

3.0

Energy [eV]

Figure 2.12. Effect of concentration
aggregate

on

PTCDA absorption in DMSO. Note

absorption band increasing with concentration. Taken from [19],

As shown in

figure 2.13, the physical dimer state exhibits

lower energy

when compared to the monomeric state. However,

preferable for excitons to migrate to sites of lower
will

occur

dependent

from the low energy
upon

as

it is energetically

in general the emission

the dipole orientation, the two extremes of which

forbidden, whereas the

reverse

figure 2.11. Most systems will show
a

energy

are

shown in

level becomes dipole

is true for head-to-tail dipoles. The forbidden

transitions result from the vectorial nature of the

dipoles result in

energy,

splitting to higher and

site. The relative contribution from the two states is

figure 2.13. For parallel-aligned dipoles, the low

in

a

a

dipoles, which

sum to zero as seen

mix of both states, and randomly oriented

split band with relative contributions from both states.
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$

E"t!

E
a

E'

Blue shift

Monomer

i

T1

Dipoles
parallel

Dimer

Dipoles

E

head-to-tail

Red shift

Monomer

Dimer

Figure 2.13. Exciton splitting in physical dimers with extreme geometries. The
dotted lines show forbidden

electronic transitions. Based on [11J.

2.6.2. Excimers

For the

case

of

the molecules

a

can

another class of
monomer

Excimer is
the

be

seen

a

are

in the

absorption and fluorescence. However, there exists

compounds that show the optical absorption characteristics of the

unit but reveal

dimer. These

as

physical dimer characteristic features of the interactions between

a

broad, structureless fluorescence

called excimers, a

contraction of excited state dimer.

physical

They exist only in the excited state,

ground state is dissociative [11]. Excimers have been observed in

systems, including inorganics and noble gases, for example Xe
excimer which is

aromatic

widely used in laser applications. Excimers

molecules

were

in solution, they noted

wavelengths lower than that of the

2

is

a

stable Xe

first observed in

monomer

a

broad featureless band emerging at

emission. The reactions taking place

follows:

The excited state

many

•

by Forster and Kasper in 1955. As they increased the

concentration of pyrene

1.

a

phrase coined by Stevens and Hutton in 1960.

*

were as

for

as seen

can

decay to the ground state to give

23

monomer

emission
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S;^S0+hvM
2. As

an

alternative, the excited state Si*

(2.7)

can

undergo collisional quenching with the

ground state Soto give the excimer state Ei*:

Sj*
3. After

formation, the excimer

S0 -> E{

+

may

(2.8)

decay radiatively:

E' -+S0 +S0 +hvF
The emission from

an

excimer state into the

(2.9)

repulsive ground state is shown in figure

2.14, compared to that of a physical dimer.

Figure 2.14. Emission from

(left) and from

an

a aggregate

excimer into

a

(physical dimer) to

a

stable ground state

repulsive ground state (right) leading to

a

broad

featureless spectrum [11].

There has been

a

interactions

conjugated polymer [20-26] and conjugated dendrimer [27,28]

in

great deal of interest in understanding the

role of intermolecular

systems. Excimeric emission is in general very inefficient and they often act as
luminescence
structural
to side

quenching sites. Attempts to control these effects by chemical and

engineering have taken

many

forms, from doping into

branching [30], Another stategy is to make dendrimers

next section and much

where the

of the thesis. The latter

host material [29]

as

described in the

topic is of interest in the next section,

conjugated dendrimer concept will be outlined.
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2.7. The dendrimer

Materials innovations have

concept

played

a

crucial role in the rapid development of organic

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). The two classes of materials that have been most
studied

small

organic molecules [31] and conjugated polymers [32], and

excellent progress

has been made. Small organic materials have well defined

are

structures and

proven,

generally processed by evaporation. This method, whilst well

are

has potential commercial disadvantages in terms of limited production

throughput, substrate size and cost.

Solution-processing of organic materials is
fabrication

as

semiconductor

a very

attractive alternative for LED

it opens up

the possibility of printing and patterning the organic

layer, and

is likely to lead to cost advantages in

so

Conjugated polymers offer solution-processibility and

properties for device manufacture but
small

are

so

have

eliminate.

production.

many

attractive

often harder to synthesise and purify than

organic materials. This is due in part to the synthesis giving

molecular

mass

a

distribution of

weights (polydispersity), and makes batch to batch variation harder to
In addition, a wide range

of optical and electronic properties

can

imparted by different processing conditions [33,34] and this could well be
hindrance for reliable and

There

are

a

reproducible commercial devices.

still issues to be addressed that affect both classes of material.

effects have not yet

be

been systematically controlled. There

are many

Aggregation

materials, most

notably fluorescent dyes, that have large quantum yields in solution but due to

stacking and aggregation effects show little

or no

n

emission in the solid state. This

problem has been controlled within small organic materials by low level doping of
the fluorescent

dye into

quenching is not
have been

as

proposed

side chains to

a

a

host material [29], For conjugated polymers aggregation

drastic but still undesirable and
-

many

attempts to counteract this

including blending of two dissimilar materials [35] and adding

polymer [30], Tuning properties by changing the structure is not

always straightforward: for example
electronic property

a

change of structure intended to modify

an

might have the side effect of changing the processing properties

of the material. The electronic and

processing properties cannot be disengaged.
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Bridging the

gap

between small molecules and polymers, dendrimer offer the

potential benefits of both classes of materials. In other capacities, dendrimers have
attracted much attention from many aspects
possess an
years

of the scientific community. They

exponentially branching rather than

a

linear geometry. In the past few

there has been much interest in dendritic materials for

research

wide variety of

a

applications [36-45]. The work within this thesis is concerned with

conjugated dendrimers for application in light emitting diodes.

Dendrc

Surface groups

Figure 2.15. Schematic ofthe conjugated dendrimer concept.

The

use

of dendrimers

new

application [27,46-49], These molecules consist of a

(branches) and surface
The
such

core

as

as

the

groups.

the colour of

perturb the
as

core

Dendrons

are

defines the key electronic properties

then attached in

branching levels from the

cores on a nanometre

tuned for

a

a

dye molecule that

core,

that does not

a way

and this

a

dendrimer is

can

be used to

scale. This has been shown to give fine

majority carrier mobility with generation in dendrimer LEDs [27,50].

an

a

or

processing

important advantage of dendrimers and will allow them to be fine

wide

investigated in
an

relatively

in Figure 2.15.

seen

ability to control the mobility without affecting the emission

properties is

have

be

electronic properties. The generation number of

the number of

control of the

can

a

conjugated dendrons

core,

light emission. It could be, for example,

accurately separate the

The

This modular approach

is at the centre of the molecule, and

would otherwise aggregate.

defined

light-emitting medium in organic LEDs is

variety of applications. The fine-tuning of the mobility is

family of phosphorescent dendrimers in chapter 7, and is shown to

important effect

on

the performance of LEDs. The surface
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groups are on

the
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outside of the

molecule, and therefore primarily define the solubility and processing

properties. This feature is exploited in chapter 4, where it is shown that blending of
different dendrimer

Another

cores can

be

performed without phase separation.

advantage of the conjugated dendrimer architecture is the independence of

the electronic and

red, blue and

processing properties. Colour tuning has been demonstrated and

green

dendrimer LEDs have been fabricated [46,48] with identical

processing properties. The dendrimer design allows
chromophore and thus offers

core

a great

enormous scope

freedom in the choice of

for molecular engineering of

improved materials and tailoring of properties for applications. This flexibility of
design makes conjugated dendrimers

very

the well-defined structural components

attractive materials for OLEDs, combining

of small organic molecules into

processible macromolecular structure. These benefits
to

are

solution

a

exploited within this thesis

produce both phosphorescent and fluorescent dendrimers that emit

across

the

whole of the visible spectrum.

Although the potential of the concept outlined above, including tuning of colour and

mobility, has been demonstrated, the efficiency of most dendrimer LEDs has
been low

(-0.1%).

so

far

This is due to low film photoluminescence quantum yields

(PLQYs) and hole-dominated charge transport. In this thesis I will detail efforts to
show how careful choice of
structure

2.8.

The

can

lead to

core

chromophore, dendrons, surface

groups

and device

extremely efficient solution-processed dendrimer LEDs.

Organic LEDs

previous section has detailed the

processes

leading to photoluminescence in

organic materials. This section will deal with electroluminescence and the methods
used to describe the processes
the processes
hole

pair

of charge transport and injection. Figure 2.16 shows

leading to light emission in organic semiconductors. Either

can

be created by photoexcitation with light of sufficient

opposite carriers, injected from appropriate electrodes,
and then recombine to

emission spectra,

give out light. The

processes

indicating that the emissive species

27

can

an

electron-

energy, or

meet to form an exciton

generally lead to

very

similar in both

cases

are

similar
[10].
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Photoexcitation

Negative Polaron

Positive Polaron

Fig. 2.16. Basic processes leading to luminescence in conjugated materials [3J.

2.8.1.

Charge transport and disorder

Attempts to correlate the charge transport with material and device structures have
been

complicated by the inherent disorder and chemical sensitivity of organic

materials. The

of

mobility is heavily dependent

conjugated polymers, and this

and parameters

similar

such

as

may

on

the chemical purity and morphology

explain why the measured values of mobility

field dependence

vary

by orders of magnitude in structurally

compounds [51]. Mobility in organic materials is dramatically lower than for

inorganic semiconductors. The low values for the mobilities
from greater

are

believed to result

hopping distances and larger number of defect and impurity sites in

amorphous materials when compared to their crystalline counterparts. Whereas
charges in inorganic materials

are

only trapped at dislocations

crystal lattice, traps in organic materials
fabrication processes,

are

or

defect sites in

a

introduced from the synthesis and

and from morphological effects. The electron mobility is

substantially lower (around two orders of magnitude)[52] than the hole mobility in
conjugated polymers. This is
electrons at defects

result of

a

larger number of trapping sites for

[53],

In order to understand and

the

a

improve these properties, much time has been invested in

study of energetic and spatial disorder in conjugated polymers. A significant
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model that has been
and co-workers

developed is the Gaussian disorder model developed by Bassler

[54]. An important result of this model of Miller-Abrams type

hopping transport in
of the

mobility

on

effect due to the

a

disordered material is

field

a

as

square root

dependence

the pseudo- Poole-Frenkel

conceptual similarity of the increase in conductivity in ionic media
as

shown

by Poole and Frenkel [55], The concept

dependent mobility is initially confusing when familiar with conventional

inorganic semiconductor theories such
shown in

exponential

electric field. This is also known

under the action of an electric field
of

an

organic materials to be

Charge transport is
effects dominate in
very narrow,

very

a

as

those by Bloch. However, this has been

result of disorder in such systems [51,56],

different to the

case

single crystals. In the

of inorganic materials, where scattering

case

of polymers, the bands

are

generally

which reduces the scattering effects, but due to the disorder inherent in

these materials there is

a

broad distribution of energy

levels, which considerably

complicates the view of charge carrier injection and transport.

2.8.2.

Charge injection

Injection of carriers into

a

conjugated polymer

can occur

via thermionic emission

quantum tunnelling (field emission theory). In some situations one
mechanisms dominates,
or

its

depending

of these

what regime the device is operating under

physical construction. Thermionic emission has been used to explain the

characteristics observed in
PPV

upon

or

devices

a

number of

light emitting diodes, in particular

[57], In that work, impedance spectroscopy

correlated with I-V characteristics to determine the width of the
The existence of
confirmed

although

a

was

precursor

performed and

depletion

zone

[58],

Schottky contact at the metal-polymer interface has been

by internal photoemission and electroabsorption measurements [59],

some

calculations have revealed that the size of the depletion region is

greater than the actual device [60]. Thermionic emission is thermally activated and
has

a

current of the form

J

=

J5(exp

nkT
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-1)

(2.10)
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where Js

is the

is

a constant

(depending

on

temperature and effective electron mass) and n

ideality factor which is ~1 at high temperatures.

For quantum
Nordheim

mechanical tunnelling, also known

analysis,

the barrier is thus

we assume

tunnelling through

a

as

field emission

or

Fowler-

triangular barrier. The height of

equal to the difference between the workfunction of the metal

contact and the HOMO

(in the

case

of hole injection) and LUMO (for electron

injection) levels of the conjugated polymer.

Fowler-Nordheim

theory

has been widely

characteristics in terms of the barrier to

used

analyse current-voltage

to

injection for majority charge carriers

although its shortcomings have been discussed at length in the literature [61].
Following work by Parker [62], for carriers tunnelling through
the

9

a

triangular barrier,

•

•

logarithm of J/E is proportional to the inverse of the field, which allows the

determination of the barrier

height:
K

J

=

CxE2xe~1

C

=

^—

(2.11)

3e2

(2.12)

%nhtp

* =

%n^2em

3

—V1

(2J3)

3h

where
mass

e

is the modulus of the electron

of the hole

charge, h is Planck's constant,

(which is taken to be the electron mass) and

cp

m

the effective

the barrier height to

injection in electron volts.

Studies

on

applying these methods to MEH-PPV devices by Parker et al [62] have

correlated device

performance and I-V characteristics with the work function of the

injecting contact, detailing the importance of injecting contacts in OLEDs. F-N
theory has also been used to explain other polymer diode systems [63-65],
Unfortunately, fits based
measured I-V

on

curves over a

tunneling tend to be

large

range

poor

-

they do not follow the

of current densities, and the barrier heights
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are

generally smaller than those measured by direct experiments, such

as

electroabsorption [59,66,67].

One of the greater

complications in understanding the behaviour of LEDs

from the nature of the
anode is very

electrode/polymer interfaces in the device [68]. The ITO

susceptible to the adhesion of impurities that become trapped at the

interface between the ITO and the

metal) depends heavily

Organic materials
forming

comes

are

upon

an

evaporated

the purity of metal used and the evaporation conditions.

inherently chemically sensitive and

species that in

new

polymer, and the cathode (usually

have

many cases

performance. The nature of the interfaces is

a

a current

can react

with the contacts

detrimental effect

on

device

interest within the context of

chapter 8 of this thesis.

An alternative
to assume an

approach to modelling devices by considering the injection current is

ohmic contact and view the low

mobility of the material

as

the current

limiting factor. Analytical models have been used successfully to describe

space

charge limited conduction in ITO/PPV/Al(Ca) LEDs [60,69-71],

Conjugated materials, in particular disordered conjugated polymers, have low
mobilities of the order of

charges

are

injected through

limited current
been detailed

the barrier. This is known

(SCLC) flow. Detailed models

as

as space

charge

applied to inorganic systems have

assume

explain I-V characteristics and temperature dependence. The best
an

exponential distribution of traps around the conduction band,

which is in accord with the

SCLC

or over

that tends to limit the current flow when

by Lampert and Mark [72], They have been applied successfully to

PPV LEDs to

models

10"6 to 10"4 cm2/Vs

predictions made by the disorder model [54,60].

usually manifests itself as

usually expressed

as a power

a

voltage dependence of the current density, and is

law. Child's law is often used here [72]

(2.14)
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The trap

filled limit (where

that results in

a

a

single trapping level is present) is

case

<2-22)

=
o

In this

important

V2 dependence of the current.

J

2.9.

an

d

Summary
chapter the basic theory governing semiconductivity in conjugated materials

has been

presented. The role of absorption and emission

electronic structure of materials has been

properties

can

Triplet states

determining the

explored, and it has been shown that these

be heavily modified in the

are

on

presence

of intermolecular interactions.

discussed, and it is shown that efforts to harvest such states

great value. The dendrimer concept is introduced, and the sheer
molecular architecture uncovered.

Finally,

organic LEDs is presented.
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are

of

flexibility of this

brief introduction to the operation of
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3.1 Introduction

This section will

give

a

brief overview of the techniques used to study organic

semiconductors. One of the

major advantages of these materials

inorganic semiconductors is the
device

can

be

even

ease

flexible

of fabrication,

displays is

by

a

single layer of polymer

vacuum

deposition of

along with such possibilities

one

conventional

of processing. A highly efficient light emitting

prepared by spin coating

etched ITO substrate, followed
extreme

ease

over

as

a

large

or

dendrimer onto

an

metallic cathode. This
area

ink-jet printed and

of the main advantages of these remarkable materials and is

expected to lead to quicker and cheaper manufacturing of displays.

3.2 Material

The materials

preparation

investigated in this thesis

can

conjugated dendrimers and polymers,

be divided into three categories: soluble

precursor

polymers and small molecular

compounds. The preparation techniques of each will be discussed.

3.2.1 Soluble dendrimers and

These materials contain
either at the

solubilising

as

dissolve

groups

such

periphery of the molecule (in the

(for conjugated polymers). These
such

polymers

chloroform

groups

as

case

2-ethyl-hexyloxy

of dendrimers)

confer solubility in

or

/-butyl attached

or as a

common

side chain unit

organic solvents

(CHCI3), chlorobenzene, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene. They

relatively quickly and

can

be spin coated directly from solution. Dendrimers

typically have low viscosity due to their relatively low molecular weights. Thus typically
to obtain a 100

nm

film

they

were spun

Conjugated polymers, depending
viscous and

so

upon

lower concentrations

are

from solutions of approximately 10-20 mg/ml.
their molecular weights,
used. For the

supplied by Covion concentrations of 5 mg/ml

38

were

are

often much

more

di-alkoxy substituted OC1C10-PPV

typically used.
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In

addition,

provide

a

hole-injecting layer of PEDOT/PSS is often deposited onto the ITO to

a

smoother interface and lower workfunction for the injection of holes into the

HOMO of the

organic materials. PEDOT/PSS structure is shown below. The blend is

soluble in water, and is
This

gives

a

spin coated directly from stock solution at 2200

film thickness in the region of 40

hotplate at 70

-

80°C

nm.

The substrates

are

2500

rpm.

then dried

on a

-

to remove excess water and this forms a layer insoluble in organic

solvents that materials

can

be

deposited

upon.

cj1

s°3

so3h

Figure 3.1. The structure ofPEDOT/ PSS

3.2.2 Precursor

In the

case

of

polymers

conjugated polymers, it is hard to disengage the processing properties

from the materials electronic

properties due to the

for both functions. An alternative route is to

non-conjugated materials that
them to form the full

solubilising

group

are spun

without

produce

chemical units being responsible

a precursor

polymer. Precursors

are

from solution then baked overnight to convert

conjugated polymer. The thermal conversion eliminates the

to (in the case of PPV derivatives) form a vinylene linkage and thus a

fully conjugated insoluble material,
structural

same

configuration, and

can

as

shown. This allows

also allow deposition of

inter-dissolving.

X

a greater

Elevated

T, ~2 hrs

Figure 3.2. Thermal conversion of a PPV derivative
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a

choice of polymer

second polymer layer
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The main precursors

material studied in this thesis, poly[2-(2'-ethylhexyloxy)-l,4-

phenylenevinylene] (known

EH-PPV) and poly [2methoxy-(5'-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-

as

phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV)
The substrates

were

was spun

from typically 10 mg/ml solution in THF.

then baked for 2 hours under

dynamic

(10" mBar) at the

vacuum

appropriate conversion temperature, which varied from 199 °C (for the Bromo variant)
to 240 °C
ensure

(for the Chloro variant). Typically, 240 °C

full conversion. The

samples

were

was

used throughout this thesis to

allowed to cool under dynamic

vacuum

then

removed.

3.2.3 Small molecular

compounds

Small molecular

are

dopants

or

compounds

dendrimer

or

are

used in conjunction with

polymer. Alternatively they

10"6 mBar) to form electron

3.3

groups

organic solvents. When spin coated they tend to form

crystalline films, thus they

ca.

both transport layers and

as

hosts in blend systems. They do not contain solubilising

less soluble in

as a

used in this thesis

or

can

a

poor

and thus

as

are

quality semi-

soluble matrix element, such

be evaporated under high

vacuum

(

hole transport layers.

Photophysical characterisation

3.3.1

Absorption and Fluorescence measurements

Absorption measurements

were

performed

on a

Cary Varian 300 UV-Vis absorption

spectrometer for both solution and film states. A blank sample is placed in the reference
channel and acts to
of solution

remove

the

absorption of the solvent and quartz cuvette (in the

measurements) and the quartz / ITO glass absorption in the

Photoluminescence measurements

were

carried out

using

a

spectrometer. The spectrometer operates by selecting a
excitation

wavelength from

a xenon

case

case

of films.

Jobin Yvon Fluoromax 2

particular monochromatic

lamp, exciting the sample at 45° and sampling the
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emitted

light by cycling through

building

up a spectrum

laser excitation

source

a pre-set range on an

of the sample. PL measurements
and

a

CCD

can

emission monochromator,
also be performed using

spectrograph manufactured by Oriel systems

a

or

Instruments SA.

Also

performed using the Fluoromax 2

constant emission

photoluminescence excitation (PLE). A

was

wavelength is selected and its intensity monitored

as

the excitation

wavelength is scanned through the absorption of the sample. It differs from absorption in
only detecting the emissive species that contribute to the particular emission wavelength
being sampled, thus is

a

useful tool for investigating

effects. It is sensitive to film
these if meaningful

or

energy

transfer and aggregation

solution concentration and thus

care

must be taken with

comparison with the absorption is to be made.

3.3.2 Time Correlated

Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)

Figure 3.3. TCSPC apparatus

The apparatus

certain

a

light

source

(laser

or a

LED) that excites the sample at

wavelength. The sample luminesces, and the light is detected at

selected
a

consists of

by

a

monochromator. A TTL signal from the excitation

capacitor within

a

source

a

a

wavelength

begins to charge

Time to Amplitude converter (TAC). The fluorescence from the

sample arrives at the photomultiplier tube at

a

charge accumulated is converted directly into

a

41

later time, and stops the charging. The
potential difference and is

now sent as a
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pulse to

a

multi channel analyser where it is allocated

This channel relates

directly to

a

a

channel related to its magnitude.

period of time [1],

Figure 3.4. Simplified general TCSPC set-up

Components of TCSPC
1.

Optics. A 35mm, F/l aberration corrected lens projects light onto the excitation
monochromator. It had

a

linear

magnification of 3 and the output

was

variable by

an

adjustable diaphragm
2.

Monochromator. Controls the emission (detection)
slit width from l-32nm. This allows for

monochromacity (at low slit widths),
the expense
3.

Hamamatsu MCP-PMT

variable

compromise to be reached between

or greater

bandwidth and incident light, but at

the excitation system,

Ortec Time to

(MicroChannel Plate-Photomultiplier Tube) This

high gain, low noise and excellent timing

detector, with rise times

as

low

as

as a

single photon

30ps. The whole assembly is positioned at

90°

to

thus minimising scattered light.

amplitude convertor (TAC). Central to the operation of a single

photon counting system, the basic principle of converting
difference is

a

of spectral purity.

device possesses

4.

a

wavelength. It has

exploited here through

use

of a capacitor.
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a

time delay to

a

potential
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Multi-channel

5.

analyser A65-BI. This device assigns

particular channel, related to
3.10 for

Data

Windows, plots

a

a

voltage amplitude to

a

certain time period. The software interface, Maestro

a

graph of time (x axis) against number of pulses (y axis).

Interpretation

When obtained, the

decay data from

fluorescent sample cannot immediately be

a

quantitatively analysed. We first have to deconvolute the data from the trace of the
instrument response
In

our

function (irf).[2,3]

decay data profile (F(t))

•

Excitation

•

Impulse

•

Fluorescence

source

response

convolution of the following components [2]

functions of detector, optics and drive electronics (D(t), O(t), E(t))

decay profile (f(t))

instrument response

distortion upon

a

temporal profile (S(t))

The instrument response
one

have

we

is then

factor of S(t), D(t), O(t) and E(t). If we define these

a

function, P(t),

we can now express

the photoluminescence decay

as

as

the effect of the instrument

the following convolution integral (3.1)

[4]
00

F(t)

(3.1)

=
-00

P(t) is known
this

is

a

the prompt,

as

'snapshot'

or

instrument

of the

a

of the system

behaviour,

systems

Experimentally this is performed using

response

without

Rayleigh scatterer,

a

-

so

called because

fluorescing

solution

or

sample.

film of

fluorescing material that will scatter the incident light to be detected at the

nonsame

wavelength by the MCP-PMT.
Deconvolution is
method operates

performed using

a

with the following

least

square

process:
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routine based

on

Microsoft Excel. This
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1.

Instrument response

2.

Numerical

3.

Fit

4.

Iterated until

program

approximation to decay convoluted with irf

compared to actual decay

The method

with

inputted to

our

good fit achieved

we use

to

perform the analysis convolutes

instrument response,

are

then

the

experiment. The

performing the

until the two

decays

and

compares

are as

numerical decay

will then repeat this

close to each other

as

3.3.3.Photoluminescence quantum

Experimental measurement of the PLQY of
integrating sphere. This device is

a

diffuse and reflective material. The
collect all the

sphere by

admission of

a

process,

as

the

one

we

taking place in

changing the decay constants

is possible.

yield (PLQY)

a

conjugated polymer is done using

hollow sphere with

an

internal coating of

a

an

highly

sphere has well defined properties and is used to

light from the sample. The samples

a sprung

imaginary exponential decay

it to the actual experimental decay. Thus

same process on our

program

an

are

held at the centre of the integrating

metallic clip. A small entrance at the front of the sphere allows

excitation laser beam, in this case either the 325 nm or 442 nm lines of a

Kimmon Helium-Cadmium CW laser.

Figure 3.5. Integrating sphere in situ
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Emission from the

sphere

can

be collected via two methods. A CCD spectrometer

attached and in the method of de Mello et al
the residual

of

a

use

pump

be

pulse measured, followed by

pulse (laser light not absorbed by the sample) and the emission profde.

Integrating the
absolute

[5], the

can

of each of the three emission spectra allows calculation of the

area

PLQY. An alternative method, pioneered by Greenham et al [6], involves

calibrated

large

area

photodiode (which

can

of selective cut-off filters. Both methods

be

are

seen at

use

the top of figure 3.5) and the

equally valid and have been shown to

give identical results.

3.4. Electrical characterisation

One of the benefits of
can

be

organic electroluminescence (EL) is the

prepared. All devices

ITO float

were

fabricated in

a

ease

with which devices

cleanroom environment and built

on

glass supplied by Merck. The structure of an organic EL device is shown in

figure 3.6, and consists of
electrode, onto which

a

layer

an opaque

or

layers of organic material

on top

metallic cathode is deposited.

Metal cathode

Emissive
ITO
Glass

Figure 3.6. Structure of an organic EL device
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layer

of

an

ITO
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3.4.1. Device fabrication

The fabrication of LEDs is

1.

as

follows:

Etching of substrate. The ITO glass is marked into

using electrical tape. Zinc powder is placed
The

resulting reaction

is then removed

removes

on

a

3-4mm strip (figure 3.7)

the exposed ITO and HC1 dripped onto it.

the exposed ITO leaving

a

strip beneath the tape, which

by rinsing in acetone solution. Alternatively the substrates

into concentrated

can

be placed

(37%) hydrochloric acid (HC1) for 10 minutes. The strip is used to

prevent shorts when contacting with the sprung gold pins in the LED

testing chamber.

Metal electrode

Polymer film
Glass substrate

ITO

strip

Figure 3.7. Device configuration

2.

Cleaning of substrate. The usual method for preparing the etched substrate is 10

mins

rinse

in

acetone

ultrasonic treatment,

with

followed by

10 mins in IPA

(isopropanol) also with ultrasonics. Drying under flowing nitrogen is performed after
each of these stages.

1050X) where they

3.

The substrates

are

a

layer(s). A polymer

solution at

a

-

90 °C before

a

plasma asher (Emitech K-

dendrimer thin film is

or

speed set by the

conducting polymer PEDOT/PSS
85

then transferred to

subjected to O2 plasma treatment at 100 W for 5 mins.

Addition of active

substrate from

are

can

be

spun

user.

a

the

thin layer of

directly onto the ITO and dried at

deposition of the emissive organic layer.
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Alternatively

spun onto
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4.

Evaporation of contacts. Samples

evaporated at

base

a

pressure

are

of between 4

placed into

an evaporator

xlO~7 and 1.5 xlO"6

mBar with

evaporation rate of approx. O.lnm/s. The usual contacts to be evaporated
of calcium followed
have been used for

evaporated to
aluminium

or

a

by 100

nm

and contacts

were

a

thermal

15-20

of aluminium, although aluminium and gold contacts

charge transport studies. Alternatively lithium fluoride (LiF)

thickness

ca.

1

nm

to

thermally

can

be

(at 0.04-0.05 nm/s) before deposition of either

calcium/aluminium. Care has to be taken

evaporation tends

nm

damage

the

during deposition

organic

layer,

at

-

too fast an

worst

causing

interpenetrating islands and shorting of the device.

3.4.2. Device characterisation

Devices
were

were

contacted

The set-up

operated by
collected
-

tested under

both

is
a

a vacuum

gold pins in

of

10~5mbar

via

a

molecular

turbopump. Devices

device holder that fits into the

chamber.

by

sprung

as

shown in figure 3.8 (courtesy of John Lupton) [7]. The device is

Keighley 2400

by either

a

large

positioned at 4

cm

area

a

source measure

unit. The light output from the LED is

(1cm ) Silicon photodiode

from the

source.

vacuum

or

by

a

CCD fibre optic cable

The I-V and light output measurements

fully automated by computer using labview software.

Vacuum chamber
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The CCD spectrometer

interval

so

must be

measurement of

is calibrated to give the number of photons in

used in unison with the calibrated

flight measurements

This

one

experiment is

semiconductor devices

photodiode in order for

a

of the most popular methods for investigating charge transport in
[8], A sheet of charge carriers is generated optically at

sample and swept through the device under

charge carrier packet to travel
schematic of the

wavelength

brightness and efficiency.

3.5. Time of

of the

a set

across

an

one

edge

applied field, and the time for the

the device is known

the transit time (ty). A

as

experimental set-up used is shown in figure 3.9.

ITO/dend/perylene/Al

Figure 3.9. Time offlight set-up

The

organic semiconductor is then excited using either the 355

nm or

532

nm

lines of a

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. In the standard configuration, the ITO is biased depending
upon

the polarity of carriers to be detected (positive for holes, negative for electrons)

and the
a

photocurrent signal detected from the aluminium electrode using

digital storage oscilloscope. The RC time constant of the system

All

measurements

were

turbomolecular pump.

carried

out

under

dynamic

Temperature dependent measurements
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were

50 Q input of

less than 100

ns.

provided by

a

performed using

a

was

vacuum

a
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cold

finger cryostat built in-house at Marburg, linked to

a

heating plate and temperature

controller.

An alternative

approach to time of flight measurements, which has often been used for

amorphous semiconductors, is to employ

a

layer of absorptive dye is evaporated onto
electrode. The excitation laser
ITO electrode and the
then swept

a

sample between the sample and the contact

wavelength is chosen to

pass

through the semi-transparent

sample, and is absorbed by the CGL. The resultant carriers

through the device under

that the carrier

charge generation layer (CGL) [9,10], A thin

an

are

applied field. The advantage of this method is

generation point is well defined irrespective of sample optical density

or

thickness, allowing accurate conclusions to be drawn for materials with different

absorption spectra and optical densities at the
seen

that

same

film thickness. It

major advantage of the incorporation of

a

mobility measurements

can

be performed

on

a

can

therefore be

charge generation layer is that

spin-coated films close in thickness and

morphology to those found in OLED structures. Finally, the thinner structures studied
here allow

higher applied fields to be investigated without the

use

of high tension

power

supplies, and the practical limit of applied field is then field induced device breakdown.
In the

case

of this

approach, then the aluminium is biased positively (perylene

can

only

inject holes into most organic semiconductors due to the alignment of energy levels) and
the

photocurrent signal detected from the ITO. This is because the carrier generation

point is at the opposite (CGL side) of the device.

The structure of the devices used to obtain TOF traces is shown in
of Chan Im

(Marburg University). Substrates of dimensions 25

etched to leave

carbon

a

20

mm

strip, to which

a

15

mm are

solution

positive contact is applied using,

glue. The ITO is cleaned with chloroform solution and dried under flowing

nitrogen. The spin coated
perylene dye
the

wide ITO

x

figure 3.10, courtesy

was

or

drop cast film is then deposited. If chosen,

then evaporated under

a vacuum

device, with subsequent deposition of 100

defining

an

active pixel

area

of around 5

nm

2

•

mm
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.

of 3x10~6 mbar to

a

10

cover

of aluminium through

a

nm

film of

the whole of

shadow mask,
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Figure 3.10. Device configuration for time offlight measurements.

3.6. Neutron

This work

was

reflectivity measurements

performed jointly with Mr William Mitchell and Dr Paul Burn of the

University of Oxford, and Dr Giovanna Fragneto of the Institut Laue-Langevin,
Grenoble.

My involvement in the work

was

in the correlation of the photoluminescence

spectra of the polymers under study with the physical and structural information gleaned
from the neutron
if NR

was a

reflectivity (NR) results. This

feasible

was

building

initial work to determine

technique for investigating polymer morphology [11].

In order to achieve in situ measurement of PL spectra
was

on

constructed to allow neutrons to enter at

whilst performing NR,

grazing incidence, reflect from

substrate and exit the chamber to be detected. Some measurements
reflectometer CRISP at the

made

on

the

beam is incident

a

fixed angle using

the

a

made

2 inch
on

the

white neutron beam, and others

a

long wavelength diffractometer D16 where
on

were

chamber

Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, ISIS, Didcot where the

reflectivity profile is measured at
were

a

a

monochromatic neutron

sample and the angle of incidence is varied,

or

the dedicated

reflectometer, D17, at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble.

Samples

were

substrate with

then

prepared by first washing 2 inch

squares

polymer, and spin coating to achieve

a

uniform film. The samples

placed into the sample chamber, and the chamber

vacuum

by

a

turbopump

element to allow

or a rotary pump.

was

nm

was

The mounting stage contained

performed using

a

were

evacuated under dynamic

higher temperature measurements to be taken, and this

flowing water. PL spectroscopy
emitting at 408

of ITO with THF, flooding the

was

a

heating

cooled by

Gallium Nitride (GaN) laser

(3mW), and the photoluminescence from the top surface of the

50
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polymer film detected with
shown in

an

Ocean Optics fibre-coupled CCD. A schematic diagram is

figure 3.11.
To CCD

CW

Figure 3.11. Schematic diagram showing NR apparatus with PL measurement

capability

In order for the PL measurements to be carried out,

the neutron beam had to be blocked

temporarily, however the PL spectra were taken under the same conditions as those
experienced during the neutron measurements.
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4.1. Introduction

The aim of this

efficient

chapter is to describe the work that has taken place to develop

blue

emitting

fluorescent

dendrimer

electroluminescent devices. I will start

and

system

by describing

some

its

application

of the materials that

an

in

were

initially investigated, and how development of these has led to large improvements in
device

performance. I will then show how blends of two dendrimers

can

be used to tune

the colour of emission to obtain desired colour coordinates.

Solution

processibility is

is believed that it

can

a

desirable feature for organic electroluminescent materials. It

offer greater

flexibility for cheaper display fabrication and the

possible application of such simple techniques such
this class of materials, green

green

more

of

-

495

nm.

migrate to regions of the polymer with lower

This method of colour tuning through
as

excitons,

as

very

production via
solubilising

formation, tend to

were very

high bandgap

poly-(vinyl-carbazole) (PVK) [3, 4] and poly-para-phenyl (PPP) [5, 6]

and derivatives. These materials have found

for lower energy

upon

energy.

intrinsically blue emitting polymers to be studied

materials such

the first to show potential

challenge. Poly(phenylene-vinylene) (PPV)

a

conjugation breaking is often flawed though,

generally

were

synthesised with interrupted conjugation [2] which emit blue-

light at wavelengths of 470

The first

ink jet printing of displays. For

conjugated polymer devices

[1], In contrast, blue has proved
derivatives have been

as

widespread

use as

charge transporting hosts

dyes and [7-10], but their intrinsic emission is in the UV-blue and

inefficient. PPP

was

a precursor route.

groups,

such

as

insoluble in

common

organic solvents and required

An alternative method is substitution of suitable

alkyl, aryl

or

alkoxy

groups, to

realise

a

solution processible

material, and this has been used successfully in OLEDs [11]. However a serious
drawback to this route is that the
groups

solubilising

groups

have

a

tendency to twist the phenyl

of the polymer backbone out of the plane, causing

an

unwanted drop in the

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) and altered emissive properties of the
polymer.
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renaissance

A

for

blue

solution

processed materials

poly(fluorene) and its derivatives. The addition of

a

the introduction of

was

chemical bond between two

adjacent phenyls of PPP conferred greater rigidity and the possibility of addition of

solubilising
polymers

groups

without affecting the emission properties. The first fluorene based

prepared by Fukuda et al via

were

a

ferric chloride oxidative polymerisation of

alkyl and dialkylfluorenes [12]. More recently, researchers at Dow have synthesised

polyfluorenes from Suzuki coupling of 2, 7-dihalogenated fluorenes using
amount of

terra^A(triphenylphosphine) palladium. They

can

produce

a

a

catalytic

high molecular

weight polymer in less than 24 hours and has been used successfully in light emitting
diodes

[13]. Recent demonstrations of colour tunability, high efficiency and stability

[14-16] have realised the true potential of fluorene based conjugated polymer devices,
and in many ways
to

they demonstrate the best performance that conjugated polymers have

offer.

For many

often

polymeric systems, though, low

seen

in

energy aggregates or

excimers [17,18]

are

polymer film photoluminescence and frequently exaggerated further in

electroluminescence, resulting in broad, red shifted emission spectra. Due to these
effects

blue-green

or green

emission is often observed from materials intended to be

blue. Several methods to counteract this have been
chains

or

bulky substituents onto the polymer backbone [19]. This

undesirable
two

proposed, including grafting side

change in the emission

or

the solubility

-

can

often lead to

an

it is impossible to disengage the

properties.

In contrast to the

dendrimers

are

problems associated with obtaining blue emission from polymers,

ideally suited for this task. Dendrimers have

length, and the dendrons

can

be used to shield the

core

a

well-defined conjugation

regions from intermolecular

interactions, which should lead to improved emission efficiency and colour purity.

Finally, the surface
the emission

groups can

be chosen to give the desired solubility without affecting

properties. Indeed, efficient blue emission

was one

of the first goals of the

conjugated dendrimer project at its inception. A family of blue emitting distrylbenzene
(DSB) cored dendrimers investigated by Halim et al [20]
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photoluminescence quantum yields in thin film (-30%) and
were

successfully fabricated and shown to emit blue

—

blue colour. Devices

a pure

white light with reasonable

efficiency when compared to similar materials available at the time.

In addition to

is

OLEDs

achieving

an

a

good blue emission, the ability to tune the emission colour of

important goal to achieve desired emission properties specific to

applications. This has been achieved in conjugated polymers by systematic modification
of the chemical structure

[21]. An alternative procedure to chemical modification to

fine-tune the colour of emission is to take

a

physical approach and blend materials. For

evaporated small molecular OLEDs it has been shown that such

a

blend layer

can

lead to

improved reliability and efficiency [22,23].

an

However, there
Blends

can

are

still

many

issues to be addressed for solution-processed blends.

suffer from effects due to the different

spinning solvent. Blends of polymers

are

and most small molecule EL materials

Studies have been
the

performed

on

solubility of each component in the

well known to intrinsically phase separate [24],
are

often difficult to process

from solution.

conjugated polymer blends and it has been shown that

degree of phase separation is highly dependent

on

the doping ratio of the two

polymers and spinning solvent used [25,26], In addition polymer molecular weight plays
an

important role in determining the phase separation characteristics of

These variables
a

dopant

on a

electrical and

are

undesirable when

a

blend [27],

attempting to examine quantitatively the effects of

bulk system, and the full effect of these phase separated regions

on

optical characteristics of polymer blends is poorly understood. However,

phase separation has been utilised successfully in other
in the creation of

areas,

such

extremely small size 'nano' LEDs by blending

as

an

solar cells [28] and

inert polymer with

a

conjugated, light emitting system [29],

An alternative

approach will be demonstrated in this chapter using blends of two

dendrimers with different
of

dendrimers

enables

independently. This is

a

cores

but identical surface groups.

their

processing and electronic properties to be tuned

significant advantage when forming
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The modular construction

a

blend of materials

as we
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can

encapsulate different

cores

within the

same

shell and surface

alleviating

groups,

phase separation effects.

4.2.

Improved blue emitting dendrimers

The blue

emitting dendrimers investigated by Halim et al consisted of a single DSB

with 4 dendritic branches based

solely from the

core

on

stilbene. It

was

similar for all three

electroluminescence, which

The dendrimers

unit

originated

was

generation [20], The photoluminescence

generations, however

a

broad red tail

was seen

for the

reduced with increasing generation.

investigated in this thesis differ in the meta-linked dendritic branching

being biphenyl rather than stilbene. It has been shown that biphenyl branching units

offer
can

shown that the emission

of the molecule and that the efficiency and stability of LEDs

fabricated from these materials increased with

emission

was

core

improved steric hindrance, greater photostability and simpler synthesis [30]. This

also be illustrated

by

a

comparison of the performances of DSB-cored dendrimers

containing biphenyl dendrons investigated by the author with those of previous stilbene
dendron based materials. The structures of the first and second
dendrimers

are

shown in

generation biphenyl DSB

figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Structures of G1 DSB (left) and G2 DSB (right)

Devices of the structure: ITO / PEDOT / Gx-DSB / LiF / Ca / Al

fabricated. Device

performance

was

(where

found to be heavily dependent
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x =

upon

1

or

2)

were

generation. An
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efficiency of 0.01 %

was

measured for G1 DSB, rising to 0.7% for G2 DSB. This is

order of magnitude higher than that reported for G2-stilbene-DSB studied by

nearly

an

Halim

(0.09%). In addition, the EL spectra (figure 4.2) of the biphenyl-based devices

much closer to the thin film PL, with
structure and

no

red tail

was seen

G2-biphenyl-DSB showing significant vibronic

appreciable tail to the emission. In contrast, vibronic structure

observed for G3-stilbene-DSB and

even

are

for such

high generation material

a

a

was

only

significant

to the emission.

D

<

>?
c7)
c

0)
c
—I

LU

400

500

700

600

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.2. EL spectra for G1 and G2 DSB cored dendrimers

4.3. Fluorene cored dendrimers
The

biphenyl-DSB cored dendrimers have shown relatively efficient blue light emission,

however the
-

30 V for

operating voltages for those devices

was

extremely high, of the order of 20

appreciable light emission. This suggests that charge injection in these

materials is far from

optimal. In order to reduce the intermolecular interactions to

improve efficiency and colour purity, higher generations of dendrimer
this will also contribute to the

an

used for efficient electroluminescence at lower

alternative

Initially

a

logical step to

use

single fluorene unit

the fluorene unit

was

very

sought that could be

successfully in OLEDs [31] and

as a core

employed in the
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core was

generation.

Poly(fluorene) and its derivatives have been used
was a

required, and

higher operating fields due to the greater number of

insulating dendrons in the bulk film. Thus

thus it

are

core

for

a

blue emitting dendrimer.

unit. The biphenyl dendrons

are
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attached in the meta
the fluorene unit,

monofluorene
shown in

or

position to

making the

a

central benzene ring that is para linked at both ends of

core

figure 4.3. The surface

groups

at 330
nm.

in this

surface

case were

groups are

nm

and

can

a

is denoted

as a

be

seen

-

a

2-ethyl-hexyloxy and these

2-ethyl-hexyloxy.

absorption spectra of G1 and G2mF in dilute solution

distinct features

core

mF, and the structures of the first and second generation materials are

cored dendrimers. The

The

(bA-phenyl)-fluorene. This

are

shown in figure 4.4. Two

component characteristic of the core absorption peaking

feature due to the

Similar behaviour has been

biphenyl dendron absorption with

a

peak around 270

previously observed in other conjugated dendrimer

systems [20, 32] and to a first approximation the absorption is a superposition of core
and dendron

absorptions due to the breaking of conjugation by the raeta-linked phenyl

dendrons. The
with

intensity of the absorption in the dendron band increases substantially

generation due to the larger number of biphenyl units in G2mF when compared to

GlmF.

Although difficult to

see

in the solution spectrum, it is interesting to note that the

dendron band of GlmF is redshifted
to be less

planar,

so

by 12

nm

this change is not unexpected. The lone biphenyl absorbs at 272

illustrating that the redshift occurring in G1
across

the

core

relative to that of G2. G2mF is expected

unit. In contrast the

core

may

in part be due to slight delocalisation

absorption is unchanged with generation.
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nm,
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Figure 4.4. Absorption spectra of GlmF and G2mF in dilute THF solution.
The thin film

absorptions of the two generations

shown in figure 4.5. There is

very

slight broadening but little shift in moving from solution to film, and again the

core

are

absorption is unchanged with generation. The independence of the
generation has been proposed
This is in contrast to

distryrlbenzene where

as an

absorption

on

argument for exciton confinement at the core [33],

previous dendrimers based
a

core

on

distrylbenzene

redshift of the low lying absorption edge

was

or

amine-tm-

observed with

increasing generation. This redshift has been observed previously in phenylacetylene
dendrimers

[34-36] and

localised

the dendrons and those

on

was

fluorene dendrimers, and may

dendrons that twist out of the

attributed to excitonic splitting between excitations
on

the

core.

This is not observed in the

case

of the

show the improved steric properties of the biphenyl

plane of the

core

further than the stilbene derivatives.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.5. Absorption spectra of GlmF and G2mF in thin film.
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The solution

photoluminescence of both generations is shown in figure 4.6. The

photoluminescence of both generations in dilute solution is identical. This implies that
the

same

excited state

species is responsible for emission in both

evidence for exciton localisation at the

core

cases,

and provides

of the dendrimer. Previous dendrimer

systems based on distryrlbenzene, anthracene and porphyrin studied by Halim and
Pillow

[20, 32] and tra-distyrlbenzene systems investigated by Lupton [37] all showed

similar

independence of solution emission

on

generation. This is highly desirable, and

allows modification of the external structure of the dendrimer for selected
without

affecting the emission properties of the

emission is in the

near

UV-violet with

structure. The emission is
to

the shorter

a

a

core.

peak at 365

applications

It remains to be noted that the
nm

and shows strong vibronic

significantly blueshifted relative to that of poly(fluorene) due

conjugation of the dendrimer

phenyl rings, whereas the

core.

The dendrimer

core

consists of 4

conjugation length for poly(2, 7 dihexyl(fluorene))

average

has been determined to be 12 repeat

units from the absorption (24 aromatic rings) and 6

repeat units (12 aromatic rings) from the photoluminescence spectra through a study of

oligo-fluorene molecules [38].

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.6. Solution PL spectra of GlmF and G2mF in dilute THF.
The PL spectra

solution

in thin film for both generations

(also shown) the spectra

wavelength emission although this
the lower concentration of

core

are

are

shown in figure 4.7. In contrast to

red-shifted by ~30

may

nm.

G2mF shows

a

shorter

be in part due to reduced self-absorption due to

relative to dendron
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absorption. The photoluminescence
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quantum yields (PLQYs) of these materials have been measured and found to be very

high. Solution PLQYs of 72% for GlmF and 87% for G2mF
THF solution. These

Steven

were

measured in dilute

drop to 44% and 52% in thin film. It should be noted here that Dr

Magennis and Dr Ebinazar Namdas performed these PLQY measurements.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.7. Thin film PL spectra of GlmF and G2mF. The solution emission of GlmF is
shown for comparison.

The EL spectra

of ITO/PEDOT/Gx-mF/Ca/Al (where

figure 4.8. The spectra

are

x =

1

or

2) devices

are

shown in

similar for both generations and comparable to the PL

spectra, however there is a slightly increased red tail to the emission. This has been seen
in

previous blue dendrimer devices based

excitations

probing

more

on a

DSB

core,

and has been attributed to

of the sample in electroluminescence than photoluminescence

[20].
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.8. EL spectra of GlmF and G2mF. The device had PEDOT and Ca contacts.

The best devices fabricated from these materials had efficiencies in the
0.2% at

voltages around 12 V. The efficiency has little dependence

however the films become
seen

for other fluorescent

more

insulating

as

region of 0.1on

generation,

the generation is increased. This has been

[39] and phosphorescent [40] dendrimer systems.

4.4. Bis- fluorene cored dendrimers

Although highly efficient in photoluminescence, the short conjugation and thus high
band-gap of the monofluorene dendrimers resulted in light emission in the deep blue and
with

large barriers to charge injection. Thus it

dendrimers

containing two units within the

core,

detailed here. In addition I will show how

provides

simple and powerful

a

contains

decided to synthesise larger

and the photophysics of these will be

blending of these conjugated dendrimers

of tuning the colour of the emitted light.

The b/'s-fluorene dendrimer

4.4.1.

The first

way

was

generation and second generation &A-fluorene dendrimers (GIF and G2F)
a

to-fluorene

ethylhexyloxy surface

core

with

groups, as

hexyl side

groups,

shown in figure 4.9.
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phenylene dendrons and 2-
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The

absorption spectra of GIF and G2F in dilute solution and thin film

figures 4.10. Two distinct features
core

with

absorption peaking at 352
a

peak at 266

nm

nm

can

be discerned

and

a

(for GIF)

absorption for GIF is shifted by 16
band of GlmF. This may

or

to that
an

270

nm

component characteristic of the

(for G2F). The peak of the dendron

higher wavelengths relative to the equivalent

a more

less delocalisation between dendron and

a

shown in

feature due to the biphenyl dendron absorption

nm to

be due to

-

are

core.

twisted molecular conformation, allowing
The

peak of the

core

absorption is similar

reported for /er-fluorene and ter-fluorene based spiro derivatives, which contain

equal number of phenyl rings to the

core

of the dendrimer [41,42]
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.10. The absorption of GIF and G2F in dilute THF solution and normalised to
the

core

absorption peaking at 352

In thin film
to

nm.

(figure 4.11) the absorption of GIF is broadened

very

slightly with respect

solution, however G2F remains identical to solution. This shows that the

isolation is

core

improved for G2F.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.11. Thin film absorption of GIF and G2F normalised to the
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core

absorption
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Halim studied the components
nature

of the original DSB dendrimers in order to determine the

of their contributions to the dendrimer

small redshift

absorption [20]. He found that there

(c.a. 20 nm) of both dendron and

was a

absorptions relative to the lone

core

components, namely stilbene and distryrlbenzene. This indicates that a small amount of
delocalisation is
the solution

possible between the weta-linked

core

absorption of GIF with the absorptions of the first generation dendron and

the bis-fluorene

core

unit

(figure 4.12) superimposed. It

absorption of the complete dendrimer is not exactly
dendrons
of 17

nm

and dendrons. Figure 4.13 shows

are

a

be

seen

in this

case

that the

superposition of the two. When the

attached to the core, the core is extended

from to-fluorene

can

by two phenyl rings, thus the shift

(335 nm) to that of the GIF

core

(352 nm) is expected.

However, in contrast to previous dendrimers based on stilbene dendrons [20, 39] the
dendron

absorption band is actually blue shifted relative to that of the lone dendron. This

implies that in this
that the dendrons

case

are

there is little

less

or no

delocalisation between dendron and

planar when attached to the

core,

and

core.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.13. The absorption of GIF in solution compared to those of the bis-fluorene
core

unit and

biphenylene dendrons
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photoluminescence spectra of GIF and G2F in dilute TFIF solution

are

shown in

figure 4.14. The emission is in the deep blue-violet and shows significant vibronic
with

structure

contrast to
run

Lo 392

the

core

in the

to

peaks at 396

nm

and 417

nm

for GIF. A shoulder is visible at 441

nm.

In

previous dendrimer systems the solution emission of G2F is blue shifted by 4
run

and is

become

narrower

more

than GIF. This may

twisted and

reducing the Stokes shift,

absorption is observed. The PL spectra,

similar to those

be due to the bulky dendrons forcing

as

as no

corresponding shift

for the absorption,

are

fundamentally

reported for ter-fluorene based compounds [41,42],

O)
o
c

a;
o
CO

Q)
c

£
o
o

350

400

450

550

500

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.14. The

room temperature

photolumincsccncc spectra of Gl arid GIF in dilute

THF solution.

There is

only

a

small spectral shift in moving from solution to film for G1 and G2

(figure 4.15), which is consistent with the absorption. However there is

the spectra

and may

or

slightly reduced for G2. The effect of generation

on

may

is surprisingly small when compared to previous dendrimer systems [20, 39]
be

a

product of the non-planar arrangement of the

dendrimers. It is also of note that the emission spectrum
the

core

slight

be due to conformational effects

broadening to the emission of Gl, which
intermolecular interactions. This is

a

(at 352 nm)

or

the dendrons (at 266

nm
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is the

(Gl) and 270

core

same

nm

in both these

for excitation into

(G2)).
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.15. The

room temperature

photoluminescence spectra of G1 and G2F in thin

film.

Again it is interesting to
can

be

seen

from

solution there is

a

compare

the emission of GIF with that of lone 6/s-fluorene. It

figure 4.16 that in accordance with the effects
bathochromic shift of 29

fluorene. This is almost twice

as

large

Stokes shift for GIF. This is to be

afforded

(367

a

emission, in contrast to GIF. Therefore

minimising

a

much bigger

core.

The better-defined vibronic fine

greater structural rigidity.

spin coated, 6A-fluorene shows

cores

396 nm) for GIF compared to bis-

the shift in absorption indicating

by the additional phenyl rings in the GIF

separating the

-

in absorption, in

expected given the greater geometrical flexibility

structure of 6/.s-fluorene also indicates

When

as

nm

seen

core-core

redshift of 8
even at

nm

relative to the solution

first generation, the dendrons

are

interactions. It remains to be noted that unlike

GIF, 6A-fluorene does not spin good quality, pin-hole free films and thus cannot be
used in devices

produced by spin coating.
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.16. The
solution andfilm

The

compared to GIF in dilute THF solution.

PLQYs of G1 and G2F

was

measured in dilute THF solution against

sulphate standard and in thin film via
be very

photoluminescence spectra of bis-fluorene in

room temperature

high and for G1

were

an

0.5M quinine

a

integrating sphere. The PLQYs

were

found to

81% for solution emission and 42% in thin film. The

PLQY in film is still high and comparable to that of GlmF and G2mF, although there is
room

for

improvement when compared to the efficiency of solution emission. For G2F

the solution

PLQY

experimental
contrast

was

error at

the thin film

results show the true
the emission
the

77%,

a

remarkable efficiency and nearly double that of GIF. In

PLQY of the /Tv-fluorene

core was

found to be only 25%. These

potential of dendrimers to site-isolate chromophores and maintain

properties and efficiencies observed in solution. This is surprising

absorption and photoluminescence there

with

are

as

from

only small changes to the photophysics

generation. However if the intermolecular interactions produce non-emissive

quenching sites, then

The

found to be 76%. In thin film it remains unchanged within

one can expect no

spectral change, only

high efficiency of these materials in the solid state

molecular conformation.
which prevents

inefficient

or

aggregate

minimisation of the molecular

consequence

formation and

potential

energy
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lower PLQY.

be attributed in part to their

Poly(fluorene) based polymers adopt

7i-stacking in the solid state. The

excimer

can

a

a

helix like morphology

of this is

increased

a

PLQY.

using ChemDraw 3D,

an

reduction in
Through

a

idea of the
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conformation of the structure of GIF
be

seen

that the molecule is very

twisted out of the

be afforded, and is shown in

figure 4.17. It

can

twisted and non-planar, and that the dendrons

are

can

plane. This will aid reduction of Ti-stacking and this is

seen

in the

absorption and photoluminescence. Note that the optimisation has been performed
simpler structure than the actual dendrimer, and contains

(propyl) side chains attached to the
shape

can

core

no

moieties, however

surface
a

groups

on a

and shorter

good impression of the

be obtained from this method.

Figure 4.17. The minimised potential

energy structure

of a simplified GIF molecule

showing the twisted conformation.

The

4.4.2.

fluorene-thiophene dendrimer

Electroluminescence in
colour

poly(thiophenes)

was

first reported by Ohmori et al [44,45] and

tuning from the UV to red has been demonstated by changing the chemical

structure

and substituents

limits their EL

[46], Thiophenes in general exhibit low quantum yields, which

efficiency. This is largely due to their planar arrangement in thin film.

However there

are

produce

efficient material [47],

a more

certain

A useful alternative

was

exceptions where structural engineering has been used to

the

incorporation of thiophene units into

a

poly(fluorene)

copolymer structure, allowing high efficiency and colour tuneability [48]. The electrondonating nature of the thiophene unit has proved useful in raising the HOMO level of
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fluorene based

compounds and extending the conjugation length. Thus it

these benefits would enhance

a

dendrimer in

a

similar way.

was

hoped that

The structure of the first

generation fluorene-thiophene dendrimer is shown in figure 4.18. It is fundamentally
similar to GIF except one
same

The

surface groups as

absorption of

a

4.19. In contrast to

fluorene unit has been replaced by

thiophene. It contains the

GIF and therefore should show similar processing properties.

dilute solution of GIFT in THF and thin film
GIF, there is

a

broadening of the

solid state however the dendron band remains
that the molecule

a

adopts

a

core

are

shown in figure

absorption in moving to the

virtually unchanged. This

may suggest

similar conformation in both solution and solid phases.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.19. The

room temperature

absorption spectra of GIF in dilute THF solution

and thin film
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photoluminescence spectra of GIFT in dilute solution and film

4.20. The solution emission is

redshifted
that the

by 22

nm

a

are

shown in figure

deep blue with well-defined vibronic structure. It is

(peak at 417 nm) relative to the solution emission of GIF, showing

thiophene ring has indeed extended the conjugation of the dendrimer

core.

In

thin film the emission is

dramatically different. The two peaks identifiable in solution at

and 441

present, however the emission is dominated by a large feature at

417

nm

478

nm

green

nm are

with lower energy

colour to the

vibronics at 510

nm

and 550

and is relatively efficient with

eye

a

nm.

The emission is

a

blue-

PLQY of 20%. This is however

considerably reduced when compared to the solution PLQY of 47%. It remains to be
noted that these values

efficiencies of GIF,

are

nearly

a

factor of two lower than the photoluminescence

possibly due to the

thiophene ring opening

up new

presence

of the heavy sulphur atom in the

non-radiative pathways.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.20. The

room temperature

photoluminescence spectra of GIF in dilute THF

solution and thin film

In contrast to GIF,

simple structural modelling of GIFT leads to

a very

planar

core

arrangement, as shown in figure 4.21. This could easily facilitate 7i-stacking and explain
the redshifted emission. This may

absorption,
could be

as

also explain the redshifted feature in the film

the planar structure and exposed thiophene ring (with

expected to lead to increased intermolecular interactions.
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no

side groups)
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Figure 4.21. Structural modelling of GIFT

Finally it is interesting to
if the two spectra are

compare

the solution emission to that of GIF (figure 4.22), and

overlaid they

GIFT is shifted to the red

by 22

are

virtually identical in shape and width, albeit

nm.

1.0—

--

G1F solution
GIFT solution

0.0
350

400

450

500

550

600

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.22. Solution PL spectra of GIF and GIFT overlaidfor comparison. Note that
the GIFT emission is blue

4.4.3.

A useful
to

shifted by 22nm to allow for comparison.

Thermochromic effects

approach to understanding the nature of the emission in these two dendrimers is

explore the temperature dependence of the luminescence spectra. This is explored

here in the context of electroluminescence. The temperature
materials has been

dependence of organic

widely studied, for example in alkyl thiophenes and polydiacetylenes
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[49], Many conjugated polymers have been shown to have strong thermochromic

properties, in particular MEH-PPV and similar dialkoxy-PPVs [50,51], Correlations
between

photophysical properties, morphology and structure

these methods and in

general

a more

can

be determined using

geometrically flexible system will demonstrate

greater thermochroism due to the freezing out of ring torsions with temperature. For less

rigid materials such

as

MEH-PPV

a

reduction in bandgap is observed with temperature

[52],

The

electroluminescence

spectra of a GIF device at liquid nitrogen and room

temperatures are shown in figure 4.23. At lower temperatures a strong vibronic

progression is observed. There is

a

slight decrease in peak separation with increasing

temperature, and the peaks are less well defined. However there is virtually no
temperature dependent broadening of the spectra, and no spectral shift.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.23. Low temperature EL spectra of Glbis-fluorene (GlF)(dashed line) in

liquid nitrogen (exact temperature not measured) compared to

room temperature

spectrum (solid line)

In contrast,

figure 4.24 shows the temperature dependence of the EL spectra of a GIFT

LED. In this

case

there is

redshifted component

a

reduction in width of the spectra

of the emission

appears to
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but

no

overall shift. The

reduce width with temperature however
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the
or

peaks observed in solution (at 417

nm

and 440 nm) become sharper but do not shift

broaden.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.24. Low temperature EL spectra of G1 fluorene-thiophene (GIFT) (dashed
line)

in

liquid nitrogen (exact temperature not measured) compared to

room

temperature spectrum (solid line)

A

temperature dependent broadening is a result of electron-phonon coupling, which is

important in
With

many

organic systems, due to the weak bonding between molecular sites.

reducing temperature, the phonon population will be reduced, and thus the

interactions with excitations also so,
case

of the

leading to

a narrower

emission spectrum. For the

polymer MEH-PPV, three-pulse-echo studies have shown that the absorption

is broadened

homogeneously

electron-phonon

ones

as a

result of electron-electron interactions, rather than

[53], The result of this is

The results obtained for GIF

are

a temperature

independent line width.

in contrast to those observed for A-DSB dendrimers

Lupton et al [54], Fie observed

a

by

strong reduction in line width with decreasing

temperature in EL, and this was attributed to the localisation of excitations at the core of
the dendrimers. He

sensitive to
to

argued that the effect of this

phonon scattering

correlation effects. In the

processes as
case

there

are

was to

make

an

excitation

fewer free carriers that

of GIF there is little doubt from the

photoluminescence spectra that the excitation is localised at the

can

more

give rise

absorption and

core,

however

no

significant broadening is observed. The results of Lupton could possibly be interpreted
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in the

light of the

core

of the A-DSB dendrimers being much larger and less rigid,

reduction in temperature

will lead to planarisation of the

cores

and

a

so a

reduction in

temperature-dependent broadening. A large change in band-gap cannot be expected to
occur

given the well-defined conjugation length of dendrimer cores.

GIFT does

display

a narrower

emission at low temperatures, but the majority of this

spectral narrowing is in the lower

emission. If

energy

an

intermolecular species is

responsible for the red shifted emission, then excitons will be less mobile with
decreasing temperature, and migration to these sites will be slowed.

4.4.4.

Blending of dendrimers

Given the

large shift of the PL of GIFT from solution to film it

intermolecular interactions

Thus GIFT

was

diluted in

were

a

responsible for the redshifted emission

GIF host at

force

were

seen

in film.

was

found

quality films irrespective of blend ratio. The

homogeneous and

no

phase separation

microscopy. The homogeneity of the blended films

that the dendrimers possess

suspected that

variety of different blend ratios. It

a

that these materials could form excellent

films of the blends

was

identical surface

groups

was

was

observed by atomic

expected due to the fact

and dendrons.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.25. PL spectra of films of neat GIFT, and 50:50 and 80:20 blends of
G1F. G1FT, shown with the dilute solution

photoluminescence for comparison
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The effect of
were

It

blending

chosen for this

can

be

seen

that

the PL spectrum is shown in figure 4.25. Two blend ratios

on

experiment
as

50:50 and 80:20 ratios of GIF to GIFT respectively.

-

from solution emission to

we move

a

higher concentration of

GIFT, the emission shifts to longer wavelengths. In order to investigate the energy
transfer from guest to

host in these systems, photoluminescence excitation (PLE)

spectroscopy of the blends was performed. The PLE signal was detected in the far red
of the blend emission at 600

of GIF and GIFT for

nm

and is shown in

comparison. The PLE spectra of both blends show the

features characteristic of GIF that
GIFT. It

can

also be

figure 4.26, along with the absorption

seen

implies Forster type

from the thin film

energy

presence

of

transfer from GIF to

absorption and emission of these materials

(figs 4.11 and 4.20) that the emission of GIF has

a

good overlap with the absorption of

GIFT, again suggesting possible energy transfer by the Forster mechanism.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.26. PLE spectra offilms of50:50 and 80:20 blends of G1F. G1FT, shown with
the thin film

The solution

absorption of GIF and GIFTfor comparison

PLQY of GIFT is 47%, and this drops to 20% in thin film. Concomitantly

with the PL spectra,

blends of GIF and GIFT show intermediate behaviour

50:50 blends of GIF: GIFT have
time resolved luminescence

-

80:20 and

PLQYs of 31% and 25%. To probe this effect further

(TRL)

was

performed

on

films using the time correlated

single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. The decays of a neat GIFT film and the two
blends at 450

nm

are

shown in

wavelength. The excitation

was

by

figure 4.27, along with GIF emission at the
a

pulsed LED with
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a

peak wavelength of 380

same
nm.

It
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can

the

be

seen

that the emission lifetime increases upon

decay lifetime of GIF is longer than

exponential decay characteristics with
exponential fit to the decay to achieve
The blends also

any

a

blending GIFT into GIF, and that

of the blends. GIF is found to have

time constant of 700

ps.

GIFT required

good fit, with time constants 280

ps

display bi-exponential behaviour with time constants 390

ps

for the 50:50 blend and 440 ps

a

and 840

ps

monoa

bi-

and 680

ps.

and 790

ps

for the 80:20 blends. This trend of increasing

lifetime of each of the emissive components

correlates with

Time

an

increased PLQY [55],

(ns)

Figure 4.27. TCSPC data offilms of50:50 and 80:20 blends of G1F. G1FT, shown with
the thin film

4.4.5.

absorption of GIF and GIFTfor comparison

Nature of the

It has been shown in the
can

be achieved

spectral shift in G1 FT

previous section that good tuning of the PL emission of GIFT

by blending it into GIF at different concentrations. The PLE spectra

provide information to suggest that there is
dendrimer and that the

changes in spectra

energy

are

due to

transfer to the lower bandgap GIFT
a

concentration dependent effect. In

order to understand this further, streak camera measurements were
film of GIFT.
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Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.28. Time resolved PL spectra at 5 ps and 2
solution and film time

It

can

be

seen

from

integrated spectra

are

ns

after excitation for GIFT. The

shown for comparison.

figure 4.28 that for GIFT there is

a

dramatic redshift with time for

the emission. The short time emission resembles the solution PL spectra
however there is

shift

a

on

redshifted emission shows
PL

the order of

emission

a

lower

significant vibronic structure (as

spectra) thus cannot be ascribed to

featureless

picoseconds to

excimer,

an

[49], The material is

a

pure

seen

(also shown),

emission. The

energy

in the time integrated

signature of which would be broad
as

measured from IR and

mass

spectrometry [56], so an impurity can be ruled out. If a lower energy isomer were

responsible for the emission, then it would be expected to be also present in solution.
This is not observed.

Polythiophenes
structure

are

[57], This

known to form red-shifted emissive states that show vibronic
was

shown for

an

phenyl)-2,2-bithiophene] (PTOPT) where
red-shifted aggregate was
to

a

observed

on a

asymmetrically substituted poly[3-(4-octyla

shift from solution-like luminescence to

time scale of picoseconds. This

was

a

attributed

"sandwich-type" dimer, and compared to results obtained for oligothiophene dimers

[58]. The lifetimes measured for the aggregate in this
which compares to

of the order of 550

ps,

that of GIFT (680 ps).

In terms of understanding

is very

case were

the emission from these materials, packing between molecules

important. Whilst asymmetric substitutions of alkyl
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groups on

polythiophenes
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show strong

intermolecular interactions in film,

substituted system
sites

otherwise similar symmetrically

an

shows strong vibronic structure and

no energy

migration to aggregate

[57]. Face to face packing is therefore important and given that there is only

of side

branching

groups

interactions would be

one set

(attached to the single fluorene moiety) intermolecular

expected to play

significant role in GIFT than GIF,

a more

potentially leading to aggregate formation.

4.5. B/s-cored fluorene dendrimer devices

In the

previous sections the photophysics of the novel /us-cored dendrimers has been

discussed and

now

I will

electroluminescence and

show that these novel materials

provide

an

extremely simple

way

can

give efficient blue

of tuning the emission colour

of LEDs.

It

was

found that the neat

suitable for

use

in LEDs.

ITO/PEDOT

as

typically 100

nm

or

blended materials formed

good quality thin films that

Single layer LEDs incorporating the neat

the anode and LiF/Ca/Al

as

or

were

blend films had

the cathode. The emissive

layers

were

thick. For the single layer devices peak external quantum efficiencies

of 0.4% for neat GIF, 0.5% for 80:20 G1F:G1FT, 1% for 50:50 G1F:G1FT and 1.2%
for

a

Cd/m

neat film of GIFT

For the

were

achieved at

brightnesses between 30 (for GIF) and 200

blue-green emitting GIFT

measured at 200 cd/m

9

and 5.4

a

power

efficiency of

1.5 lm/W

was

•

V

(Figure 4.29). This is

a very

respectable result for

a

single layer fluorescent blue-green material and is better than the reported values for
single layer poly[(9,9'-2,7dihexyl-fluorene)-co-2,5-thiophene] based devices [59] and

significantly higher than those measured for the mono-cored fluorene devices. The
colours of the EL emission for the neat and blended
to the PL

spectra and independent of drive voltage.

80

layers

were

found to be

very

similar
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Voltage (V)

Figure 4.29. Power efficiency and light output of a single layer GIFT device

The HOMO and LUMO

energies of the two dendrimers have been determined from

cyclic voltammetry to be 6.2 eV for GIF and 6.1 eV for GIFT. By taking the
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap as

respectively. These

energy

the cathode but with poorer

performance it
LUMO

was

of

the long wavelength peak in the U.V.-visible

absorption spectrum the LUMO of GIF and GIFT
eV

energy

were

calculated to be 2.7 eV and 2.8

levels suggest that good charge injection will

occur

from

injection occurring at the anode. To improve the device

therefore

necessary to

aid hole injection. PVK has HOMO and

energies of 5.5 eV and 2.0 eV respectively [60], A PVK layer between the

dendrimer film and anode could therefore be

expected to both aid injection of holes and

prevent electrons from reaching the anode. The dendrimer film in this configuration acts
as

the electron transport

and emitting layer. PVK has been used with

polyfluorene (PFO) LEDs [61, 62], The PVK layer

was spun

production of a clean heterojunction interface.
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for

from chlorobenzene, and

dendrimer films from toluene. Toluene does not dissolve the PVK
allows

some success

layer [61, 62] and
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Voltage (V)

Figure 4.30. External quantum efficiency, light output and power efficiency of GIF,
GIFT, 80:20 and 50:50 PVK-based bilayer devices

Figure 4.30 shows external quantum efficiencies, light outputs and
for

the

different

dendrimer

layers

in

used

the

two

power

efficiencies

layer

devices

(ITO/PEDOT/PVK/dendrimer/LiF:Al:Ca). The peak external quantum efficiencies
all around 1%. This

the

dendrimer

independence of external quantum efficiency

films

is

interesting. These results

compare

on

were

the composition of

favorably with other

polyfluorene based polymer LEDs in the literature [14, 59, 61]. The EL spectra of the
bilayer devices

are

shown in Figure 4.31 and

were

similar to the single layer EL and PL

spectra. It can be seen in the inset to Figure 4.31 that by adjusting the blend
fine tune the EL spectrum

of the device from the
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ratio

we can

UV-violet to blue-green, and that
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the 80:20 G1F:G1FT blend has close to ideal C.I.E. coordinates for blue,

b)). Hence by blending dendrimers
emission without
colour

we

changing the efficiency

have
or

a

simple

way

of tuning the colour of

operating voltage. This is useful

purity and luminous efficiency to be traded. What is

(figure 4.30

more

as

it allows

in contrast to blended

polymer systems the emission colour does not change with brightness [63], This
indicates that

even

at

high voltages

no

emission is

seen

from GIF, and that charge

transport may occur by trapping at GIFT sites.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.31.a) EL spectra ofbilayer devices b) CIE coordinates of devices
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4.6.

Summary

In this

chapter I have described how blue emitting dendrimers have been systematically

improved to offer high photoluminescence efficiencies, colour tuning, and produce
efficient LEDs. A detailed

study of the photophysics of two dendrimer families has been

presented, and the effect of structural modification investigated. The nature of the
excited state in these dendrimers is also

explored, and compared to conjugated polymers

and other dendrimer families. The effect of core structure is found to have
on

the emission

a

large impact

properties of these materials. The non-planar structure of GIF results in

high quantum yields and little change of spectra when moving to the solid state. In
contrast, the

thiophene based GIFT develops

emission. A strong

dimer,

or

a

large red-shifted component to the

candidate for the nature of this excited state is

a

"sandwich type"

aggregate, which is facilitated by the planar nature of the GIFT molecule.

Common surface groups on
materials with

no

the periphery of the dendrimers facilitate blending of

phase separation and excellent miscibility. By dilution of GIFT in

GIF the aggregate component to

the film spectrum is reduced and the emission spectra

blue shift towards the dilute solution
emission colour of dendrimer devices

photoluminescence. Using this method the

can

be tuned

ratio, and dendrimer LEDs emitting from the
demonstrated.
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effectively by adjusting the blend

UV-violet to blue

green

have been
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Introduction

5.1.

For all classes of

crucial role in

organic semiconductors the injection and transport of charge plays

determining the efficiency of OLEDs. Ideally both electrons and holes

should have mobilities of similar

from the electrodes which may
therefore

a

magnitude,

so

that charge recombination

occurs away

quench luminescence. Measurements of charge mobility

provide important information for the development of improved materials and

device structures.

In

general most organic materials have

low mobilities in comparison to inorganic

very

semiconductors and there has been much research into
the mechanisms involved, with the aim of improving

desirable for

developing

an

understanding of

these mobilities. A high mobility is

high brightness applications, field effect transistors and electrically pumped

of transport in organic

organic lasers [1-3]. Disorder is

a

limiting factor in

materials, and this is particularly

a

problem for solution processible materials due to the

spin-coating
ordered

process.

Organic crystals and

some

many cases

evaporated thin films

can assume an

morphology that facilitates efficient charge transport, however deposition by

spin coating often leads to randomly orientated systems. This is particularly
for

conjugated polymers, which

of the transport
these

in these systems

highly disordered by nature, and

are

based around stochastic models [4]. The mobility in
upon

There

are

structural

wide ranges

many

discussions

the chemical structure and the morphology

assumed in thin film. Several theories have been
on

problem

are

polymers is highly dependent

model based

a

proposed, ranging from

a

geometrical

flexibility of the polymer chains [5] to energetic disorder [6].

of reported mobilities for structurally similar conjugated polymer

systems and this is in part due to batch-to-batch variations that can occur in polymer

synthesis, and this has been shown to have
contrast, dendrimers can be

dramatic impact

synthesised in

weight and chemical structure
identifying the dominant

a

are

processes

an

on

orderly fashion

device behaviour [7]. In
so

the exact molecular

known, which should simplify the

process

in the charge transport in these unique materials.
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In this

chapter, charge transport in the blue emitting first generation fluorene dendrimers

will be

investigated (see figures 4.3 and 4.9). A commonly used method for studying

charge transport in organic materials is the time of flight (TOF) technique, first
developed in the 1950's [8]. A sheet of charge carriers is generated optically at
of the

sample and swept through the device under

charge carrier packet to travel
the transit of the

charge carriers,

time distribution of the
carrier

across

an

charge carriers

on

edge

applied field, and the time for the

the device is known

a constant current

one

as

the transit time (tx). During

is measured,

as

long

as

the waiting

transport sites is narrow. Once the charge

packet reaches the counter electrode, the measured current starts to decrease due

to the reduction in the number of free carriers in the film.

Charge transport in molecularly doped polymers and organic crystals has been studied
extensively for

a

great many years, but there are few reports of measurements that are

directly of relevance to LEDs [9-11]. Similar mobilities have been extracted using two
different
PPV

space

[11], However in this

obtained
there

techniques of

case

also differences in the film

up to an

were

order of magnitude and

preparation, which could lead to drastic changes

morphology. In addition, the reactive

precursor

on a precursor

it must be remembered that the two results

using samples differing in film thickness by

were

in the

charge limited currents (SCLC) and TOF

gases

produced during conversion of

PPV have been shown to react with indium tin oxide (ITO), doping the

polymer in such

a way so

it behaves

as an

extrinsic semiconductor [12,13], This

may

complicate the interpretation of these results.

For conventional TOF

on

solution-processible materials

few micrometres thickness is
sufficient for the

required to

thick sample of typically

a

small percentage of the

usually entails preparation of a drop-cast film in order to achieve

the desired thickness. Hence the
different from the

a

that the optical density of the sample is

photoexcited carriers to be generated within

device thickness. This

are

ensure

a

charge transport measurements

are

made

on

films that

spin-coated films commonly used to make LEDs. Morphology

has been determined to be

an

important factor in determining the transport properties of

solution-processible materials such

as

conjugated polymers [14], and it has been shown
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that the effect of solvent, solution concentration, and
have

major impact

a

considerable scope

on

spin-coating [15] conditions

on

all

the microscopic properties of the material. Thus there is

for large variations between the morphology of drop-cast and spin-

coated films. In addition, studies have shown that measured mobilities can

strongly

can

depend

film thickness.

An alternative

approach to time of flight measurements, which has often been used for

amorphous semiconductors, is to employ

a

layer of absorptive dye is evaporated onto
The excitation laser

electrode and the

charge generation layer (CGL) [16]. A thin
a

sample followed by the metallic electrode.

wavelength is chosen to

pass

through the semi-transparent ITO

sample, and is absorbed by the CGL. The resultant carriers

are

then

swept through the device under an applied field. The advantage of this method is that the
carrier

generation point is well defined irrespective of sample optical density

or

thickness, allowing accurate conclusions to be drawn for materials with different

absorption spectra and optical densities at the
seen

that

a

same

film thickness. It

major advantage of the incorporation of

mobility measurements

can

be performed

on

a

can

therefore be

charge generation layer is that

spin-coated films close in thickness and

morphology to those found in OLED structures. Finally, the thinner structures studied
here allow

higher applied fields to be investigated without the

use

of high tension

power

supplies, and the practical limit of applied field is then field induced device breakdown.
In the

following, charge transport measurements

fluorene dendrimers

5.2. Time of

using the CGL-TOF method

on

are

made

on

the first generation

samples comparable to LEDs.

flight measurements

Many organic materials show significant deviation from the expected behaviour of
carriers

moving under the diffusion limit through

a

semiconducting sample, and the

transport can be very complicated. New models based on stochastic principles have been

developed, most notably the groundbreaking work of Scher and Montroll [17,18]
However,

some

materials do show signatures of Gaussian behaviour and

define two distinct

so we are

able

regimes of charge transport in organic materials: non-dispersive and
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dispersive. Non-dispersive transport is modelled in the context of Gaussian disorder,
where the

packet

moves

with little dispersion and the broadening is dependent

applied field. Dispersive transport relies
sites, and is therefore based

5.2.1.

distribution of waiting times in trapping

probability distribution [17,18],

are

are

many

literature. In this

or

injected from

are

then swept through the film under

an

applied field.

a narrow

definitions of dispersive and non-dispersive transport within the
thesis, non-dispersive transport will be defined by the

plateau region. For

a

dynamic equilibrium in

emergence

of a

plateau to be observed, the carrier packet needs to establish
a

time short compared to the

transport the reverse is true
establish

region of the film,

generated within

charge generation layer. They

There

the

Non-dispersive transport

Ideally charge carriers
the

on a

upon a

upon

—

the

mean

mean

transit time. For dispersive

transit time is shorter than that needed to

dynamic equiibrium.

Figure 5.1. Schematic of non-dispersive transport. 1. Carrier photogeneration. 2.
Transport. 3. Carrier extraction. A Plot of charge carriers. B Plot of carrier density at

different times. C Plot of transient photocurrent against time. The reduction in the
current starts at

the transit ttr when the carrier

[19].
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A

typical non-dispersive photocurrent transient measured

film

on a

drop cast poly(fluorene)

[20] is shown in figure 5.2. A prominent photocurrent peak is observed at short

times, and is attributed to carriers relaxing with their intrinsic density of states
distributions
in

[21, 22], A clear plateau region is observed, which corresponds to region 2

figure 5.1 and the transit time is obtained through the extrapolated asymptotes of the

photocurrent in the

power

law regions before and after the transit time. To

approximation the one-dimensional law of diffusion holds which results in
distribution of the

charge carrier density in

space.

a

a

first

Gaussian

Assuming the validity of the Einstein

equation, the diffusivity is proportional to the mobility and the spread of the Gaussian
distribution is then
do not

dependent

on

the field applied to the sample. However

display this behaviour and

even

many systems

when features characteristic of Gaussian

transport are present the broadening of the tail transients is anomalous [23, 24],

Time

Time (s)

Figure 5.2. A typical non-dispersive photocurrent transient measured

polyfiluorene) film. From Redecker et al. [20].
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5.2.2.

Dispersive transport

Many organic materials

are

highly disordered and do not follow show the expected form

of Gaussian diffusion. In these cases, the stochastic model of
used to

dispersive transport [18] is

explain the form of the photocurrents. In addition, deviations from Einstein's law

have been observed in

highly disordered materials [25]. Dispersive transport is shown

schematically in figure 5.3 [18, 19].

logt

Figure 5.3. Schematic of dispersive transport. 1: Carrier photogeneration. 2: Carrier
transport. 3: Carrier extraction at counter electrode. Panel A shows a plot of charge
carriers. Panel B shows

a

plot of carrier density at different times and panel C

representative transient photocurrent

as a

logarithmic scale. The point of inflection

function of time

on

on a

a

linear and double

the log-log plot marks the transit time.

Reproducedfrom [19].

For

dispersive transport the charge carrier packet is spread due to the broad distribution

of waiting
Lax

times

[17,18]

a

on

carrier transport sites. In the stochastic model of Scher, Montroll and

waiting time at transport site distribution of the form
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proposed. This gives rise to

a power

law dependency of the current

as

illustrated in

equation (5.1)

7(0~r(1_a)

(t< ttr)

(5-1)

/(0~r(1+a)
where ttr is the transit time and a is the
decrease in

results in

a

disorder in the

dispersion parameter (0<a<l). In general,

dispersive transport that is

more

a consequence

of increased

sample. A further result of this model is the dependence of transit time

film thickness d and

a

on

applied field E according to
1

f

d^-

(6.2)

t,r
thickness

The

dependence of the mobility gives weight to the argument that

measurements of

charge mobility using TOF should be made

thickness to LEDs in order to draw
some

the

of the dendrimer systems

disorder

=

films of comparable

many systems,

including

investigated in chapter 7, the two exponents describing

decay of the photocurrent do not always add

(-(1+a))

up to

-2. If a is constant then -(1-a) +

-2. This has led to modifications of the theory, most notably the Gaussian

theory of conjugated polymers [26],

However,

a most

important result to

definition of the transit time in
as

meaningful conclusions. In

on

emerge

dispersive transport. As shown in figure 5.3, it is defined

the intersection of the two power

transit time. Thus the

•

law regions of the transient before and after the

charge mobility, which is defined

applied electric field, is defined

where d is the

from the work of Scher and Montroll is the

as

the ratio of drift velocity to

as

thickness, V is the applied bias and ttr the transit time, measured
•

outlined earlier. The units used

2

•

commonly in the literature for
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A further consequence

of the broad power-law distribution of transit times in the

continuous time random walk model is the invariance of the
transient to the

applied field. Gaussian transport, based

on

shape of the photocurrent

diffusion, gives rise to

a

field

dependent broadening of the carrier packet. However the stochastic model describes the

probability of carrier release from
distribution and

that when scaled

so

employs

a

hopping

a

or

trapping site rather than

a

spatial

scale invariant distribution function. The upshot of this is

by transit time, all photocurrent transients should overlap.

5.2.3. Measurements

using

a

charge generation layer

Having explained the two regimes of carrier transport, it is appropriate to investigate the

validity of the data obtained. In order for TOF data utilising
be

meaningful,

a

a

charge generation layer to

direct comparison between intrinsic (bulk generated) and extrinsic

(CGL) carrier generation is needed. The timescales of carrier separation and injection
from the

sensitising layer

transit time. This very

may

effect

have

was

transients taken with and without
PPV-ether derivative and

a

an

unwanted effect

on

the measurement of the

investigated by Im et al [16, 27] and
a

sensitising layer

Rhodamine 6G

are

thermal activation

a
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a

charge generation layer. Im showed that

cusp

required for carrier jumps.

comparison of

shown in figure 5.4. He used

although the forms of the transients differ, the transit times measured
methods. Bulk excited PPV-ether shows

a

are

similar by both

at high temperatures that is ascribed to
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0.1

I

JO

time <fis)

Figure 5.4. Comparison of transient photocurrent measured at various temperatures for
a

PPV-ether

without(a) and with (b)

a

Rhodamine 6G charge generation layer (taken

from [16] courtesy of Chan Im)

5.3.

Charge transport in the G1 b/s-fluorene dendrimer

Solutions of dendrimer

films spun onto
700

nm

made to concentrations of 45

ITO (20 Q/n) at 700

thickness. The

uniformity. A 10

were

nm

-

800

spin-coated films

film of perylene dye

rpm to

were

was

yield

a

mg/ml in chloroform, and

homogeneous film of 500

-

of optical quality and possessed good

then evaporated to

cover

the whole of the

device, with subsequent deposition of 100 nm of aluminium through a shadow mask,

defining

an

active pixel

generation layer
of

a

was

area

of around 5

excited through the ITO and dendrimer layer using the 532

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (10

The aluminium electrode

from the ITO

using

a

mm2. The perylene diimide (fig 5.5) charge

was

ns

biased

pulse duration at 10 Hz, typical

energy

nm

line

100 pJ).

positively and the photocurrent signal detected

50 Q input of a digital storage oscilloscope.
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A

typical transient measured at

figure 5.6. It

can

be

seen

room temperature at a

that there is

field of 0.71 MV/cm is shown in

initial current peak at short times, commonly

an

attributed to initial electronic relaxation of the

charge carriers towards their intrinsic

density of states distribution [4, 28], A plateau region is observed, although at the
studied device thickness it is not very apparent on a
in the current at
The

longer times

plateau region

(b)), and the results

as

linear scale. There is then

a

decrease

the charge carrier packet reaches the counter electrode.

can

clearly be

are

shown for

seen

in

a

a range

double logarithmic plot of the data (figure 5.6

of applied fields.

Time

Figure 5.6 a) Typical TOF transient taken at

(^s)

a

field of 0.71 MV/cm and b) double

logarithmic plots of transients at appliedfields of from bottom to top) 0.34, 0.47, 0.54,
0.68 and 0.89 MV/cm. Measured

on a

520

nm

film.
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The transient is

clearly non-dispersive, somewhat

intuitively

might expect to be rather disordered. A previous study

one

amine-cored
behaviour

surprise for

dendritic material, that
on a

family of

[29] and this, coupled with photophysical measurements, suggested
He found that there

the transit time in the TOF

was no

clear point of inflection

signals. The dendrimers

were

[30] and although intermolecular interactions

generation, they still exerted
here is of

a

distyrlbenzene (A-DSB) dendrimers by Lupton showed highly dispersive

disordered system.

solution

a

a

very

a

as a

a

highly

signature of

found to aggregate

even

in

reduced with increased

were

considerable influence. Clearly, the dendrimer studied

different nature. Although only first generation, there is little sign of

aggregation in both steady state and transient PL measurements (see previous chapter).
One

striking difference is the reduced size of the

flexibility. Poly(fluorene) based polymers
behaviour
may
a

be the

very

are

core,

and the thus reduced geometrical

known to display liquid crystalline

[31], and this is believed to be due their rod like morphology in film. This
here. The non-dispersive behaviour also suggests that the dendrimer has

case

high level of chemical purity. Non-dispersive transport has been observed

previously in poly(9,9-dioctyl fluorene) (PFO) [20], but
the measurements

were

made

on

power

are

defined

as

an

can

films, and

indicated by

are

arrows

are

shown. Good linear fits to both of these characteristic forms
=

0.971

square root

3.0

x

10~4 cm2/Vs

f\

magnitude higher than the value of 2.2 xlO"

p =

can

1.6

(R2 =

0.962

10~4 cm2/Vs

at 0.2

be

x

seen

9

cm

[32] and comparable to that for PFO [20]

cores.

on

at 1.4 MV/cm. This mobility is two orders of

•

In the

in the diagram. The

of the applied field (figure 5 6 (b))

respectively). The mobility increases from

MV/cm to p =

PPV

of the two

then be calculated from equation 5.3. The dependence of the mobility

applied field (figure 5 7 (a)) and die

R2

thus less

LED structure.

Ihe

and

are

the intersection between the asymptotes

law regions of the traces, and

mobility

important difference is that

much thicker solution-cast

comparable to the morphology found in

The transit times

an

/Vs at 0.5 MV/cm measured for MEH-

(3x10"4 cm2/Vs

at a field of 0.5 MV/cm).

dendrimer, charge transport must occur by hopping between the A/.v-fluorene
The result is

chain transport

significant

as

it shows that the extended conjugation and fast

on-

of conjugated polymers is not required to achieve reasonable mobilities
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in

solution-processed organic semiconductors. The field dependence of the mobility is

weak, similar to that measured for PFO systems [20], but in contrast to MEH-PPV [32],
Theoretical studies have shown that such

a

weak field

dependence is characteristic of a

system with little geometrical flexibility [5], and suggests that the dendrimer units are
very

rigid, rod-like structures.

Figure 5.7. Mobility ofthe G1 bis-fluorene dendrimer
on a

film ofthickness 730

interesting to

compare

dendrimer films. We have
where it has been able to

a

on

mobility for fluorene dendrimers

the effect of

configuration

core

on

the charge transport in

family of fluorene cored dendrimers, all of first generation,

systematically

vary

the size of the

side chains attached to the fluorene units. Both
have been

E (a) and vs El/2 (b) measured

nm.

5.4. Effect of structure

It is

vs

mono

core

and the length of the

and bis cored fluorene dendrimers

synthesised with hexyl and propyl side chains. It should also be noted that the

side chains

are

essentially redundant in these systems (with the exception of enhancing
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photostability)

the surface

as

groups

attached to the dendrons confer the

solubility. This is in direct contrast to poly(fluorene) where the side

necessary

groups are

directly

responsible for the solubility of the material. Structural modelling [33] has shown that
the side chains in

with respect to

poly(fluorene) preferentially adopt

the polymer backbone. This is expected to hold for the fluorene

dendrimers, thus shorter side chains
dendrimer

fluorene

cores.

are

The mobilities of

shown in

cored fluorene

expected to lead to closer packing of the

are

propyl and hexyl side chain derivatives of the bis-

figure 5.8, along with those of the propyl derivative of the

(see figures 4.3 and 4.9 for reference). It

derivatives have very
The

of the plane configuration

an out

be

can

seen

mono-

that the two bis

similar mobilities, albeit with slightly different field dependences.

higher field dependence of the propyl derivative leads to

slightly lower

a

zero

field

mobility but higher mobility at increased field. Of greater interest is the lower mobility
of the monofluorene dendrimer. This material has
zero

field

mobility

a

a

much

higher field dependence and

factor of 3 lower than the bis cored dendrimers. The transients

highly dispersive in contrast to the larger GIF derivatives and show

a cusp at

a

are

short

times.

10~3
G1hex-F
"

G1pro-F

.

A

"

■ "

«

,

,

/a-

G1pro-mF

^nf

o

10"5
0.0

~~I

0.2

0.4

0.6

Field

0.8

1.0

1.2

1

T"

1.4

(MV/cm)

Figure 5.8. Transients for bulk excited (solid line) and sensitised injection (dashed line)
GIF at fields

of 0.5 MV/cm normalised to the transit time.
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5.5.

Efficiency of sensitised injection in G1 6/'s-fluorene

One of the issues to be addressed with the

charge generation layer is

matching between bulk film and sensitiser. Previous measurements
Rhodamine 6G

sensitiser

over

[16] had

the PPV

an energy

(5.7 eV

vs

level alignment with

expected to be much closer,

are

measured to be 6.2 eV, and
-0.2 eV is

The

injected charge

are

the cathode

radiatively

or

recombine

of the dendrimer, there is

This

are

energy

reversed. The HOMO of GIF has been

can

so a

be calculated based

Other carriers generated
or

are

barrier in the region of

on

several assumptions.

a

expected to be annihilated at

non-radiatively. Given the non-dispersive nature

clearly little evidence for deep trapping and thus losses within

expected to be small. Thus integration of the

area

of the transient will give

charge collected at the ITO anode. The field dependence of the injection
can

analysis

5.8 shows the
GIF

GIF, the

created at the interface of the bulk film. For this I have assumed
nm.

efficiency

even

as

that the only photogenerated carriers that contribute to the

monolayer of thickness 1

the total

band-gap materials such

expected.

we must assume

the film

PPV-ether using

0.4 eV higher HOMO for the

perylene diimide to be ~6 eV,

efficiency of injection into GIF

Firstly

level

-5.3 eV). Thus it is energetically preferable to inject

holes into the bulk film. However for wide

levels

a

on

energy

then be determined.

was

performed

on

films of two thicknesses, 520

injection efficiency (holes/photons)

as a

nm

and 730

a

Figure

function of field for injection into

(figure 5.9). For both films the efficiency reaches unity at 1.05

however the thinner film has

nm.

-

1.1 MV/cm,

slightly slower increase with field. Below this value the

efficiency increases exponentially

as

might be expected for injection

barrier. This indicates that there may

well be

perylene diimide.
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over an

interfacial

barrier to hole injection in GIF from
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Figure 5.9. Sensitised injection efficiency from perylenc diimidc into GIF

offieldfor films ofthickness 520

In order to

nm

and 730

carbazole iridium dendrimer
in

a

a

a

these results with those

non-dispersive transport, the first generation
more

detail

HOMO level determined by cyclic voltammetry of 5.6

eV, and thus is above that of the perylene
saturation is observed at

compare

(G1 Carb-Ir). This material will be discussed in

chapter 7. G1 Carb-Ir has

still shows

nm.

quantify this effect it is instructive to

obtained for another material that shows

as a function

sensitising layer. Examining figure 5.10, the

much lower field of 0.58 MV/cm, and

although the efficiency

exponential increase with field before saturation, it is

an

order of magnitude

higher than GIF at low fields and is -50 % at 0.2 MV/cm. This shows quite clearly that
there is

a

barrier to hole

barrier will have

on

injection in GIF. An important question is the effect that this

the measured transit time.
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Figure 5.10. Sensitised injection efficiency from perylene diimide into G1 Carb-Ir and
GIF

as a

function offield. G1 Carb-Ir film thickness

was

480

nm.

5.6. Bulk excitation in G1 b/s-fluorene

In order to make

CGL

method,

a

meaningful conclusions

comparison with

thicker than -700

nm

cannot

be

film of thickness 0.9 pm was
and

a

100

The

incident
This

light will
a

occur.

nm

was

then

film of GIF has

transmission of 17.8%,

so a

0.157 MV/cm
are

noted that the

nm

deposited directly onto the dendrimer

similar in each

case,

are

an

a

Nd:YAG laser at 355

nm, so strong

absorption of the

optical density of 0.75 at 355

nm.

of the film.

field of 0.137 MV/cm

(for the drop cast film)

very

A

simple calculation yields that >95% of the

light will be absorbed in the first 100

a

necessary.

deposited from 45 mg/ml solution of GIF in chloroform,

excited with the third harmonic of

A 55

Photocurrent transients at

times

produced by spin coating, drop casting is

peak of the film absorption of GIF is 352

gives

incident

was

the nature of the charge transport using the

conventionally deposited film is needed. Since films

thick aluminium electrode

nm

surface. The bulk film
nm.

a

on

(for the 730

nm

sensitised film) and

shown in figure 5.11. Remarkably, the transit

and the transients non-dispersive. It remains to be

magnitude of the photocurrents
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are

dissimilar due to the relative
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inefficiency of hole injection from the perylene at low fields,

as

discussed in the

previous section.

Time

(s)

Figure 5.11. Transients for bulk excited (top trace) and sensitised injection (bottom
trace) GIF at fields of 0.157 MV/cm (bulk excited) and 0.137 MV/cm (sensitised).

The field
at

dependence of the mobility in each

low fields

are

similar, however there is

a

case

is shown in figure 5.12. The mobilities

dramatically greater field dependence of the

mobility for the drop cast sample. As the efficiency of injection from the perylene
diimide into GIF is poorest at

would be

low field strengths, that is where the biggest discrepancy

expected to be observed. Thus

any

effect of the barrier to charge injection into

GIF must be small. Indeed it has been shown

carrier transport across an
a

small barrier to

a

proportion of holes

using the time of flight technique that for

organic-organic interface holes

can transport

injection [34], Also revealed in that work
are

still injected freely,

affected but the transit time remains the

so

same.
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was

freely with

that for

a

no or

larger barrier,

the total intensity of the transient

may

be
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Figure 5.12. Transients for balk excited (top trace) and sensitised injection (bottom
trace) GIF at fields of 0.166 MV/cm (bulk excited) and 0.137 MV/cm (sensitised).

Two transients at fields of 0.5 MV/cm for the 900

sensitised film
scaled in

shown in

are

figure 5.13. They

nm

are

bulk excited film and the 730

nm

normalised to the transit time and

intensity to be normalised to the plateau region. It

can

be

seen

that the plateau

of the bulk film is shorter and the tail to the transient much broader than that of the

sensitised film. This accounts for the
power

law regions

measurement

be two

of

on a

higher mobility

double log plot will lead to

mobility in this

way

a

as

the intersection of the two

shorter transit time. However the

takes account of the faster carriers, and there

may

explanations for the increased mobility measured.

The bulk film will have
the film, due to the

a

distribution of photogenerated

carrier generation points within

absorption of light by the film, whereas the sensitised film has

an

extremely well defined generation point. Another explanation is disorder within the bulk
film.
many

Drop casting is expected to produce

different morphology to spin coating, and

materials, most notably conjugated polymers, show

morphology

on

preparation conditions [14], This

photophysical properties. Thus
the different
have

a

a

one

on

dramatic dependence of

affect both charge transport and

possible explanation for the effects

morphology of the dendrimer in

pronounced effect

can

a

a

seen

relates to

drop cast film. Morphological changes

sample to sample variation for other materials, most
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notably MEH-PPV [14] and Me-LPPP [23], The latter

case

has been shown to have

significantly different field dependences of the mobility between different samples.

One final observation remains to be noted and that is that for the sensitised film there is
a

delay to the onset of the current of 40

reason

for this is

transit time, a
10% greater,

-

45

ns

when compared to the bulk film. The

currently unclear. As this will inevitably contribute to the measured

simple subtraction of this component yields

and cannot account for the increase of

a

a

mobility that is less than

factor of two measured for the

bulk film.
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Figure 5.13. Transients for bulk excited (solid line) and sensitised injection (dashed
line) GIF at fields of 0.5 MV/cm normalised to the transit time.

5.7. Disorder and

Figure 5.14 shows

a

dispersion in G1 b/s-fluorene films

double logarithmic plot of transients of

sensitised film at fields of 0.34 and 1.02 MV/cm scaled

intensity to the plateau region. It
heavily dependent

upon

can

be

seen

a

730

nm

thick GIF

by transit time and normalised in

that the broadening of the transients is

the applied field, in contrast to that observed for well ordered

conjugated polymers [23] and

some

molecularly doped polymer systems.
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Figure 5.14. Transients for hulk excited (solid line) and sensitised injection (dashed
line) GIF at fields of 0.5 MV/cm normalised to the transit time.

The

non-dispersive photocurrent transients for GIF show characteristics of Gaussian

transport and in this case the dispersion of a sheet of carriers, w, migrating through the

sample

be determined experimentally from equation (5.4)

can

w =

1/2

(5.4)
1/2

where ttr is the carrier transit time and ti/2 the time
half of the

5.13,

we

5.13

a

plateau value. For

obtain

w =

an

0.283. At

by when the current has decayed to

applied voltage of 25 V (0.34 MV/cm) and from figure

an

applied field of 75 V (1.02 MV/cm) again from figure

value of 0.17 is obtained. The

scaling of the tails of the TOF signals

are

apparently in accordance with Gaussian field dependent broadening, which is in direct
contrast

to

many

behaviour. For the

other organic semiconductors
case

dispersive transport with

a

of the most ordered

high mobility

time, the transients 'were all
anomalous

seen to

was

[23]

displaying non-dispersive

conjugated polymer, MeLPPP,

non-

measured. However, when scaled to transit

overlap. Earlier simulations have shown that the

broadening of tails in TOF signals is

a

characteristic of non-dispersive

transport, due to the Gaussian density of states in these materials [35],
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It has been shown

by Borsenberger et al [35] that

width of the distribution of hopping states,
w,

can

(both with

a

sensitising layer) and 900

function of field in

a

double

energy

be related to the dispersion parameter

nm

(with bulk excitation)

logarithmic fashion in figure 5.15. It

dispersion decreases initially

as

E"

i/2

..

.

are

be

can

shown
seen

In addition the dispersion decreases

which the
Such

a

dispersion is

seen to

increase. This is not

mimima at 4.2

seen

x

that the

function

as a

increasing sample length. This is experimentally found to also follow
a

as a

_

..

relationship [35]. The bulk excitation trace displays

a

L"

1/2

lCf V/cm, above

for the thinner, sensitised films.

change has been observed both experimentally and theoretically [35] and has

been attributed to
to

relationship between the

temperature T, thickness L and field E. The dispersion of GIF films of 520 nm, 730

nm

of

dr,

a

shift the

increase in

a

increased value of

w

with

increasing field in the

will increase. The argument

[36] who applied

for the bulk film is

case

w vs

of

a

an

increasing

log E plots to lower fields. The

trapping sites will be delayed and
one

so

proposed by

the dispersion
van

a

Lien and

idea of field induced localisation at dead ends to explain
can

then be concluded that although the dispersion

initially lower due to the increased thickness, which

may

mobility measured, the disorder in the film is actually greater,

expected for

dr is

larger dr is then due to the fact that

is similar in concept to

negative differential resistances. It

increased

in the film. Thus the effect of

position of the minima of the log

carriers that reside in unfavourable

Shklovskii

dr

drop cast film.

Ill

lead to the

as

might be
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Field

Figure 5.15. Dispersion parameter
730

The Einstein

nm

w as a function

sensitisedfilms

relationship eD

=

(V/cm)

and 900

nm

ofappliedfield E for 520

nm

and

bulk excitedfilms.

pkT is not expected to hold for all organic systems and
eD

so

experimental calculation of the ratio

of the

disorder

contributions of

in

the

system.

a

is

the

the nature

Simulations designed to understand the relative

photocurrent. The rate of change of the photocurrent,

equivalent to the relationship in equation (5.5)
dim

where p

on

relationship that allows calculation of the ratio from

measurements of the transient

dint

yield useful information

energetic and positional disorder in non-dispersive molecularly doped

polymers have shown

.ffilli

can

pkT

JMV/ V/2
{,/xD)
,,,,,tnid

is the mobility and D the diffusivity. This relationship is actually the inverse of

variance,

w

and is defined

as

the reciprocal variance dThe relationship is shown in

equation (5.6)
d-\

h,2

=

tu2~t,r
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This allows

eD
an

easy

calculation of the field dependence of

,

pkT

and this is shown in
eD

figure 5.16 for the three films investigated earlier. For purely energetic disorder,
has been shown to be
fits to the double
the roll off at

proportional to the

seen

as

slope of 2.18 is obtained (ignoring

nm

sample

are

as a

an

increasing

<4 in the films

It has been shown in studies

/AT

a

slope of 2.02 for the 730

obtained. These results

limiting factor

the film thickness is decreased the line fits

consistent with
eD

a

high fields). For the two sensitised samples,

energetic disorder in films of GIF

that

of the field. [35], From the straight line

logarithmic plot, for the bulk film,

film and 2.003 for the thinner 520

idea of

square

jukT

[35]

as

on

move

well

as

agree

with the

the mobility. It

to

nm

can

be

higher fields. This is

the length dependence of

by Walker and co-workers [36] that

a

weak field

dependence of the mobility (as observed in this material) is due to the energetic disorder
of the film

has

a

being comparable to the thermal

qualitative effect

on

energy.

The addition of spatial disorder then

the magnitude of the mobility, decreasing its absolute value.

10'

10°

Field

Figure 5.16. Dispersion parameter
730

nm

sensitisedfilms

and 900

nm

w as a

(V/cm)

function of applied field E for 520

bulk excitedfilms.
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5.8. Electron

One

mobility in G1 bis fluorene

major drawback to the CGL-TOF method is the lack of suitable charge generation

materials with

absorption towards the red end of the spectrum and

a

LUMO level high

enough to inject electrons efficiently into the LUMO of the bulk sample. Many materials
with

a

high LUMO exist, however they absorb deep in the UV spectrum, and thus their

absorptions overlap with those of the bulk film and
excitation. Any measurement

such

as

PBD

or

relatively

rare

transients

were

copolymer
current

was

common are

are

and difficult to

a

bulk sample.

known to be excellent electron transporters.

electron mobilities for spin coated materials

measure,

able to be measured

found to have

on a

AIQ3, bathocuproine (BCP) and oxadiazole derivatives

TAZ. In contrast,

and for materials such

[20], However

a

as

poly(fluorene)

are
no

poly(fluorene-benzothiadiazole)

relatively high electron mobility when measured by the

integration TOF method [37]. This is relatively unusual for conjugated polymers,

where the electron

mobility is usually orders of magnitude lower than that of holes.

The bulk film of 900

measurements, except
current

thus unsuitable for sensitised

of electron mobility thus must be made

Many small molecular materials
Amongst the most

are

was

nm

in this

thickness
case

investigated in section 5.5

the ITO electrode

was

was

used for these

biased negatively. The electron

measured from the aluminium electrode. Electron transients

figure 5.17 with hole transients at equivalent fields (25 V
comparison. The electron transient is clearly

very

or

are

shown in

0.28 MV/cm) for

dispersive, in contrast to the hole

photocurrent. Rather remarkably, the transit time for the electron is actually much
shorter than that for the hole. This results in electron

mobility in GIF that is much

higher than the hole mobility (figure 5.18). This surprising result is relatively

rare

amongst solution processed conjugated materials and indicates ambipolar transport in
the GIF film.
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Figure 5.17. Photocurrcnt transients for bulk excitation of GIF at 25 V and 25 V These

correspond to hole and electron transients.
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Figure 5.18. Electron (open circles) and hole (squares) mobilities for bulk excitation of
GIF.

Even

though the electron photocurrents show behaviour indicative of dispersive

transport, analysis in terms of the Scher-Montroll theory is unsuccessful. Figure 5.19
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shows

a

transient measured at 0.277 MV/cm and normalised in

transit time. The two power

intensity to be 1 at the

law regions of the transient clearly do not add to -2. Such

behaviour has been observed in other

conjugated polymers [23], molecularly doped

polymers [26] and dendrimers [38] and is interpreted in the framework of
DOS. Monte-Carlo simulations have shown that the initial

limit

can

dr. With reference

the initial

the value of

dr

slope is

-0.46,

so

.

For

a

slope of-0.36,

dr = 5.2. Our measured value for

dr should be larger than this. This

non-dispersive hole transport which displays
increased number of trapping

slope increases with

to that particular model by Borsenberger et al a lower

on

be set

Gaussian

slope of the transient before

the transit time is indicative of the disorder in the film, and the

increasing

a

a

dr below 2. This

may

contrasts with the

well be due to

an

sites for electron transport.

<

t

Time

(s)

Figure 5.19. Electron photocurrent transient at -25 V (0.277 MV/cm) showing the two
power

law dependencies before and after the transit time.

Figure 5.20 shows the photocurrent transients for voltages of -15, -20 and -25 V
(corresponding to fields of 0.166, 0.222 and 0.277 MV/cm) scaled by transit time and
normalised in
traces

are

intensity to the transit time. In direct contrast to the hole transients, the

seen

to

electrons, which
sites

or

overlap. This is indicative of greater disorder for the transport of

are

expected to be much

more

impurities.
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Figure 5.20. Top panel: Electron photocurrent transients at -15, -20 and -20 V
normalised

to

the transit time. A 15 point

clarity. Lower panel: The

same

smoothing

was

applied to the -15 V trace for

transients after 25 point smoothing. Note that they

overlap.

Similar

mobility measurements have been performed

linked /er-fluorene derivatives

rings to the GIF dendrimer
measured
to

the

much

a

ones

on

evaporated films of spiro-

[39], /er-fluorene contains

core,

and

so

is

a

an

valid comparison. In that

higher electron mobility, and the transients

shown here, with

equal number of phenyl

appear

paper,

the authors

functionally similar

non-dispersive hole transport and dispersive electron

transport.

A very

real

concern

that the detected

given the difficulty in measuring electron photocurrents via TOF is

signal actually corresponds to

several indicators that show that the transient

peak at the

same

time

as

that

seen

can

a

physical event. However there

be believed. The presence

in the hole measurements and
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of an initial

clear point of
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inflection at

longer times rules out the possibility of the accidental measuring of

instrument response

function

as

an

the peak is clearly resolved. Another possibility is hole

injection from the aluminium electrode. However this is highly unlikely, given the -1.6
eV barrier to

injection and the fact that the measured transit time is shorter than that

measured for the hole current. Thus I believe the measured transients be real. These

rather

surprising results

may

provide insight into the performance of the devices

investigated in the previous chapter.

5.9.

In

Summary and Conclusions

this

chapter

a

thorough investigation of charge transport in the 6A-fluorene

dendrimers has been
use

of

presented. The charge generation layer TOF technique that allows

spin coated films with

a

conventional TOF set-up is introduced and analysed

critically with comparisons between bulk excited films and sensitised
calculation of the

method

can

a

limiting factor

on

a

barrier to injection of holes into

the mobility. Thus the results obtained using the CGL

be considered to be valid.

GIF shows remarkable
disordered

The

efficiency of hole injection from the perylene diimide CGL is

presented and it is shown that although there is clearly
GIF this is not

ones.

non-dispersive hole transport with

a very

high mobility for

a

spin coated semiconductor. Thus the fast on-chain transport of conjugated

polymers is not needed in order to achieve good mobilities. It is also surprising that the
surface groups,

dendrons and di-hexyl side-groups attached to the dendrimer

core

do not

perturb the charge transport significantly. It is shown that the size of the side-groups
attached to the fluorene moieties do not
of the material. However
substantial reduction in

a

significantly alter the charge transport properties

shortening of the

mobility,

an

core to a

monofluorene unit leads to

a

increase in the field dependence and dispersive

transport dynamics.
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The

dispersion of GIF is investigated and it is found that the observed behaviour

correlated with factors
There is

clearly

a

significant difference in the morphology of drop-cast and spin coated
a

higher field dependence of the mobility. This

has been observed in other well ordered

Electron

be

ranging from film thickness to the degree of disorder in the films.

films that lead to increased disorder but

variations in

can

morphology

can

conjugated polymer systems and small

lead to dramatic differences in the charge transport.

photocurrents have been measured for GIF and it has been argued that they

represent real events. The mobility of electrons is found to be a factor of three higher
than the hole
makes GIF
and

an

mobility for the bulk excited film with

ambipolar semiconductor that

dopants. In comparison,

carbazole

a

may

a

lower field dependence. This

be useful

as a

host material for dyes

close relation to the emissive unit in the hole transporting

polymer PVK is the small molecule CBP, which is also known to demonstrate

ambipolar transport in devices. These results show that small modifications to the
chemical structure of

organic materials

can

lead to huge differences in their charge

transport properties.

In

addition, this rather sinking result may provide insight into the efficiencies of devices

investigated in the previous chapter. The much larger efficiencies for devices containing
a

PVK hole transport

to

layer

can

be understood to arise from not only lowering the barrier

injection of holes but also the electron blocking nature of PVK, preventing leakage

currents of electrons.
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6.1. Introduction

In the

previous two chapters work towards development of efficient blue emitting

fluorescent dendrimers

was

presented, with

a

novel series of dendritic materials

being demonstrated. This chapter is concerned with exploring the possibilities of

harvesting triplet excitons in light emitting dendrimer devices in order to increase
device

efficiency
devices

these

even

further, and to tune the colour and charge transport within

by chemical modification. The chapter begins with

investigation of the photophysical and electronic properties of

a

detailed

green

emitting

iridium-cored dendrimers. I will then discuss efforts to tune the colour of emission of
these

unique materials to give blue, red and

green

emitting devices.

Increasing competition in the field of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) has led
to

some

extremely efficient devices, with luminous efficiencies equal to that of

fluorescent

lighting (at least at low brightness), but with the benefits of large

panel displays. However, there

are some

area

flat

fundamental physical properties limiting the

efficiency of organic electroluminescence. One is the light outcoupling efficiency
whereby generated light is trapped inside the LED structure by waveguiding effects.
The other is

triplet formation in electroluminescent materials.

For

a

to

substantial loss of efficiency

a

singlet emitting, fluorescent, material spin independent charge injection leads

in LEDs [1], By simple spin statistics this leads to

singlet to triplet ratio of 1:3,

so

the theoretical maximum electrofluorescence

efficiency obtainable is 25%. However,
reported for
alternative

a

a

higher ratio of 57% ± 4% has been

platinum containing poly-yne [2] but is still far from 100%. An

approach is to harvest triplet excitons

relaxation of

a

a

as

useful radiation. The radiative

triplet excited state to the singlet ground state is principally quantum

mechanically forbidden due to spin conservation, and in most organic molecules it is
usually too weak at
this emission
known

as

can

room

temperature to be detected. However at low temperatures

be observed in

some

systems, such as benzophenone [3]. This is

phosphorescence. Strongly phosphorescent organic molecules tend to

contain atoms with

non-bonding electron lone pairs such

sulphur. At low temperatures phosphorescence
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the

phosphorescence efficiency of benzophenone at 77 K is of the order of 90% [3],

Electrically stimulated phosphorescence, known
observed

in

this

material

when

as

electrophosphorescence, has been

dispersed in

a

non-conjugated poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA) host [4].

An alternative

approach is the addition of

molecule, and this

lead to efficient

can

heavy metal atom to the organic

a

temperature phosphorescence [5]. The

room

strong spin-orbit coupling induced by the heavy metal atom leads to singlet-triplet

mixing and removal of the spin forbidden nature of the relaxation of the triplet state
to

the

ground state. Thus efficient emission from the triplet state results and this

allows full utilisation of all the
and

charge injected for emission. Therefore the design

synthesis of triplet emitting materials

are

vitally important in the production of

highly efficient OLEDs. One of the first efficient triplet emitting OLEDs to be
developed contained the red emitting 2,3,7,8,12,13,18-octaethyl-12H,23H-porphine
platinum(II) (PtOEP) [5] which has shown
dispersed in
based

a

maximum efficiency of 5.6% when

CBP host material. In addition, lanthanide materials, such

complexes, also show sharp red emission at 614

have been used in

As

a

the

nm

as

europium

from the triplet state and

electrophosphorescent devices [6].

transition to

the

ground state is weakly allowed, phosphorescence is

significantly slower than fluorescence with lifetimes typically in the region of
microseconds for

organometallic complexes, and longer still for

disadvantage of these long lifetimes
lead to excitation of all the
This is known

densities
in

as

on

pure

organics. The

the efficiency of OLEDs could be that they

phosphorescent molecules preventing further excitations.

saturation. However,

saturation should

occur at

high current

causing the efficiency to decrease, but, although this is observed, the drop

efficiency actually starts at current densities much smaller than predicted for the

saturation of the

emitting phosphors [7], The best devices reported have

concentration of phosphorescent

dye that is in the

range

an

optimum

of 5 and 10% [5,8], although

greater concentrations should always reduce saturation effects. Consequently, there
has to be another mechanism
been shown that it

can

This effect increases
terms of bimolecular

as

be

responsible for the decrease in efficiency and it has

explained in terms of triplet-triplet-annihilation (TTA).

the square

of the triplet density, and

can

be described in

decay [7]. However, it is clear that the shorter the excited state
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lifetime, then the lower the concentration of triplets will be

high brightness and

a

concurrently the weaker the effect of TTA. The first devices to show efficient

electrophosphorescence using PtOEP [5] had

a

serious drawback in that the relatively

long excited state lifetime of this phosphor (30-70 ps) led to significant TTA effects
and
a

a

concomitant decrease in

device that

was

very

efficiency with increasing current density. This led to

efficient in the region of 1-10

efficient than the best fluorescent devices at
state lifetime of

a

promising

but only marginally

more

practical brightnesses. Thus the excited

phosphor is crucial to its high brightness operation.

6.2. Iridium cored

A

Cd/m2

phosphorescent dendrimers

phosphor which avoids

new

many

of these problems is the

green

emitting metal complex fac-tris 2-phenyl-pyridine Iridium (Ir(ppy)3). Iridium based
materials emit via

a

metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) state, and have displayed

high photoluminescence efficiencies and relatively short excited state lifetimes,
typically in the region of 1
emission colour

ps

[8,9]. Another exciting possibility is the tuning of the

by suitable choice of ligand and emission from the blue-green

through to the red has been described [10-12], giving the
large

area

full colour phosphorescent displays. For

efficient devices

utilising Ir(ppy)3 show peak

scope

green

power

for the production of

emitting OLEDs the most

efficiencies of 30-70 lm/W

[8,10].

Although undeniably
consist of
thermal

very

efficient, these devices have

manufacture of these

as

a

a

simpler method and also

exciting

opens up

inkjet printing of displays. Previous attempts to solution

host and this has been used with
More recent attempts

increased

conditions by

significant opportunity to simplify the

phosphorescent devices have incorporated

are

vacuum

exceptionally efficient devices. Fabrication of OLEDs via

processible materials is

possibilities such

devices

complicated structure and

multiple layers deposited sequentially under high

evaporation, thus there is

solution

a

some

a

phosphorescent guest into

success

in the red

[13,14] and

have yielded greater efficiencies [16] however

hampered by the

use

a

process

polymer

green

many

[15].

of these

of the pendant polymer PVK, which leads to

operating voltages and thus lower
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materials such

as

poly(fluorene) have been shown to be effective for red iridium

phosphors but the triplet level of that particular polymer is not high enough to lead to
efficient emission from the green

phosphors [17,18]

The dendrimer concept

a

provides

powerful

way

of making

a

chromophore solution

processible and controlling aggregation properties. Thus Ir(ppy)3 would
good choice of

core

dendrimer from the

for

a

be

a

highly efficient phosphorescent dendrimer. In forming

a

phosphor

of emission colour and

core,

three factors had to be considered

-

seem to

preservation

purity, prevention of aggregation and solubility in

common

organic solvents. Ir(ppy)3 is sparingly soluble in chloroform (which has been used to
produce polymer dye doped systems) however for the ultimate goal of

a

single

component emissive layer its film forming properties are abysmal. Based on these
considerations first
were

(Glwlr) and second generation (G2mh) dendrimers (figure 6.1)

synthesised and they contain

a

fac tris(2-phenylpyridine) iridium

phenylene based dendrons and 2-ethylhexyloxy surface
dendrons

are

preserves

the emission properties of the parent molecule

section.

meta

linked to the

core

and thus

are

not

as

groups.

core,

The biphenyl

conjugated with it. This
will be shown in the next

Biphenyl dendrons have been shown to be effective in providing good steric

hindrance,

as

insulate the

illustrated by the biphenyl-DSB dendrimers in Chapter 4. This helps to
cores

excimer formation.

from intermolecular interactions and prevent aggregate

They

are

also expected to play

a

and

role in controlling charge

transport within the device. Finally the surface groups give good solubility in most

organic solvents, and dendrimer solutions have been made
more

than 40

mg/ml in toluene, the material dissolving
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Figure 6.1. Structures of Ir(ppy)3, Glmlr and G2mlr.
6.2.1.

Absorption of lr(ppy)3 dendrimers

The extinction coefficients of
shown in

are

Figure 6.2. The solution U.V.-visible absorption spectra of Ir(ppy)3 shows

weak features in the range

460-500

forbidden MLCT processes. In
With reference to
attributed to

nm

which

the 350-410

nm

are

assigned to absorption due to spin

region stronger features

are

observed.

previous studies of bands in this region [9], these features

are

spin allowed MLCT transitions in which electron density is transferred

from the HOMO that contains
Between 250-350 nm, an

allowed

Ir(ppy)3, Gl/wlr and G2mlr in dilute THF solution

n- ti

significant metal character to the ru-system of ligand.

intense band is observed, and this is the region for the spin

transitions of the

phenyl-pyridine ligand. The two generations of

iridium dendrimer show similar MLCT bands

although there is

a new

feature at 280

nm,

which is attributable to the absorption of the biphenylene dendrons. The ratio of

the

absorption of the dendrons to that of the

generation,

as

core

increases with dendrimer

the number of biphenyl units attached to the

21.
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Figure 6.2. Extinction coefficients for Ir(ppy)s, Glmlr and G2mlr in dilute toluene
solution. Inset: A

ofthe MLCT absorption bands.

structure

The

magnified view of the MLCT absorption region showing the

absorption spectra of spin coated films of Glmlr and G2mlr
The

6.3.

absorption spectra of

are

shown in Figure

evaporated film of Ir(ppy)3 is shown for

an

comparison. The data is normalised to the MLCT absorption band peaking at 460
nm.

The spectra are

dendron

similar to that of the materials in dilute solution except that the

absorption around 280

nm

is much broader. This change in the absorption

spectrum from dilute solution to thin film can be attributed to inhomogeneous

broadening associated with the conformational disorder of the dendrons in the solid
state.

This has been observed for the

biphenylene dendrimers in chapter 4.

c

o

o
CO

XI

<

200

300

400

500

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.3. Absorption of Ir(ppy)s, Glmlr and G2mlr thin films. The spectra have
been normalised to the MLCT band at 460

nm.
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6.2.2. Photoluminescence of

lr(ppy)3 dendrimers

nm,

dendrimer exhibit intense green

luminescence in solution at

is shown in

Figure 6.4. There is

a

the parent

and the two generations of

Upon photo-excitation at 360

core

room temperature.

This

considerable separation between the peak of the

absorption and emission spectra, and the spectra show little overlap due to emission
originating solely from the triplet state [9], In solution, the PL spectra of Glmlr and
G2mlr show vibronic structure that is identical to the PL spectrum

The

photoluminescence quantum yield of Ir(ppy)3

was

of Ir(ppy)3.

measured and found to be

70(± 7)% in degassed toluene. This is close to the value of 50(±20)% reported in the
literature

[19,20]. The solution quantum yield of Ir(ppy)3 in non-degassed toluene

solution is

quenched substantially to 3%. Indeed, strong quenching by

oxygen

signature of triplet emission. The solution quantum yield of Glmlr and G2wlr
70(±7)% and 69(±7)% respectively, showing that the
does not lead to
Like

Ir(ppy)3,

luminescence is

an

increase in the non-radiative

the dendrimer samples

are

presence

pathways

is

a

are

of the bulky dendrons
upon

sensitive to dissolved

photoexcitation.
oxygen

and the

quenched substantially in non-degassed solution.
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Figure 6.4. Dilute solution PL spectra for Ir(ppy)3, Glmlr and G2mlr
The film PL spectra

of Ir(ppy)3, Glwlr and G2mlr

materials, the film PL spectra

shape of the PL spectra

are

are

are

shown in Figure 6.5. For all

red shifted compared with solution spectra and the

independent of the excitation wavelengths. The film PL

spectrum of the evaporated Ir(ppy)3 has a
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substantial red tail when
decreases in
further

compared with the solution spectrum. The red shift

going from Ir(ppy)3 (~ 28 nm) to Glmlr (-14 nm), and is reduced

by moving to the second generation G2wlr (-7 nm). For G2 the PL spectrum

is close to that of the solution

phase and, and

sample. These spectral changes

are

a

shoulder

can

be resolved in the film

accompanied by striking differences of

photoluminescence quantum yield. For the neat Ir(ppy)3 film, the PLQY is only
12%

(compared with 70% for solution). These results strongly suggest that

intermolecular interactions

are

responsible for the quenching and red-shift in the PL

spectrum of the neat films. The PLQY for first and second-generation dendrimers
were

22% and 31 %

respectively, indicating that the dendrons

are

separating the

cores

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.5. Film PL spectra for Ir(ppy)y Glmlr and G2mlr

An

alternative

approach often used in small molecular fluorescent [21] and

phosphorescent [5] devices is to place the emitting chromophore in
host material. This

a

wide bandgap

technique aids charge transport, and prevents concentration

quenching of the guest material. However several considerations have to be taken
into account when

selecting

suitable host for

a

a

phosphorescent material. Firstly, the

triplet level of the host needs to be above that of the guest in order for exothermic
energy

transfer. The

much faster than the
must be such that

be

energy

transfer rate from the host to the guest must also be

decay rate of the host. Secondly, the

charges

are

preferentially trapped

on

energy

levels of the host

the guest, and the host must

capable of charge transport. Finally, the film forming properties of the host must

not allow

phase separation

or

pinhole formation.
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Figure 6.6. The structure of the host material CBP

4,4'-bis(./V-carbazole) biphenyl (CBP) is

evaporated phosphorescent devices
of the order of seconds

as

commonly used host material for

it is wide

gap,

and

possesses a

triplet lifetime

[8], The structure of CBP is shown in Figure 6.6. However,

the small molecular nature of CBP

forms

a

means

that whilst suitable for

semi-crystalline films by spin coating. This would be

attempting to spin coat

a

a

blend of Ir(ppy)3 and CBP, and the

evaporation, it

potential problem if
poor

film formation

properties of this blend have been verified by the author. However, by spin-coating
blend of Glmlr and CBP,

good quality films

can

be formed. This illustrates

important advantage of dendrimers, showing that good quality spin-coated films
be formed

using

is determined

wider

a

range

a

an

can

of host materials. The concentration of G\m\r in CBP

by two factors: the amount of dendrimer required for forming

a

good

quality film, and the onset of concentration quenching effects. The optimised
concentration of
to

Ir(ppy)3 in CBP is 6wt% for evaporated devices, and this translates

20wt% of Glwlr in CBP to

properties of the blend

are

give the

same

molar ratio. At 20wt%, the film forming

excellent, and the host material has

a

positive effect

on

the

photophysics, with the film PLQY increases from 22 in neat film to 78%. This
indicates that in neat films of G\m\v there
interactions of the

emission spectra

core

of

a

are

that lead to luminescence

also

significant intermolecular

quenching. Figure 6.7 shows the

20wt% GlwIr:CBP blend which is almost identical to the

solution PL.
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.7. The photoluminescence spectrum of Glmlr in dilute solution and in

a

CBP host

6.2.3. Time resolved luminescence of

Following pulsed excitation from
lifetimes of
seen

from

393

Ir(ppy)3, G\m\r and Glmlr

nm

were

The decays

measured in solution and film. It

degassed toluene of 1.1-1.2

are

ps.

substitution of the dendrons has little effect
In

GaN laser diode (FWHM -150 ps) the
can

be

Figure 6.8 that in solution the lifetime decay for each of the dendrimers is

identical to the parent core.

lifetime in

a

lr(ppy)3 dendrimers

dominated by

This offers
on

more

the electronic

a component

with

a

evidence that the meta

properties of the

core.

addition, the short lifetime of these complexes should reduce triplet-triplet

annihilation

and

encountered with

prevent

saturation of emissive

phosphors with long lifetimes, such

Time

sites
as

in

devices, problems

PtOEP [5].

(ps)

Figure 6.8. Solution time resolved luminescence for Ir(ppy)s, Glmlr and G2mlr
detected at 500

nm

(excitation 393 nm).
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Figure 6.9 shows the time resolved luminescence of Ir(ppy)3, Glwlr and Glmlr thin
films. In thin film the lifetime of the materials is shorter than in solution. This is

consistent with the lower

PLQYs of the materials in the solid state. In contrast to

solution, there is

a

A clear trend of

increasing lifetime is

and this

significant difference between the lifetimes of the three materials.
in the

seen

sequence

Ir(ppy)3, Glmlr, G2wlr

corresponds to the increase in the PLQY of these materials. It

that the dendritic architecture has
materials in the solid state, and
dendrimer

a

significant impact

on

seen

the photophysics of these

a

reduction in intermolecular

generation.

Time

(ps)

Figure 6.9. Film time resolved luminescence detected at 500
and G2mlr. Excitation
includedfor

be

since the solution emission is independent of

generation, this change must be attributed to

interactions with

can

wavelength

was

393

nm.

nm for

Ir(ppy)s, Glmlr

The solution lifetime of Glmlr is

comparison

6.3. Introduction to iridium dendrimer devices

The motivation behind the
search for

the

new

and

synthesis of these novel conjugated dendrimers is the

highly efficient materials for solution processed OLEDs. Given

high photoluminescence efficiency of these materials it

was

hoped that this,

coupled with the advantages of phosphorescent emitters, would lead to highly
efficient devices. There have been

previous reports of both fluorescent [22-25] and

phosphorescent [26] dendrimer LEDs, but to date efficiencies have been relatively
low

(in the region of 0.1%). This has been due to

and low PL quantum

poor

charge transporting properties

yields in film. The previous section has shown how the

dendrimers and dendrimer blends studied here
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was

hoped that this would allow highly efficient devices to be fabricated. In addition,

the

phosphorescent nature of the iridium dendrimer

harvesting and

The

an

improvement

over

will allow for triplet

cores

purely singlet emitting materials.

major topics to be addressed in here is charge transport and injection. This will

be covered in sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 with a discussion of three different device
architectures. These

are

shown

schematically in figure 6.10. The first device

configuration is the basic single layer device (A) that utilises
dendrimer blend
efficient

electron

or

are

plasma treated indium

(ITO) to inject holes, and calcium capped with aluminium to facilitate

injection. This is discussed in section 6.4, where the effect of dendrimer

generation and dendrimer blends

Section

single dendrimer

layer (as discussed in the previous section) sandwiched between two

injecting electrodes. The most effective of these

tin oxide

a

6.5

addresses

another

on

the device performance will be detailed.

method

of

improving device performance by

engineering of the device structure. Bilayer devices (figure 6.10 B) consisting of
hole

transporting and emitting dendrimer

solution, and
case

a

dendrimer blend layer deposited from

or

thermally evaporated electron transport layer

are

presented. In this

plasma treated ITO is used to inject holes, but lithium fluoride

contacts

are

used to

at the expense

a

inject electrons. It is shown that the efficiency

can

-

aluminium

be improved

of increased device complexity. The effect of changing the host and

electron transport

layers

are

covered, and

very

efficient devices

are

demonstrated.

Al

Al
Ca
Dendrimer blend
ITO

LiF

or

LiF/Ca
TPBI

Dendrimer blend
ITO

A

B

Multicomponent dendrimer blend
ITO

c
Figure 6.10. The three device structures studied in chapters 6.4-6.6
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Section 6.6 is concerned with the

optimisation of the charge transport in

a

single

layer device (figure 6.10 C), with the aim of combining the benefits of the previous
two

in

device structures. The

superior efficiencies of the bilayer devices

simplicity, and therefore I have investigated developing

a

single layer in which the

charge transport is optimised for efficiency. This involves
containing multiple components. In this

come at a cost

a

are

plasma treated

ITO and lithium fluoride-aluminium. Section 6.7 will discuss the

tuning of the

emission colour of

case

the injecting contacts

dendrimer blend

phosphorescent iridium dendrimers, and device structures and

strategies employed in sections 6.4-6.6 will be applied.

6.4.

Single layer iridium dendrimer devices

The ultimate
and

most

goal of cheaply produced displays relies

efficient

investigated

were

device

devices that contained

injecting contacts

have been measured

are

hole

of the simplest

single layer of spin coated material

a

an

efficient

needed. The

single layer device, suitable

energy

levels of the dendrimer

respectively. In this instance, calcium (with

eV) and plasma treated ITO (4.8

injecting contacts. Often
increase

use

by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and have been found to be 5.6 eV

and 2.5 eV for the HOMO and LUMO
workfunction of 2.9

the

possible. Thus the first structures to be

structure

between the electrodes. In order to fabricate

hole and electron

upon

injection

a

-

5.2 eV)

were

chosen

a

as

thin layer of PEDOT/PSS is spin coated onto the ITO to
and

improve

the

surface

morphology.

improvement is particularly pronounced for polyfluorene
however PEDOT/PSS is very

Indeed

this

PPV based polymers,

or

acidic, and this has been found to be detrimental to the

efficiency of the iridium devices. The effect
ethanol stabiliser is used. In this

can

also be

seen

in chloroform solution,

where

an

green

to yellow on the timescale of hours. For this reason amylene-stabilised

chloroform is used and for all devices

Neat films of the two dendrimer
wt% blend of the Gl»?Ir in

found to be

a

the solution is

seen

presented here, fresh solutions

generations

were

to

change from

were

prepared.

prepared and compared with

CBP host. The 20 wt% blend of G1 in CBP

optimal in devices. Films

concentration 20

case

mg/ml in CHCI3 at

a

were

20

also

made using dendrimer solutions of

spin speed of 2500
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a
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for 60 seconds, giving
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films with thicknesses of 120-130

Ir(ppy)3 in CBP
spin coating

a

was

120

found to produce
nm

The

In contrast,

poor

spin-coating

quality films. OLEDs

a

by deposition of 20

nm

6 wt% blend of

were

thick layer of dendrimer onto cleaned and

treated ITO substrates followed
nm

nm.

fabricated by

oxygen

of calcium capped with 100

of aluminium.

light outputs and current-voltage characteristics of all three devices

are

Figure 6.11. The light output-voltage characteristics of the three devices
however, the current for

a

shown in

are

similar,

given brightness is lower in G2wlr than Glwlr and lower

still for the blend. As the dendrimers have identical energy
to

plasma

levels (and thus barriers

injection), the reduction in current in moving from G1 to G2 must be due to the

charge transport within the layer. In G2 the dendrons
the

cores are

further apart.

charge transport

occurs

are

much larger than in G1

so

It has previously shown in another dendrimer family that

by hopping between the

cores,

and that mobility decreases

strongly with increasing generation [22,30], This is expected to also apply to the
dendrimers
confirmed

reported here,

so

that G2 has

a

lower mobility than Gl, and this has been

by time-of-flight measurements that

are

discussed in the next chapter.

Voltage (V)

Figure 6.11. Upper panel: J-V and J-L characteristics for Glmlr, G2mlr and
Gl.CBP devices. Lower panel:

Light output
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Figure 6.12 shows the external quantum efficiencies of three different iridium
dendrimer based OLEDs. When the first
CBP host at 20 wt% the OLED had

(28 Cd/A) at
13.1 mA/cm
was

a

2

a

generation dendrimer

maximum external quantum

brightness of 3450 Cd/m

This corresponds to

.

and 13.4 V. A maximum power

also observed. This

corresponds to

a current

density of 5
an

density has been observed for evaporated devices with
a

than

one

a current

increase in

no

density of

magnitude lower than the

t|el

2

12 V. The

with current

hole blocking layer [8] and

saturation of non-radiative sites with

order of

efficiency of 8.1%

mA/cm2 and

density. However, the efficiencies reported for that particular
were more

doped into the

efficiency of 6.9 lm/W at 1475 Cd/m

efficiency is lower at low current densities and such

is believed to be due to

was

increasing exciton

green

ones

emitting system

reported here. If the

assumption is made that out-coupling losses allow only 20% of the light generated
within the film to escape
in the

then

we

estimate the internal quantum efficiency (r)int) to be

region of 40%.
Cp*10
0s
>-%
O
C

CD
O

CD

1

E
=3

~C=
03
3

cr

£0.1
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X
LU

0.01
0
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Current

30

2

density (mA/cm)

Figure 6.12, External quantum efficiency o/Glmlr, G2mlr and Gl. CBP single layer
devices

These

high efficiencies observed for such

the excellent film
the CBP host,

a

simple device structure

attributed to

forming properties of the dendrimer preventing recrystallisation of

bipolar transport in the film and efficient injection of charge at the

anode and cathode. In contrast, a similar device fabricated from 6%
showed poor

are

Ir(ppy)3 in CBP

stability and device characteristics. A maximum efficiency

magnitude lower (-0.8%)

was

observed and the device

insulating than that containing the dendrimer blend.
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was

an

order of

found to be

more
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OLEDs based

on

neat films of Glmlr and G2wlr

efficiencies lower than that of the blend device. There is

quantum

dependence of the efficiency
order of

a

on

a

external

striking

generation, with the efficiency increasing by

an

magnitude, from 0.2% to 2.1%, in going from G1 to G2. As the thin film
a

factor of approximately 1.5 it is clear that the dendrons

on

the charge transport within the device. This effect will be

PLQY only increases by
have

dendrimers displayed

significant effect

investigated further in the next chapter. Increasing efficiency with increasing
generation has been observed previously in fluorescent dendrimers [22] and
attributed to

reduction in the

a

charge mobility with generation. This has the effect of

slowing the carriers and thus increasing the probability of exciton formation within
the bulk of the device.

6.5.

Bilayer iridium dendrimer LEDs

Despite the

very

improve the

high performance of the single layer structures, there is still

power

and external quantum efficiencies of these devices by

modification of the structure. A heterostructure
electron

consisting of hole transporting and

transporting layers offers the possibility of better carrier confinement and

recombination

zone

of hole and electron

located well away

from the quenching cathode [27]. The

dominate and result in

a

of the dendrimer

subsequent evaporation of
many

an

layer

case

as an

of

our

this work

on

was

one

carrier type does not

spin coated dendrimer layers, this

emitting and hole transporting layer, and

electron transporting small molecular layer. This has

advantages, not least the ability to have

lower turn

synergy

leakage current through the device. This approach is also

applicable to dendrimers [28], In the
use

a

transporting levels is crucial to the efficient operation of devices.

Charge injection and transport must all balance in order that

entails

room to

voltages and higher
carried out either

power

a

thinner dendrimer layer and thus

efficiencies. It should be noted that much of

by the author at Opsys Ltd.

or

within the

group

of Dr

Oleg Salata.
For

optimisation of the iridium dendrimer devices the host and electron transport

layers

were

varied. Two carbazole containing hosts, 4,4'-bis(N-carbazolyl)biphenyl

(CBP) and 4,4',4"-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA),
materials. For the

were

used

as

host

evaporated electron transport layer 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-
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1,10-phenanthroline (BCP) and l,3,5-tris[2-N-phenylbenzimidazolyl)benzene (TPBI)
were

used. The structures of all 4 materials

respective

energy

are

shown in

Figure 6.13, and their

levels in Figure 6.14.

CJ

CBP

TCTA

QP
BCP

rO

TPBI

Figure 6.13. Structures of the host and electron transport layer materials used
2eV

62eV

6.4eV

Figure 6.14. Energy levels ofthe dendrimers, host and electron transport layer
materials used

6.5.1.

Bilayer devices with

The first devices

BCP electron transport layer

a

investigated used

a

dendrimer

or

dendrimer blend layer with

a

(BCP) hole blocking / electron transporting layer. BCP is reported to have HOMO
and LUMO levels of 6.4 eV and 2.9 eV
both to aid electron
cathode. Dendrimer

[29] respectively and thus would be expected

injection and transport and also prevent holes from reaching the
layers of 40

nm

solutions in chloroform onto oxygen

thickness

were

spin-coated from 5 mg/ml

plasma treated ITO substrates. The dendrimer
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layers investigated
i.e. the

same as

for

were neat

GIMr, neat G2mlr, and

a

20 wt% blend of G1 in CBP

single layer devices. Subsequent evaporation of a 60

BCP and addition of

1 nm LiF

a

layer capped with 100

nm

nm

layer of

of aluminium completed

the device.

The external quantum

efficiencies and

Both the

generation and blending have

dendrimer

performance,
over an

as was seen

order of

power

efficiencies
a

are

shown in Figure 6.15.

strong effect on device

for the single layer devices. The efficiency of G2mlr is

magnitude higher in both external quantum efficiency and

efficiency than Glmlr, peaking at 13.1 Cd/A and 5.8 lm/W (at 7V and 122
compared with 0.4 Cd/A and 0.14 lm/W (at 10V and 1200
further

improvement of nearly

a

improved

maximum

power

efficiency

more

neat Gl. A

over

Cd/m2).

G2mlr and G1:CBP blends

the single layer devices. In contrast, the

EQE of the bilayer G1:CBP device is actually lower than that for the

single layer device. This
be

Cd/m2)

factor of two is observed in the blend device, which

gives 21.7 Cd/A and 10.2 lm/W (at 6.5V and 423
show

Cd/m2) for

power

may

prone to poorer

be due to the

use

film formation. The

of a thinner emissive layer that
power

may

efficiency is greater, though,

precisely due to this thickness decrease and also the higher electron mobility of BCP
than the G1:CBP blend

single layer and in
the

a

(which acts

as an

ambipolar transport layer in the

case

of

a

monopolar fashion (holes) for the bilayer). These factors reduce

operating voltage for

a

given brightness.
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Figure 6.15. Performance of neat Gl, neat G2 and Gl.CBP thinner emissive layers
with BCP

By decreasing the drift velocity of the charge carriers, in
of

opposite charges meeting

shown in theoretical studies

Nikitenko

et

al

such that both

up to

a

bilayer device the chance

form the exciton is increased.

by Arkhipov and co-workers [31], and

[32], A similar scenario applies in the blend: the

positive and negative charges will trap

on

This has been
more

recently by

energy

levels

are

the dendrimer component,

reducing their mobility and also increasing the chance of capture of

an

opposite

charge. In addition to charge transport considerations, the higher PLQY of G2 than
Gl

would increase

efficiency by

efficiency in the blend

can

a

carbazole derivative 4,

investigated

as a

factor 1.5, and the further doubling of the

be accounted for by its much higher PLQY.

The above results show that the host
so

a

plays

an

important role in device operation, and

4',4"tris(N-carbazoyl)triphenyl-amine (TCTA)

was

host in place of CBP. The optimised concentration by weight of

dendrimer in TCTA

was

found to be less than that for CBP. This may
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an
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optimal ratio of carbazole units to Ir(ppy)3
per

TCTA

cores:

molecule, compared with 2 for CBP. Figure 6.16 shows the optimisation of

concentration of dendrimer in TCTA. The

optimised concentration

13wt% in TCTA. At lower concentrations of the

properties of the blend
the

3 carbazole units

possesses

was poor.

peak efficiency and

power

It

can

be

found to be

was

dendrimer, the film forming

in the lower panel of figure 6.16 that

seen

efficiency decrease almost linearly with increasing

concentration. For the 13wt% device, a

peak external quantum efficiency of 32 Cd/A

and power

measured,

devices

efficiency of 20 lm/W

utilising CBP

as a

was

considerable improvement

a

host. The increased hole mobility of TCTA

higher brightness at lower voltage, and this
efficiency. In addition, the

energy

may

allow for

explain the doubling of

may

upon

power

levels of TCTA allow holes to be spread

more

evenly throughout the emissive layer. However, reliable and reproducible film

quality is

an

essential factor in the production of efficient OLEDs, and

origin of the improvement of TCTA
TCTA than CBP in

led to

common

as a

an

important

host is due to the greater solubility of

organic solvents. For the concentrations shown this has

improved film forming properties when combined in the dendrimer blend

layer. Please note this work

was

performed at Opsys Ltd. in the

group

of Dr Oleg

Salata.
20
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Figure 6.16. Optimisation of the concentration of Glmlr in TCTA using a BCP

bilayer (this work was performed by Dr Oleg Salata and his group)
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6.5.2.

Bilayer devices employing a TPBI electron transport

layer
Despite these high efficiencies from such
upon

simple device design it

noted that

was

repeat driving the efficiency of the devices decreased slowly. This effect may

be due in part to

used

as

the instability of the BCP hole blocking layer. BCP has been widely

thin

a

(-10 nm) hole blocking layer in conjunction with

injection/transport layer but not
and hole
the

and

a

molecule

blocking layer. Thus
dendritic

material

as

commonly

a more

AIQ3

combined electron transporting

suitable electron transport material

was

sought,

l,3,5-tris(2-N-phenylbenzimidazolyl)benzene (TPBI)

chosen. TPBI has several

was

as a

an

advantages

over

BCP. Its

6.2 eV for the HOMO level and 2.7 eV for the LUMO. Thus

energy

one

levels

are

would expect

slightly less efficient electron injection from LiF/Al into TPBI but improved
injection into the dendrimer LUMO.

It

was

neat

the

noted earlier that the

films of the dendrimers

single layers. This

move was

were

50

early device testing performed

made to

use

fabricated from
of TPBI

nm

device in this
devices

are

pronounced

as

power

thicker films in the
80

nm

hole

so a

bilayer configuration. Bilayer devices

transporting layer of neat Glmlr

Figure 6.17. It

can

efficiencies and
be

seen

or

G2mlr and

power

efficiencies of these

that the dendrimer generation has

the performance of these devices, however the difference is not

a

as

for the thinner devices with BCP. G2mlr shows double the EQE and

efficiency of GIMr devices. Excellent

neat G2wlr

nm

slightly lower EQEs than

in part be due to increased leakage currents, and

The external quantum

shown in
on

an

dendrimer blends showed

approximately 40

deposited by thermal evaporation. A LiF/Al cathode completed the

case.

large effect

may

or

on

based

power

efficiencies of 20 lm/W for

bilayers and 10 lm/W for neat Glwlr based devices makes these

amongst the highest efficiencies reported for solution processed OLEDs with neat
emissive

layers.
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Voltage (V)

Figure 6.17. EQE and power efficiency of neat films of Gl and G2mlr with TPBI
electron transport

An

layers

interesting question is the effect of dendrimer generation when dispersed in

material. Devices
consisted of an

were

prepared

dendrimer LEDs

chromophores,

as

been found to be

case

the

before, however this time the emissive layer

we

optimal for evaporated small molecular devices [8], In

have therefore used the

same

molar concentration of iridium

is present in 6 wt% of Ir(ppy)3 in CBP.

This concentration has

optimal for spin-coated single layer dendrimer devices [33]. The

equivalent doping ratio for Glmlr
of G2m\x

host

equivalent doping of G\m\x and G2m\x to 6 wt% of Ir(ppy)3 in CBP,

which has been shown to be
our

as

a

was

then 20wt% and the larger molecular weight

required blends containing 36wt% of the dendrimer in CBP. In the latter

larger dendrons of the G2mlr material might be expected to improve film

forming properties, due to the greater proportion of dendrimer in the blend film. The
photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) of the 36:64 G2wIr:CBP blend has
been measured and found to be 80%, identical to within the
78% measured for 20wt% Glwlr in CBP.
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error to

the
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The devices

were

very

function of current
devices based
materials

on

neat films is

dispersed in

a

heavily dependent

upon

dendrimer structure [33], the

charge transporting host show similar properties

as a

density. The 20:80 GlMnCBP and 36:64 G2mIr:CBP blends

improved performance with 9.8% (33 Cd/A) and 10.4% (34.3 Cd/A). These

high efficiencies
a

as a

density is shown in Figure 6.18. Whereas the performance of

function of current
show

efficient and the external quantum efficiency (EQE)

are

maintained

large

across a

range

of current densities, illustrating

good level of confinement by the bilayer structure. This is in contrast to single

layer devices utilising CBP
function of current

as a

host where the EQE is

density [33]. This effect has been attributed to

radiative sites with

increasing current density [8] and

rise slowly

seen to
a

as a

saturation of non-

deficiency in electron

a

transport in the dendrimer:CBP blend at low currents.
10

LU

o
LU

1

10'3

10"2

10"1

Current

Figure 6.18. EQE
devices in

a

as a function

to the better film

(at 8

they

(mA/cm2)

of current density for Glmlr and G2mlr bilayer

were

observed for G2wIr:CBP

Cd/m2),

22 lm/W (at 100
a

Cd/m2)
are

similar, implying that in

dendron does not inhibit

and 15.5 lm/W (at 1000

Cd/m2)

were

slightly lower luminous efficiency of 21 lm/W. The J-E

for G1:CBP and G2:CBP blends

are very

devices, possibly due

forming properties of this blend. A peak luminous efficiency of 27

measured. GlwIr:CBP had
curves

density

101

CBP host.

The best luminous efficiencies

lm/W

10°

a

shown in

figure 6.19. It

can

be

seen

that

blend system the larger proportion of

charge transport. This result is confirmed in chapter 7,

where it is shown that when the dendrimer is
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dispersed in

a

CBP host, hopping
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occurs

between dendrimer

cores.

If the

same

proportion of

is in each of the

core

blends, then similar results could be expected.

Field

Figure 6.19. Current density

as a function

(MV/cm)

offield for Glmlr and G2mlr devices in

a

CBP host.

Although much work has been done using
was

shown to be

of TPBI

layer

an

were

of

a

improvements

seen

through

also expected to be of benefit to this system. This work

100

GlmIr:TCTA emissive
to the

CBP host, in the previous section TCTA

effective host material. Thus the

performed at Opsys Ltd, in the
characteristics

a

nm

group

thick

layer and 50

was

of Dr Oleg Salata. The J-V and L-V

device

nm

use

comprising

of TPBI

equivalent device containing BCP.
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are

a

50

nm

thick 13wt%

shown in Figure 6.20, compared
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Figure 6.20. Current density (top panel) and brightness (lower panel)

ofvoltage for Glmlr.TCTA devices with

a

BCP (closed squares) and TPBI (open

circles) electron transport layer (performed in the

It

can

be

seen

from

in the low field

group

Figure 6.20 that replacement of a 60

thickness of TPBI results in

a

similar current

region currents

are

as a function

of Dr Oleg Salata).

nm

BCP layer with

an

equal

density profile at high fields, however

much reduced. It

can

also be

seen

that the light

output for a given current is higher for the TPBI device, and this coupled with the
reduced currents at low fields leads to

an

increase in the external quantum

from 32 Cd/A to 55 Cd/A. A similar increase is

seen

in power

of two from 20 lm/W to 40 lm/W. As in the

case

of the

significant aspect is that high efficiency is maintained
than 50 Cd/A in the range

efficiency

efficiency by

a

factor

single layer devices,

even at

a

high brightness (more

100-3000 Cd/m2) (Figure 6.21). This contrasts with other

electrophosphorescent devices based

on

similar host materials and utilising Ir(ppy)3

reported in which efficiency falls with increasing brightness [8], and
important advantage of dendrimers in addition to their
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scope

may

show

an

for solution-processing.
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Figure 6.21. EQE and brightnessfor the GLTCTA / TPBI bilayer device

The final result to be discussed

was

obtained at CDT Oxford Ltd

(formerly Opsys

Ltd) by Dr Oleg Salata at the Department of Materials, University of Oxford. It is

improved version of the device previously discussed, with TCTA
TPBI electron transport
an

increase in the

power

host and

brightness with voltage. Figure 6.22 shows the light output and
very

high brightnesses of 20000

measured. Power efficiencies of 46 lm/W at 100

(and 4.8 V)

were

Cd/m2

at 8 V was

Cd/m2 (and 3.7 V) and 37 lm/W at

obtained, and this device illustrates the fantastic

potential of dendrimer-based devices.

Voltage (V)

Figure 6.22. Power efficiency and brightness for the best GLTCTA / TPBI bilayer
device

a

layer, although the slightly thinner emissive layers leads to

efficiency of this device. A

1000 Cd/m

as a

an

reported.
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6.6.

Multicomponent blend single-layer devices

The last section

was

concerned with

employing

reach efficiencies double that achieved in

a

bilayer configuration in order to

single layer devices. Charge balance

improved at

some expense

devices

highly desirable for inexpensive fabrication techniques such

are

printing, and
from

a

be

can

in the complexity of these devices. However single layer
ink jet

as

method of achieving such high efficiency by combining techniques

single and bilayer devices is

now

discussed. This is achieved by

of

means

blending of the components used in the two layer devices, thereby overcoming the
limitations of poor

charge injection and balance that

simple single layer devices, and

are

usually encountered in

giving major improvements in device

so

performance, especially in terms of power efficiency.

The two component
lower power
as an

and

blend GlmIr:CBP (as discussed in section 6.4) show much

efficiencies than the equivalent bilayer device with either BCP

electron transport

explanation is
increase at

through

a

a poor

a

saturation of non-radiative sites [8], Another

balance of charge carriers in the device, and the efficiency

high fields attributable to enhanced electron injection into the blend

lowered potential barrier. A question begs to be asked: Is there

suitable host, or combination of hosts that could lead to as
the

bilayer structures, but in

To

improve electron injection, TPBI

a

high efficiency

was

investigated

as a

host material at the

film

forming properties led to devices that degraded rapidly. However

injection

blends, namely 20:80. Its lower solubility in chloroform and

efficiency at low voltages
was

two would offer both

devices

was

a

same

poor

much

observed, possibly indicating that electron

hampering the GTCBP blends. Given the superior stability of G1:CBP

and the electron transport

shown in

in

single layer device?

as

G1:CBP

a more

as seen

ratio

enhanced

TPBI

layer. This is due to the slow rise in efficiency with voltage

density, due to

current

or

properties of TPBI, it

was

envisaged that

a

blend of the

advantages. The I-V and L-V of the three test devices

are

figure 6.23. It should be noted that two important effects benefit the

containing TPBI. Firstly, the current is lower at low voltages and higher at
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larger voltages. Secondly, the light output is significantly enhanced at low voltages,
and the turn

on

voltage is 3 V rather than 4.2 V.

Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

Figure 6.23.1-V and L-V of initially investigated blends of Glmlr in CBP, TPBI and
a

50:50 blend

ofboth materials. The devices had 1TO and calcium contacts.

Figure 6.24 shows the EQEs and

power

efficiencies of G1:CBP, G1:TPBI and

G1:CBP:TPBI blend devices. The three component

blend

40wt% CBP, 40wt% TPBI. It is to be noted that the

evaporation in this

than

optimal and thus the devices

this thesis. However it

can

voltages for G1:TPBI and
even

be

seen

even

are not as

that

a

efficient

as

was

of 20wt% Glmlr and
case was

less

the best devices reported in

significant enhancement to the EQE at low

greater for the three component blend leads to an

greater increase in the power efficiency over conventional G1 :CBP devices.

Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

Figure 6.24. External quantum efficiency (left) and

power

initially investigated blends of Glmlr in CBP, TPBI and
materials. The devices had ITO and calcium contacts.
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efficiency (right) of
50:50 blend of both
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This result led to
nm was

significant optimisation of the blend ratio and device contacts. 120

found to be the

maintained here. The
material

optimal thickness for the single layer devices and this was

optimum blend

found to be 20 wt% G\m\x in

was

a

host

comprising 60% CBP and 40% TPBI. This resulted in the blend by weight

being 20:52:28 G1 :CBP:TPBI.

The film PLQY was 64 % for 20:52:28 %
than that for the two component
poorer energy

(Gl-Ir:CBP:TPBI) blend. This is lower

GlmIr:CBP blend (78%), which

transfer from TPBI to the dendrimer,

concentration ratios

are

by weight, and

were

lower triplet

or a

be due to

energy.

The

chosen to optimise device performance.

For OLED characterisation two different sets of devices

the

may

were

fabricated

employing

single layer configuration. The G1:CBP device (Device structure 1) is

described in section 6.4 and is

layer

(EML)

based

comprised of an ITO anode,

the

on

two

component

a

120

nm

(GlwInCBP)

calcium/aluminium cathode electrode. The G1 :CBP:TPBI

thick emissive

blend,

structure 1

LiF/Al

was

was

It

was

obtained with Ca/Al

established that best
as

blend, and

a

the cathode, whereas for device structure 2

for this observation could be the efficient dissociation of LiF

across

a

performance for device

determined to be the best cathode combination. A

reactions with the three component

and

(device structure 2) device

has the ITO anode, a 120 nm thick EML based on the three component
LiF/Al cathode electrode.

as

possible explanation
by

way

of chemical

blend, resulting in enhanced electron transfer

the semiconductor/metal interface

as

has been

previously observed for tris (8-

hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq)/LiF/Al interfaces [34]. However, the reaction

pathways between LiF and Gl-Ir:CBP:TPBI blends

are not

yet clear and further

work is needed.

For the three component

blend the EL emission is found to originate only from the

dendrimer and is identical to that for the GlwIr:CBP blend
structure

single layer (device

1). Figure 6.25 (a) shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE)

function of bias

voltage for device structures 1 and 2. As

device structure 2 exhibits

investigated, with

a

can

be

seen,

as a

the EQE for

higher values throughout the entire voltage

range

maximum value of 10.4 % measured at 8.1 V. The difference in

efficiency is particularly marked at lower voltages. For example at 6 V, device
structure 2 exhibits

an

EQE of 7.4 % compared with 0.21 % for device structure 1.
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This is

a

issue for

significant improvement since low voltage operation

was

previously

an

single layer dendrimer based OLEDs [22,33,35].
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Figure 6.25, EQE (a) and current density (b) for the best Glmlr. CBP (structure 1)
and Glmlr. CBP. TPBI

The

reasons

for the

J-V characteristics

(structure 2) devices.

improved performance will
are

now

be discussed. The forward bias

plotted in Figure 6.25 b). It

can

be

seen

density is larger for device structure 2 throughout the measured
enhancement mechanism

can

be better understood

of the materials in the blend. TPBI is hole

eV)

so

the basis of the energy

1. The

higher current observed must therefore be due to

LUMO reduces the barrier to electron

transporting character of TPBI

may

The first is that the

recombination

zone

further away

electroluminescence

an

increased

energy

of its

injection. The second is that the electron

increase the electron mobility in device structure

By improving charge injection and transport in this

way,

a

from the cathode is expected, reducing

quenching.

It

is

found

injection/transport properties of device structure 2 change
active

levels

blocking in character (HOMO level 6.2

electron current. TPBI favours this in two ways.

induced

This current

range.

the hole current through device structure 2 will be lower than for device

structure

2.

on

that the current

as

that

shift of the
any

cathode

the

carrier

the composition of its

layer is adjusted in order to achieve the best efficiency. In the present work the

optimum GlmIr:CBP:TPBI ratio

was

found to be 20:52:28 wt %, respectively.
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When the concentration of TPBI
the external quantum

was

efficiency of the devices

2

•

further reduced

or

increased

a

gradual drop in

observed. In Figure 6.26 (a) the

was

•

•

•

light output (Cd/m ), for both devices, is plotted against the bias voltage. Device
structure 2 exhibits

device structure 1
Cd/m

a

much lower turn-on

voltage for light emission (2.9 V) than

(4.4 V), and the operating voltage for device structure 2 at 100

is 6.6 V; a lower value than that for device structure 1

conclusive evidence of the beneficial effect of having
in

Figure 6.26 (b) where the

a

function of bias

observed with
Cd/m

) and

a

a

TPBI in the blend

provided
as

voltage. A significant enhancement for device structure 2 is

maximum power

efficiency of 12.8 lm/W reached at 8.1 V (550

corresponding EQE of 10.4 %. The lower operating voltage will also

efficiency. Such

a

high performance, for

layer OLED, approaches the values of 12-20 % reported
evaporated devices [8-10], What is
a

are

efficiency (lm/W), for both devices, is plotted

power

contribute to the increased power

within

(8.8 V). Further

so

a

single

far in the literature for

it demonstrates how charge carrier balance

more,

high photoluminescence efficiency blend, coupled with the superior film

forming properties of dendrimers,

lead to highly efficient and

can

light-emitting devices.
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6.7.

Tuning of the emission colour

One of the attractive

properties of the iridium based MLCT emitting phosphors is the

ability to tune the emission colour by appropriate choice of ligand [9]. Starting from
the basic

Ir(ppy)3 cored dendrimer, this

attachment of the dendron para to
second is fluorination of the

blue-shift the emission to
the

a

the

can

be achieved in several

core

ways.

in order to extend delocalisation. The

phenyl-pyridine ligand to reduce delocalisation and

sky blue colour. These two methods, and their impact

on

photophysical and device properties of the dendrimers will be discussed in this

section. A third
energy

approach is to replace the phenyl-pyridine ligand with

equivalent, and two examples of this

emission from solution
work

was

peripheral to

6.7.1. The

break the

are

processed electrophosphorescent dendrimers. However, this
my

main project

so

will only be briefly discussed.

biphenyl dendron to the Ir(ppy)3

conjugation between

red shift of the emission to
as

lower

shown to lead to efficient red

core

core

in the para position does not

and dendron. Now the first branching phenyl

ring of the dendron acts to increase the electron delocalisation of the

(known

a

para-linked lr(ppy)3 dendrimer

Attachment of the

give

a

green-yellow device. This

core

para

Gl/?Ir) also shows altered charge transport properties,

be discussed in

for

The first is

leading to

linked material

more

of which will

chapter 7. Gl/?Ir is shown in figure 6.27, with the meta linked Glwlr

comparison.

Figure 6.27. Structure of the para-linked Glplr (left) and the
meta

a

linked Glmlr derivative

(right)
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The extinction coefficient of

G\p\x in dilute toluene solution is shown in figure 6.28

along with that of G\m\x. There is
the meta derivative and

an

Other observations

that the

are

a

clear redshift of the MLCT bands with respect to

increased contribution to the

7t—re* ligand band around 300

significantly and shows less structure than G\m\x. This
energy

'MLCT

of the (6/.v-phenyl)-pyridine ligand

as

band at 400
nm

nm.

is broadened

be due to the lower

may

opposed to phenyl-pyridine.
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Figure 6.28. Extinction coefficients for the para-linked Glplr and the
conventional

meta

linked derivative.

The dilute solution emission is shown in

of Glwlr with
this

case

a

peak at 535

nm.

Figure 6.29 and is red-shifted relative to that

The vibronic structure is much

and this has been observed for other iridium

indication of

more

a more

ligand-based emission. This

occurs

more

pronounced in

complexes [9] and is

an

when the triplet state of the

ligand lies below that of the 3MLCT transition. This leads to greater electron-phonon
coupling and
is

an

blue-shifted

increase in the vibronic fine structure. It is of note that the emission
relative

conjugation [16] where
additional

to

an

that

of another

Ir(ppy)3 derivative with extended

emission peak is observed at 550

nm.

In that study the

phenyl ring attached para to the phenyl-pyridine ligand is bonded in the 9

position in the fashion of a fluorene unit. This confers structural rigidity. In the
of the dendrimer here, rotation around the

bulky dendrons

may

delocalisation. The

twist the

core

case

phenyl-phenyl bond is possible, and the

unit out of the plane, reducing electron

PLQY in degassed toluene solution is 75%, which is slightly

higher than that of Glmlr. The thin film PLQYs
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are

found to be 24% for

a neat

film
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and 68% for

a

20wt% blend in CBP. These values

are

comparable to those obtained

for Glmlr in thin film.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 6.29. Dilute solution PL spectra of Glplr and Glmlr

Devices

fabricated in

were

devices of thickness 120
electron

nm

a

similar fashion to the Glmlr devices.

and

bilayer devices with

transporting layer of TPBI evaporated to

fabricated. A calcium-aluminium contact

LiF/Al contact for the

were

bilayer blend device with
are

active layer of 80

nm

a

thickness of 60

nm were

and

completed the single layer device and

shown in

single and bilayer devices based
an

on neat

active layer of 20wt%GlpIr:CBP.

Figure 6.30. It

neat active

layer, the I-V characteristics

CBP shows

a

blend

an

a

a

bilayers.

The three devices tested

characteristics

Single layer

can

are

much lower current. This may

(discussed in the next chapter).
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be

seen

films and

a

The I-V

that for the devices with

a

similar, whereas the bilayer blend in

be due to the lower mobility of the CBP
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Voltage (V)

Figure 6.30.1-V characteristics ofsingle layer and bilayer devices based on neat

layers of Glplr and a blend bilayer device in

The

EQE

has the

as a

a

CBP host.

function of current density is depicted in figure 6.31. The blend device

highest efficiency with 8.5 % EQE and this efficiency is maintained

wide range

of current density. The neat bilayer and single layer devices have

over a

a

lower

efficiency. Peak EQEs of 3.5% for the bilayer and 0.5% for the single layer have
been measured. There is

significant rise of efficiency with current density for both

a

devices, however it is most pronounced for the single layer device. This is in contrast
to the blend

system where a high efficiency is maintained from turn on to high

current densities.
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Figure 6.31. EQE as a function of current density for single layer and bilayer
devices based

on

neat

layers of Glplr and a blend bilayer device in

The electroluminescence spectra

Figure 6.32. There is

a

a

CBP host.

of the neat and blend layer bilayers

are

shown in

signficant red tail to the emission of the neat film, indicative
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of

potential aggregate formation, which also has

This is similar to that observed in G1 mh films

a

significant impact

on

the PLQY.

[36],

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 6.32. EL spectra of Glplr neat film and 20wt% CBP blend

6.7.2. Blue

electrophosphorescence

In this section attempts to

produce

will be reviewed. As demonstrated
atoms to the

This

was

a

incorporated into

a

the lrF(ppy)3 dendrimer

blue electrophosphorescent dendrimer device

by Adachi et al [12], the addition of fluorine

phenyl ring of Ir(ppy)3 leads to

further enhanced

-

substantial blue shift to the emission

a

by the addition of a high
host

CBP

at

6wt%,

pyridinato-N,C2 )picolinate (Flr(Pic)) (figure

picolinate ligand. When

iridium(III)-6A(4,6-di-fluorophenyl-

6.33)

electrophosphorescence (EL peak 475 nm) with

energy

.

an

was

found to generate light blue

efficiency of 5.6%. This result is

significantly higher than the best reported device efficiencies for blue fluorescent
emitters

[37], Solution processed blue phosphorescence has also been demonstrated

[38], using

a

non-conjugated polymer host. In these

transfer from carbazole based materials such

conjugated polymer PVK is
of the

necessary

as

cases

endothermic

energy

the small molecular CBP and

non-

in order to force emission from the triplet state

phosphor. This is highly influenced by impurities introduced by the "wet"

processing methods used and consequently only relatively low efficiencies have been
reported for blue solution processed electrophosphorescent devices.
confirmed

by work

that the blue

on

This is

evaporated devices by Forrest et al, where the authors note

complex is

very

sensitive to atmospheric impurities, and
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break in
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vacuum

devices

during evaporation resulted in

a

significant drop in the performance of the

[12].

However, it has recently been shown that for evaporated devices exothermic energy
transfer is

possible when higher

approaches have been utilised:
benzene

host materials

are

used. Two different

restricted conjugation host (N,N-dicarbazolyl)-3,5-

(mCP) (shown in figure 6.31) [39,40] and

derivative
mCP

a

energy

a

sterically hindered CBP

[41] have both shown efficient blue electrophosphorescence. The

use

of

pushes the triplet level of the host to 2.9 eV, and the CBP derivative host to 3

eV, much greater than that for CBP (2.56 eV) and PVK (2.55 eV) and above that for
the blue

electrophosphorescent dopant, Flr(Pic) (2.62 eV) (figure 6.31) [12,38-40],

Figure 6.33. Structures of Fir(Pic) [12], GIFIr, and mCP

In contrast,
not

exothermic energy transfer to blue electrophosphorescent materials has

yet been demonstrated for solution processed devices. A significant advantage of

the dendrimer system

is that the emitting chromophore

can

be encapsulated into

a

solvating shell, making the phosphor the solubilising component [28,33], This allows
use

of small molecular hosts to form

form

good quality thin films that would otherwise

semi-crystalline films from spin coating, and suitable hosts that give

exothermic energy

transfer

A dendrimer has been

can

thus be used.

synthesised for blue light emission. Gl-tra-difluorophenyl-

pyridine-Iridium (GIFIr) (shown in figure 6.33) is fundamentally similar to the
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green
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iridium cored dendrimers discussed earlier, however

the phenyl ring is substituted

with two electron

withdrawing fluorine atoms that leads to

of the

a

ligand, and

an

increase in the

energy

blue shift of the MLCT emission. The dendron is attached by

a

non-conjugated linker unit to the pyridine unit, which is in contrast to previous
dendrimers based
meta

on

Ir(ppy)3

cores,

where the biphenyl dendrons

position to the phenyl ring of the phenylpyridine

electron delocalisation between dendron and
emission colour. 2

ethyl-hexyloxy surface

The dilute solution PL spectra
Glwlr for
to

a

groups

could

This is to

occur

that

attached in the
ensure

that

no

might affect the

complete the molecule.

is shown in figure 6.34, with that of the

green

emitting

comparison. The addition of the electron withdrawing fluorine units leads

significant blue-shift of the triplet exciton level of 44

nm). The emission is of
the GIFIr spectrum.
state

core

core.

are

a

nm

(from 515

nm to

471

similar width however there is less vibronic definition to

This is consistent with greater MLCT character to the emissive

[9], The peak of the emission is similar to that reported for the blue-green

Flr(Pic) molecule [12,38] although in this
contains three fluorinated

case

the dendrimer investigated here

phenylpyridine ligands.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.34. The dilute solution PL of GIFIr with that of Glmlr for comparison.
Note the

large blue shift of 44

Optical quality thin films
or

in

a

blend with mCP.

can

nm

introduced by the fluorine substitutions.

be

spun

Films with

50wt%, and neat films of GIFIr

from solutions of GIFIr, either

as a neat

film

doping ratios of GIFIr in mCP between 10 and
were

spun

photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the blends

161

are

from chloroform solution. The
shown in figure 6.35. At 10wt%
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doping, the emission
This compares to

appears a

light blue and has CIE coordinates of (0.17, 0.34).

(0.16, 0.29) reported for Flr(Pic) devices [12]. However, it should

be remembered that those devices benefited from

layer that absorbs strongly above 500
emission, leading to
red tail

more

a

Copper Phthalocyanine (CuPc)

will filter out

nm so

of the

some

green

blue CIE coordinates. As the doping ratio is increased,

a

develops to the emission and is most pronounced for the neat film of GIFIr

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.35. The thin film PL of GIFIr at different blend ratios in mCP.

The

PLQYs in thin film have been measured in

excitation at 325

PLQYs

were

nm

from

a

He-Cd

laser, and

are

an

integrating sphere following

shown in Table 6.1. The highest

measured for 10 and 20wt% blends in mCP and

respectively. The role of the exothermic

energy

apparent here, as a similar blend of GIFIr with

PLQY of 45%, which is

a

were

70 and 72 %

transfer between mCP and GIFIr is
a

lower

energy

CBP host results in

a

third lower. This is due to excitation transfer to the CBP

host, and trapping at non-radiative recombination centres [39], Higher doping ratios
have lower

PLQYs, and 30 wt% and 40 wt% have PLQYs of 48 and 49%

respectively. A neat film of GIFIr has
and

a

PLQY of 30%, which is

a

respectable value,

higher than that measured for the first generation Ir(ppy)3 dendrimer [33]. A

similar reduction in

fluorinated iridium

photoluminescence quenching has been observed for other

complexes and shown to be due to

intermolecular interactions

as a

result of

a

reduction in observed

replacement of C-H bonds by C-F bonds

[42],
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Table 6.1. The thin film

Devices
20

were

were

10wt% mCP

70

20wt% mCP

72

30wt% mCP

48

40wt% mCP

49

Neat film

30

25 wt% CBP

45

on

solution etched and oxygen

plasma treated ITO (Merck

spin coated from 20 mg/ml solutions in chloroform to give

uniform thin films 70-80
electron transport

PLQY (%)

PLQYs of different blends of GIFIr in mCP.

fabricated

Q/D). Films

Blend

nm

thick. Onto this 60

nm

of TPBI

was

evaporated

as an

layer. A LiF (lnm) / aluminium (100 nm) cathode completed the

device.

The EL spectra

They

are

appears

of 10wt%, 30wt%, 50wt% and neat films

are

shown in figure 6.36.

similar to the PL spectra, however the second vibronic peak at 500

nm

enhanced, possibly due to interference effects from the metal cathode. Each

device exhibits emission from the

MLCT transition of the GIFIr core,

light blue to blue-green emission with peaks at 473

nm

and 499

leading to

nm.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 6.36. EL spectra of the mCP blends and neat film of GIFIr

Figure 6.37 shows the dependence of the external quantum efficiency (r|ext)
current

on

density for the different levels of doping. Efficient electroluminescence with
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a

peak r|extof 7.4 % (at 0.36

mA/cm2 and

56

Cd/m2) is observed for a 10wt% GIFIr

device, rising to a maximum of 10.8 % (at 0.26
device. The power

and 59

Cd/m2) for a 30wt%

efficiency of the 30wt% device at 100 Cd/m is 11 lm/W (at 6.4

V) and 4.9 lm/W at 1000

Cd/m2 (and

is measured at 12.8 V. This compares

and is in

[12,39,41]

mA/cm2

10 V). A maximum brightness of 3022

well with evaporated devices based

Cd/m2

Flr(Pic)

on

of that reported for solution processed blue

excess

electrophosphorescence [38], The inset to figure 6.37 shows the peak efficiencies
a

function of concentration, and an

ratios. A neat film of GIFIr has

the lower PLQY
current

of

a neat

optimum is observed between 25

an

maximum r|ext

film. There is

a

35 % doping

of 3.8%, which is consistent with

roll off in efficiency with increasing

density. This has been observed in other electrophosphorescent devices and

attributed to

a

combination of

triplet-triplet annihilation [7] and field induced

quenching effects [28], However, the roll off in this
would be

case

is not

as severe as

what

expected for bimolecular quenching, where the gradient of the decay at

high current density approaches -0.5
also

-

as

double logarithmic plot [43]. The roll off

on a

begins at much lower current density than that observed for other evaporated

[12,39,41] and spin coated [38] electrophosphorescent devices. The mechanism
behind this is

currently unclear, however the roll off becomes less

increased concentration of GIFIr in mCP.

from the fabrication process may

severe

Energy transfer to trapping sites induced

therefore be responsible for this, and is reduced

with increased dendrimer concentration. This effect has been observed in
based

electrophosphorescent

electroluminescence

devices

efficiency peaks at

[38]
a

and

may

explain

IrF(ppy)3

for the
10wt%

core

why

the

a

doping ratio of

in mCP of 10.2 %. This value is greater than the optimum 6wt%

evaporated Flr(Pic) molecule in

an

mCP host [23], however it is similar to the

doping of Flr(Pic) used in PVK based electrophosphorescent devices [38],

The greater

doping levels used for solution processed blue electrophosphorescent

devices, with either endothermic [38]
well indicate the need to

overcome

or

exothermic (this work)

energy

as

of phase

much greater ranges

separation

or

of concentration

solubility effects.
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energy

transfer

transfer to trapping sites by

increased concentrations. The dendrimer structure is
context

polymer

30wt% doping level whereas the PLQY

peaks at 20wt%. It remains to be noted that 30wt% is equivalent to
the

with

can

may

use

of

expected to be useful in this

be explored without the danger
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Current density

Figure 6.37. EQE
GIFlr. Inset: The

One clear

as a

function of current density for bilayer devices based

advantage of the dendrimer method is that the small molecular hosts
as

polycarbonate

charge transporting pendant unit, has

its

composition. This leads to much

power

efficiencies. This

device with
nm

device

a

a

10wt%
current

device, which is 30
j

can

a

or

significant amount of insulating polymer to
insulating films and consequently lower

more

be illustrated by

density of 1

nm

thicker, 1

are

PMMA. PVK, whilst comprising

a

comparison of a 30wt% 140

nm

FIr(Pic):PVK device produced by Kamura et al [38], For

2

•

on

peak EQE as a function ofdoping ratio in mCP.

superior to polymer hosts such
a

(mA/cm2)

mA/cm2 is
mA/cm2

thick
a

110

achieved at 11 V. For the dendrimer

is achieved at 7.2 V and at 11 V

a

current

•

density of 13.8 mA/cm is measured. This cannot be attributed to the arrangement of
energy

eV

levels,

as

mCP has

a

HOMO level reported to be 5.8 eV [39,40], and PVK 5.6

[44], Therefore the higher resistance of the PVK layer has to be attributed to the

non-conjugated polymer in the blend.
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Voltage (V)

Figure 6.38. Top panel: Current density
ratios

and

as a function

of voltage for different doping

of GIFIr in mCP. Lower panel: The brightness of the

same

devices

linear

(inset) logarithmic scale.

Figure 6.38 shows the current densities and light outputs for 10wt%
as a

on a

function of voltage. It can

be

seen

50wt% devices

-

that the drive voltage of the dendrimer devices

actually increases with increased GIFIr concentration. The light outputs
shifted to
decrease at

higher voltages, and for low doping ratios, the light output is

high voltages. This is in contrast to

of the green

Ir(ppy)3 dendrimer in

a

many

seen to

blend systems, including blends

CBP host [33], If charges

were

trapped

dendrimer in the blend, then as the concentration is increased, inter-site
will be reduced and

also

are

on

separation

hopping between dendrimer sites will become easier. This is

observed here, and may

indicate that the HOMO level of mCP

may

the

not

lie closer to the

vacuum

that of the dendrimer. This effect has also been observed bv Kamura

where

greater concentration of Flr(Pic) in a PVK host leads to an increase in the

drive

a

voltage. This increase in resistance leads to
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doping ratio, and the
shown in

power

efficiency at 100 Cd/m

2

as a

function of doping ratio is

figure 6.39.
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Figure 6.39. Power efficiency at 100 Cd/m

as a function

ofdoping ratio of GlFlr in

mCP.

In summary, very

high efficiencies have been demonstrated from

electrophosphorescent dendrimer.

encapsulating
use

a

phosphorescent

core

of small molecular hosts not

This allows exothermic energy

It

is

shown

within

a

that the

a

spin coated blue

novel

approach

of

soluble dendritic architecture allows

normally accessible in solution processed devices.

transfer from guest to host to

occur,

and for drive

voltages to be reduced significantly when compared to non-conjugated polymer host
materials. The benefit of this is apparent

luminous efficiencies

reported here

as

in the much higher external quantum and

compared to other solution processed blue

devices.

6.7.3. Colour

The work in this

tuning by ligand substitution

chapter

so

far has been concerned with Ir(ppy)3 based dendrimers.

The green

emitting

atoms

phenyl ring to give emission at shorter

there

or a

are

a

core

wide range

has been systematically modified by addition of fluorine

of ligands that

are

cyclometalated iridium complexes [9,40], and
then

or

longer wavelengths. However,

known to coordinate to form tris
many

of these

are

of lower

energy

phenylpyridine, offering the possibility of efficient red light emission. In this
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context, two dendrimers have been

synthesised for red emission, and

figure 6.40. Gllr(ppy)2btp contains contains
and two

benzothienylpyridine (btp) ligand

one

from 518

nm

attached to the phenylpyridine ligands in the meta

are

position. The addition of

a

lower

(green) to 600

nm

energy

btp ligand

moves

the emission maximum

(red) (CIE coordinates (0.64, 0.36). Similar results

(btp)2 iridium based phosphors have been reported [45] however the emission in

those
one

shown in

phenylpyridine ligands attached to the metal at the centre of the molecule.

Biphenylene dendrons

for

are

cases

is

more

redshifted to 610

(btp) unit is interesting,

to cause a

as

-

620

nm.

it implies that

a

In this respect a

change to just

material possessing

one

large change in the emission properties, and gives

ligand is sufficient

a pure

primary red

colour.

Figure 6.40. Red iridium dendrimers. Left: Gllr(ppy)2btp and right: Gllr(btp)s

In order to obtain

three
the

a

deeper red colour, Gllr(btp)3

benzothienylpyridine ligands and in this

ligands, offering

maxima to 632

nm

even greater

was

case

synthesised. This material has

the dendrons

a

saturated red colour. The

photoluminescence spectra of Gllr(ppy)2btp and Gllr(btp)3

based emission

attached para to

electron delocalisation. This pushes the emission

(CIE coordinates (0.7, 0.3)), offering

6.41. The emission shows strong

are

vibronic structure in each

[9].
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.41. Photoluminescence of red iridium dendrimers. Left: Gllr(ppy)2btp and
right: Gllr(btp)s

A

co-worker, Dr Thomas Anthopoulos, has investigated the use of these red

phosphors in LEDs. High efficiencies have been obtained for these materials.

Gllr(ppy)2btp devices have achieved close to 5%, whilst the deeper red emitting
Gllr(btp)3 has achieved 4 % EQE. These results
obtained for red fluorescent devices formed
excellent film

significantly higher than those

are

by spin coating, and show that the

forming properties of dendrimers

be used to form efficient red

can

emitting LEDs.

6.8.

Summary and conclusions

In this

chapter

dendrimers to

a

detailed study of the

use

of solution processible conjugated

produce highly efficient electrophosphorescence is presented. The

demonstration of the
solution and film.

potential of these materials is given by their high PLQYs in

Single layer devices showing

very

high EQEs of 8% have been

fabricated, using only a single spin coated layer of dendrimer between injecting
electrodes. Further
an

improvement is obtained through

of

a

bilayer structure with

evaporated electron transport layer. This method obtains

efficiency of 46 lm/W (at 100
the

use

Cd/m2) and

a very

high

power

EQEs of 16%. A method of simplifying

bilayer device whilst maintaining the high efficiencies is presented, and it is

shown that dendrimers

can

form uniform films when blended with

molecular materials. This method has been used to balance the
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transport in a single layer device to give very high efficiencies of 10.4%. Colour

tuning is demonstrated via

device, and fluorination to give
of the

phenylpyridine ligand

coated dendrimer LEDs.

substitution of the dendron to give

para

can

a

a

yellow-green

light blue device. Finally, systematic modification

result in efficient red electroluminescence from spin

Figure 6.42 shows the EL spectra of electrophosphorescent

iridium cored dendrimer devices from the blue to the red. The demonstration of
efficient EL

through the visible spectrum

paves

the

way

for efficient full colour

displays produced from solution.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.42. Electroluminescence from iridium cored dendrimers. From left: Bluegreen

GIFIr (1),

saturated red

green

Glmlr(2), yellow-green Glplr (3), red Gllr(ppy)2btp and

Gllr(btp)s
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VII

Charge transport in iridium
dendrimers and dendrimer blends
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useful advice.
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7.1. Introduction

A

major

advance

in

the

development

of

OLEDs

was

the

realisation

of

electrophosphorescent devices [1] allowing triplet harvesting and the production of
highly efficient LEDs. In this
attention due to their

iridium-based phosphors have received much

highly efficient phosphorescence, colour tunability and relatively

short excited state lifetime. Both
been

area

evaporated [2] and solution processed [3] devices have

reported. One successful approach to solution processing of phosphorescent

materials is to
efficient

use

conjugated dendrimers and

we

have successfully developed highly

single and bilayer devices using this method [4,5]

as

described in the previous

chapter. This chapter aims to investigate the nature of charge transport in these materials
to understand the

Time

of

high performance of devices based

on

them.

flight (TOF) mobility measurements have not yet been applied to

electrophosphorescent materials. The nature of these metal-ligand complexes
to

dendritic structure and

As

lead

significantly different transport properties to those of linear polymers and fluorescent

small molecules. In addition the effect of separating
a

may

a

host material is also

the emissive chromophore by

use

of

explored.

previously illustrated in chapter 5, the charge-generation-layer time-of-flight (CGL-

TOF) method is used. For the conventional, bulk-excitation TOF method
(pm dimensions) film is usually
entails

necessary.

a very

thick

For solution processible materials this often

production of a drop cast film. Two problems arise in using this approach. One is

that the

morphology of the sample

may

be

very

different from that produced by spin

coating, and mobility in organic materials has been shown to be heavily dependent

morphological properties. The second is that the mobility is measured
that is of much greater

thickness than that used for OLEDs. In

upon a

many cases

upon

sample

of dispersive

transport a thickness dependence of the mobility is observed and this may call into

question the relevance of such measurements to LED design.
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A further
are

a

problem to be

used is that the

are

generally of high

energy,

and

so

n-n* bands are not at

the

"3

for laser excitation. The MLCT and MLCT bands for most

red iridium-based
are

ligands

when electrophosphorescent MLCT based materials

1

suitable energy

strengths

overcome

compounds lie between 400 and 550

usually

the material. Thus

a

very

nm,

low, and this manifests itself as

consequence

a

however their oscillator

large penetration depth into

of utilising bulk excitation is that

an

generation point will result. In the present work both these problems
these

problems by utilising

a

spin-coated layer of -400

generation layer of absorptive dye. This enables
even

in

a

thin

a

green to

nm

ill-defined charge

are overcome

thickness and

a

both

charge

well-defined charge generation point

sample. It therefore allows the study of much thinner samples that

can

be

produced by spin casting with morphological properties of direct relevance to LED
structures.

One of the

many

framework in the
manner

advantages of the

use

of the conjugated dendrimer molecular

study of charge transport is that they

such that the macromolecules

are

dendrons behaves very

a

be synthesised in

a

orderly

reproducibility. In addition it has

dendrimer consisting of a fluorescent

much like

an

mono-disperse and the structure is precisely

known. Thus there is little issue of batch to batch

already been shown that

can

core

and wide band-gap

molecularly doped polymer albeit with

a

much

more

regulated and accurately controlled interchromophore separation [6].

Charge transport has been studied widely in solution-processible conjugated polymers. It
is known for these systems

that different solvents and spinning conditions

very

different thin film morphologies. In addition,

such

as

on

ladder type

the measured

wide range
carriers

even

charge transport and optical properties [7]. This

along polymer chains

can

some

may

a

dramatic effect

partly explain the

of these materials [8]. The mobility of

be quite high [9] and in these

step is the disorder in the material. This makes the optimisation
neat

produce

in relatively ordered materials

polymers sample history has been shown to have

of mobilities measured for

can

cases

the rate-limiting

of the mobility within

a

organic layer relatively challenging for most spin coated materials. However, in

contrast, dendrimers allow

precise control of the
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that

by altering the generation number and attachment point of the dendron to the

we are

able to fine-tune the hole

core

mobility and optical properties of these highly efficient

iridium-based dendrimers.

An introduction to the CGL-TOF

method, charge carrier transport, and the different

regimes of non-dispersive and dispersive transport
CGL-TOF

technique is applied to

a

are

discussed in chapter 5. Here the

family of phosphorescent dendrimers. The field and

temperature dependences of the mobility will be discussed in terms of a Gaussian
disorder model. The effect of

explored, and

a

generation and dendron branching point will then be

model is used to correlate time of flight measurements with monopolar

device results. A novel dendrimer

containing charge transporting dendrons will be

introduced, and is

significant increase in the carrier mobility. Moving

to

the

seen to

result in

a

highly efficient blend systems discussed in chapter 6, two host materials

investigated, the effect of blending of the dendrimers

on

presented, and the results interpreted in the light of the

are

the charge transport is

energy

levels of the host

materials.

7.2.

Experimental details

The dendrimers studied here
core,

based

on a

fac tris(2-phenylpyridine) iridium (Ir(ppy)3)

phenylene dendrons and 2-ethylhexyloxy surface

Ir(ppy)3 (Glwlr)
in the

are

,

They

groups.

G1 -para Ir(ppy)3 (Gl/?Ir) and G2-meta (ppy)3 (G2mlr),

300-400

nm

thick films

chloroform solution.

were

discussed

by deposition of 100

Subsequently 10

The excitation

and to be absorbed

nm

performed

on

spin coated onto cleaned ITO substrates from 40 mg/ml
nm

of perylene diimide charge generation layer

evaporated onto the device covering the whole substrate. The device

mm2.

as

G1 -meta-

previous chapter.

Charge-generation-layer time-of-flight (CGL-TOF) measurements

was

are:

of aluminium to give

wavelength

was

chosen to

an

active pixel

pass

completed

of approximately 5

through the bulk film under study

by the perylene dye. Charge carriers
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generated within the
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perylene layer by excitation from
aluminium garnet

carriers

was

electrode

was

the 50 Q

(Nd:YAG) laser at

then swept
biased

input of

10

a

a

a

ns

pulse of

a

frequency doubled Nd:Yttrium

wavelength of 532

through the device under

an

nm.

The packet of charge

applied field. The aluminium

positively and the photocurrent signal detected from the ITO using

digital storage oscilloscope. The applied bias led to the electrons

photogenerated in the perylene diimide layer being removed from the device at the
aluminium electrode and holes

being injected into the dendrimer from the perylene dye

and

the device to be annihilated at the ITO electrode. Thus

consequently swept

the measured

7.3.

across

photocurrent transients correspond to hole currents.

Mobility measurements on neat films

The first dendrimer to be
been used

investigated is the archetypal meta-linked Glwlr, which has

successfully in LEDs both

as a neat

film and in

a

blend system. The effect of

generation will then be discussed, along with the results for the para-linked Glplr
dendrimer, and the field dependences of each of these will be presented.

7.3.1.

A

Charge transport in G1mlr neat films

typical transient for

applied field of 1.2

x

a

G1 mlr film of 330

thickness at

nm

106 V/cm is shown in figure

7.1. It

can

room

be

weakly dispersive. After the initial photocurrent peak there is
The shoulder is close to the
the micron thicknesses

intersection of the asymptotes to

the two

power

long photocurrent tail.

mobility of 4.5
ju =

x

10"

can

be calculated from the

law regions of the transients (figure 2

S

•

a

a

that the transient is

photocurrent peak because the sample is much thinner than

usually used in TOF. The mobility

(b)). Using equation (7.1)

seen

temperature and an

7

cm

•

/Vs is obtained.
(7.1)

—

Vtitr
v

Here p

is the mobility, d the device thickness, V the applied voltage and ttr the transit

time.
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Time

(ps)
1
T

\
WW

u\

b)

M

slope = -0.08

slope

=

-1,23yL

1

Time

Figure 7.1. (a) Glmlr photocurrent transient at
V/cm

(b) The

same

transient plotted in

The transients shown here

are

a

(ps)
room temperature

andfield of 1.2 x

106

however

an

double logarithmic form.

weakly dispersive at

room temperature,

attempt to analyse them in terms of the Scher-Montroll [10] theory was not

successful.

When

power

plotted

on a

double logarithmic scale, this theory relates the two

regions of the transient before and after the transit time by
seen

in

disorder parameter

a, as

equation (7.2)

/(0~r(1"a)
i(t)
Thus if

a

law

a

~

(t<ttr)

r(l+a)

is constant before and after the transit time then the

should add to -2. At

room

temperature (298K) for the iridium dendrimer systems

studied here this is not the case, as seen in

generations add

up to

slopes of the two regions

figure 7.2 (b). All transients for all

between -1.2 and -1.4. Deviations from the model have been
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observed in several systems,

including molecularly doped polymer [11] and conjugated

polymer systems [7],

Monte-Carlo simulations

[11] have shown that the initial decay of the dispersive

transient is associated with

a

certain disorder. The

(before the transit time) of -0.08
11 and translates into
related to the

a

can

be compared with simulated transients in reference

Gaussian width of the

experimentally accessible
<x =

slope of the initial decay for Glmlr

a

density of states (DOS),

a

of 4.0.

298 K

is

via equation (7.3)
(7.3)

—

kT

of 4.0 and T

<r

obtain

estimate of

=103 meV for Glmlr. This is

From

a

much

higher than that measured for structurally well ordered conjugated polymers,

where

a a

of 52 meV

=

was

we

reported, but comparable to

systems (typically in the region of 80
materials such

An

as

PPV

an

-

a

some

100 meV) [7] and

molecularly doped polymer
more

disordered conjugated

[12].

important parameter in the understanding of charge transport is the temperature

dependence of the mobility and its effect

on

the shape and the scale of the photocurrent

transients. The influence of temperature on
measured upon a

sample of 430

nm

the transients is shown in figure 7.3,

thickness. It

can

be

seen

from figure 7.3 a) that at

high temperatures (343 K) the transit is non-dispersive, with
characteristic of Gaussian transport,

measured at

a

field of 1.2

x

followed by

10? V/cm. However

a

at low

a

visible plateau region

broad tail. The transient

was

temperatures (203 K) (figure 3

(b)) the transient is completely dispersive, indicating that carriers do not attain dynamic

equilibrium. The field in this

case was

3.25

x

181
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300

2000

1000

t(ns)

Figure 7.3. (a) Transient photocurrent for Glmlr measured at 343 K. (b) Glmlr
transient at 203 K.

A transition from

dispersive to non-dispersive transport is highly significant and

interpreted in the framework of earlier simulations based
These

provide

a

transition should

occur

of the

cm.

a

\2
=

=

44.8

is the width of the DOS, Tc

thickness in

Monte-Carlo methods [11].

(equation (7.4))
&'

u

be

relation that enables calculation of the temperature at which such

/

where

on

can

a

6.7

log d

Tc

can

given field

be obtained from the change in slope
vs

(1000/T)

temperature dependence of Glmlr at a field of 1.2 x
measured Tc of 293K is much

(7.4)

the transition temperature and d the sample

The transition temperature

graph of the mobility at

+

Figure 7.4 shows the

105 V/cm. The experimentally

higher than that reported for
182
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PPV

(PAPPV) where

thickness of 430

room

transition temperature of 153K

and

nm

Gaussian width of
the

a

transition temperature

a

a

film

of 293±5 K, this translates to

a

temperature calculation based on the initial slope of the photocurrent transient.

Figure 7.4. Mobility

vs

the transit time. The

fields

carrier transport,

are

shown at two different applied fields, scaled to

shapes of the transients

differing by
and

(K 2)

(1000/T)2 for Glmlr.

Figure 7.5a) transients for Glmlr

over

measured [7]. For

density of states of 99.6 ±1.7 meV. This is in good agreement with

(1000/T)2

In

was

more

as

than

an

are

apparently independent of field,

order of magnitude. In the

case

applied in chapter 5, the dispersion of

migrating through the sample

of Gaussian charge
a

sheet of carriers

be calculated from equation (7.5), assuming the

can

validity of the Einstein relation eD

even

=

pkT

.

<7-5)
where

w

is the

dispersion, T is the temperature in kelvin and U the applied voltage in

volts.

Using the values for the data in figure 7.2,

to

field of 1.2

a

x

106 V/cm) and

Experimentally the dispersion

can

a

an

applied voltage of 40 V (equivalent

temperature of 298 K leads to w

be obtained from equation (7.6),

w =

hlMZ!iL.
fi/2
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where ttr is the carrier transit time and X\a the time

half of the

plateau value, From figure 2

by when the current has decayed to

obtain

we

magnitude greater. If the tail broadening of the transients
as

expected for Gaussian transport,

result in

a

decrease in

w

by

a

change in field by

factor of

a

characteristic of
materials

were
an

an

order of

due to thermal diffusion

order of magnitude would

3. This is clearly not

over

simulations have shown that the anomalous

0.399, almost

w =

seen

here. Earlier

broadening of tails in TOF signals is

a

non-dispersive transport, due to the Gaussian density of states in these

[13]. These simulations indicate that the degree of disorder in the material is

closely linked with the dispersion. The observation of non-dispersive transport, albeit at
higher temperatures, is in marked contrast to highly disordered materials such

as

PPV

[14].

-

a)

E

=

4.3

x

1 0

E

=

8.7

x

1

1

04

x

1

05

V/cm
V/cm

Z)

<

t/t

=>

E

=

6

E

=

1.2

x

V/cm

06

V/cm

b)

<

q

_

* u

t/t

Figure 7.5. (a) Room temperature transients of Glplr at high and low fields normalised
to transit time

(b) the

same for

Glmlr
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7.3.2. Effect of dendrimer

far

So

examined

the

transport

generation and branching point
properties of

first generation iridium cored

a

phosphorescent dendrimer have been examined in detail. It is

impact of changing generation, which alters the dendrimer

now

useful to consider the

core

spacing,

on

charge

transport. Figure 7.6 shows traces of Glmlr and G2m\x normalised to the transit time.

Glplr is also shown and will be discussed later. Remarkably, the photocurrent transients
are

the

same

shape for both generations and overlap when scaled by transit time. This

shows that the role of the dendrons is to
core

regions, and they have little effect

simply slow the carrier packet by separating the
on

the tail broadening of the packet. This is

highly significant result that illustrates the

power

a

of the dendrimer concept to

independently modify material parameters for individual applications.

Figure 7.6. Transients for Glplr, Glmlr and G2mlr all scaled by transit time

It

can

be

seen

from

figure 7.5(b) that transients from Glplr at different fields also scale

by transit time, however the tails to these transients
This may

indicate

seen more

a

materials

broader than those of Glmlr.

greater level of disorder to the transport in this material. This can be

clearly when compared to the meta -linked dendrimers in figure 7.6.

The electric field

mobility

are

vs

E1/2

give

a

dependence plotted in the Poole-Frenkel formalism [15] of the

is shown in figure 7.7 a) for all three dendrimer structures. All three

good fit to this functional form. The generation number and
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configuration allows

a

fine control of the mobility. Glplr displays

(po) (calculated by extrapolating the fit to the data to
Glmlr has po a

with po

of 3.5

different.

7

factor of two lower at 9.7
10"

x

2

7

cm

to

10"

field), of 1.9

field mobility

x

10"

2

6

cm

/Vs.

9

cm

/Vs. G2mh is three times lower still

/Vs. However, the field dependence of the three systems is

Despite having the highest

is much lower than Glwlr,
has

x

zero

a zero

zero

field mobility, the field dependence of Glplr

resulting in mobility values that

cross at

slightly lower field dependence than Glwlr. Yu et al has used

higher fields. G2mlr
a

geometrical model

explain the origins of field dependence in conjugated materials [16, 17]. Lower field

dependence (correlating with

an

increased value of Eo) is borne of

a more

rigid

geometrical structure, which allows less perturbation to the morphology under
applied field. The field dependence of the mobility
line fits

are

from

a

vs

E is plotted in figure 7.7 b). The

computational model that will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 7.7. (a) Poole-Frenkel plot of mobility
(b) Mobility

vs

an

vs

E12 for all three dendrimer structures.

E for all three dendrimer structures. The lines depict fits to current

voltage data and are discussed in section 7.4
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7.4. Device

As the

modelling

charge transport measurements using CGL-TOF

relevant to LEDs, it is instructive to compare

current-voltage characteristics made
excellent systems upon
the

on

are

made

on

films of thickness

those results with measurements of

actual devices. Conjugated dendrimers provide

which to study microscopic charge transport properties due to

ability to fine tune the mobility independently of

used to test device models of

core

chromophore. This

can

be

organic LEDs [18-23] A widely used model has been

developed by Davids, Campbell and Smith [20], This model is different from the
Gaussian disorder model, however it is used here because it is
useful

simpler and still offers

insight. A combined treatment of thermionic emission

over a

barrier and

tunneling is used to describe injection of charge into the organic material, which yields
the

charge-carrier density at the electrode. The coupled Poisson, drift and continuity

equations

then solved through the device using

are

a

Poole-Frenkel field dependent

mobility of the form shown in equation (7.7)
(7.7)
where po

and Eo

the field independent mobility and field dependence of the mobility

are

respectively. In the St Andrews implementation of the model it is simplified by not
accounting for diffusion of carriers, and it has previously been shown that good quality
fits

can

be obtained

using this model

on

both

a

conjugated polymer [21] and fluorescent

conjugated dendrimers [6], Mobility parameters determined in both these
found to agree

with experimental measurements using TOF at

This model has also been used to calculate the temperature

well
that

as

the effect of oxidation

injection

occurs

constant for all

In order to

into the

on

core

the

cases were

room temperature

[19],

dependence of OLEDs

as

mobility values [21]. It has been shown previously

of the dendrimer [6] and thus the barrier to injection is

generations.

study hole transport in LEDs hole only devices have been prepared from neat

films of each of the three dendrimers sandwiched between ITO and

positive voltage

was

gold electrodes. A

applied to the ITO and the measured current must be due to holes
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as

the barrier to electron

shows the current

injection is around 2.5 eV from the gold electrode. Figure 7.8

voltage characteristics of 100

fields above 0.8 MV/cm

a

nm

thick devices. It

can

be

seen

given current density requires higher fields in the

that for

sequence

Glmlr, Glplr, G2wlr. The lines indicate the model fits to the data using the barrier

height and the material parameters
data

po

and Eo

as

qualitatively follow the experimental I-V

the fitting parameters. The fits to the

curves.

At lower fields there

deviations and this is believed to be due to the influence of space
which is not

charge

on

are some

the injection,

incorporated into the model [6].

Field

(MV/cm)

Figure 7.8. I-V curves and modelfits for Glplr, Glmlr and G2mlr hole only devices

The

mobility parameters obtained by the model for equation (7.7)

the CGL-TOF data. The fits

are

mobility measured by CGL-TOF
useful information

obtained

are

on

shown

as

the solid lines in

as

point data. This suggests that the model

can

provide

charge transport in dendrimer LEDs. The mobility parameters

shown in Table 1. The barrier

height is essentially similar for all three

region of 4.8

-

it

by Campbell et al that plasma treated ITO forms

shown

well with

figure 7.7 b), and the

materials, at -0.47 eV. Plasma-treated ITO is reported to have

was

agree very

5.2 eV [24], depending

poly(fluorene) derivative with

a

upon

a

workfunction in the

the exact treatment conditions. In addition,
an

Ohmic contact with

a

HOMO level of 5 eV [25]. The HOMO levels for all

three dendrimers have been determined from

cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements to
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be close to 5.6 eV

[5]. Hence the barrier deduced is consistent with plasma treated ITO

and the measured dendrimer HOMO.
Barrier

Material

Table 7.1.

|ao

Eo (V/cm)

(cm2/Vs)

G1 mlr

0.47 eV

9.3

x

10"7

8.7

x

104

Gljdlr

0.47 eV

2.0

xlO"6

1.5

x

105

G2mlr

0.48 eV

3.5

x

10"7

1.1

x

105

Fitting parameters for modelling the I-V characteristics ofhole only devices

The EL spectra
the effect of

the

height

of the three dendrimers

conjugation

on

are

shown in figure 6.22. Systematic studies of

iridium complexes have also shown that substitution onto

pyridine ring affects the position of the LUMO, whilst the HOMO level has largely

metal character

[26], Thus

possible explanation

one

of the electroluminescence spectrum
LUMO

level

of Gl/?Ir

the dendron substitution to the

nm

redshift

be explained by the lowering of the

core.

morphology of the samples and the effects of

The values for po

obtained using the model

are

in

good agreement with those measured by the Poole-Frenkel fits to the CGL-TOF

data. The model also

7.5.

the origin of the 17

by 0.08 eV, with the HOMO unaffected. The difference in I-V

characteristics is then attributable to the

very

may

as to

correctly shows the reduced field dependence of Glplr.

Improved charge transport by structural

modification

It has been shown in the

modified
over

previous sections that the charge transport

can

be heavily

by the structure of the dendrimer. The improvement in efficiency of G2m\v

G\mh devices has been related to the reduction in

by the bulkier dendrons. In all
dendrimer has been

investigated

so

far, the branching unit of the

biphenyl. This is extremely wide-gap and behaves

This work, and the work of
the transport

cases

mobility of the charge carriers

as an

Lupton et al have shown that the dendrons play

of charge and act

as spacers

between the chromophores [6],
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However, there

are many

applications where

a

higher mobility would be useful, for

example field effect transistors, organic lasers and for faster switching of OLEDs for
displays [27-29], Thus
lead to

an

increased

a move to a

mobility

over

charge transporting dendron would be expected to

the insulting biphenyl-based materials. PVK is

a

commonly used hole transporting host for OLEDs, and its small molecule cousin CBP
has also been found to be

an

effective host for both

phosphorescent devices. Incorporation of
several

advantages

and film

-

a

evaporated [2] and spin-coated [3]

host material into

a

dendritic structure has

the emissive layer is therefore single component, and the solubility

forming properties should be improved. This

was

the motivation behind the

synthesis of the first generation carbazole iridium dendrimer (Gl-Carb-Ir) which is
shown in

figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9. The structure of Gl-Carb-Ir

The

significant difference between Gl-Carb-Ir and Glwlr is that the first branching

phenyl ring from the phenyl pyridine ligand has been replaced by

a

detailed discussion of the

scope

however two

nm.

of this thesis,

points should be noted. The dilute solution PL spectra is shown in figure

7.10. The emission is

523

photophysics of this material is beyond the

carbazole unit. A

a

vibrant green,

and is shifted by 9

nm

from Glmlr, with

The vibronic fine structure is less well defined and

visible.
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 7.10. The dilute solution PL spectra of Gl-Carb-Ir compared to Glmlr

This is

perhaps surprising since the nitrogen atom attached to the phenyl-pyridine

intuitively be expected to extend electron delocalisation

the dendron due to the

of a lone pair of electrons. This inductive effect has been observed in

presence

of

across

may

a

family

amino-distryrlbenzene cored dendrimers where the emission is heavily modified and

redshifted from

deep blue to

green

when compared to the properties of distyrlbenzene

[30]. Here the shift is less than that observed for Gl/?Ir (20 nm) where the conjugation is
extended

by

a

single phenyl ring

carbazole group, a

more

ligand. If the delocalisation extended

over

the entire

larger shift would be expected. In addition, the blue edge onset of the

luminescence is the
be

per

same

for both Gl-Carb-Ir and Glmlr,

due to the conformational

indicating that the shift

may

change of the dendrimer when the bulky dendrons

are

attached. Another

important observation is that the PLQY of Gl-Carb-Ir in the solid

state is

48%,

than double that of Glmlr (22%) and significantly greater than that of

G2mlr

(31%). Quite clearly the bulky dendritic carbazole

steric

more

providing improved

properties, preventing luminescence quenching in thin film.

Films of Gl-Carb-Ir

were

yield films of -480

nm

perylene CGL
room

groups are

as

spun

from 40 mg/ml solution in chloroform at 500-600

thickness. CGL-TOF

was

performed

detailed previously. Figure 7.11 shows

a

on

rpm to

these samples using

a

typical transient measured at

temperature and a field of 0.7 MV/cm. Rather surprisingly, Gl-Carb-Ir shows non-

dispersive transport at

room

temperature, in contrast to the transition region observed in
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Glwlr at similar temperatures.

observed for the

There is

broad photocurrent tail, similar to that

a

biphenyl-based dendrimers.

Time

(s)

Figure 7.11. A typical transient for Gl-Carb-Ir measured at 298 K and a field of 0.7
MV/cm.

The

mobility is also higher, and figure 7.12 shows

logarithmic scale compared to

a

transient at

a

we

obtain

S

a

mobility of 9.6

x

on a

double

similar field for Glmlr (film thickness 430

nm). From the intersection of the two asymptotes
0.63 MV/cm

transient for Gl-Carb-Ir

a

10""

on a

double log scale, for

a

field of

9

cm

Ns,

over two

times higher than that

for Glwlr.

Time

(s)

Figure 7.12. Photocurrent transients for Gl-Carb-Ir and Glmlr measured at 298 K and
a

field of 0.63 MV/cm.
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The field

dependence of the mobility is shown in figure 7.13 and follows
1/2

Frenkel"

E

materials

are

times

dependence,

as

high mobility for

a

"Poole-

observed for G\mlx. The field dependences of the two

similar, however the

larger which leads to

a

field mobility of Gl-Carb-Ir is around three

zero

mobility that reaches

10"4 cm2/Vs

at higher fields. This is a

organic material and is comparable to rigid rod polymers such

an

as

poly(fluorene) [31] and MeLPPP [7]. The effect of the dendron, however is not entirely
clear. If the carbazole

moiety is to be

photophysics, then hopping onto
energy

seen as an

isolated unit,

-

eV). However,

inferred from the

carbazole unit will be dependent

a

levels of the two components. PVK is known to have

region of 5.4

as

a

on

the relative

HOMO level in the

5.5 eV, which is lower than that measured for the dendrimer
as

the

energy

core

(5.6

level of the dendron is unknown, this possibility cannot be

explored fully. A morphological

or

structural explanation is also physically reasonable.

The increase in

PLQY indicates that closer separation of the emissive

explanation,

this would be expected to lead to increased luminescence quenching and

as

excimer formation.

Perhaps the result

can

core

geometrical flexibility

10

upon

as

excitation.

-

C/)

£

CM

£
>•

10"5

J5
o
■

G1mlr

°

G1-Carb-lr

10"
200

400

is not

a

valid

be interpreted in the light of work by Yu and

Bishop [16, 17] where the greater rigidity of the carbazole unit
leads to less

cores

600

E1/2

800

(V/cm)1'2

Figure 7.13. Field dependence of Glmlr and Gl-Carb-Ir
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7.6.

Charge transport in dendrimer blends

In the

previous sections the charge transport in films of phosphorescent dendrimers

investigated and it
over

the

can

provide

charge mobilities. However, the most efficient devices

dendrimer is
the host

further

shown that the dendrimer structure

was

on

doped into

a

are

a

were

useful control

produced when the

host material, and it is instructive to investigate the effect of

the movement of

charge carriers through the emissive layer. This

may

give

insight into the high efficiencies obtained for these materials. The two most

common

hosts used in the efficient devices

are

CBP and TCTA, and these were

investigated using CGL-TOF.

7.6.1.

Transport in CBP host blends

The HOMO level of CBP lies at 5.9 eV, 300 meV below that of Glwlr.

interesting question is whether the CBP host play
it

merely act

as a spacer

and hopping

analysis of the current-voltage
indicates that above

a

critical

curves

occurs

a

Thus

role in the transport of holes

or

an

does

between the dendrimer cores? A simple

of Ir(ppy)3

:

CBP devices by Thompson et al

doping level of 5wt%, holes

are

carried efficiently by

Ir(ppy)3 [32], However there is surprisingly little supporting evidence to confirm this,
and another

problem is that those measurements

devices where the presence

were

made

on

of both charge carriers within the device

complicated bipolar
may

complicate the

analysis.

In

order

to

determine

the

of

mechanism

charge carrier transport, G\m\x

was

systematically doped into CBP at ratios of 20, 50, 80, and 100wt%(neat film). Films
were

spin coated from 40 mg/ml solutions in chloroform at 500

thickness for 20, 50 and 80wt% of 300, 300 and 290 nm
the transit times for each of the blends at

transients

are

normalised in

decreased, there is
are

all

an

intensity. It

can

a

be

rpm.

This

gave a

film

respectively. Figure 7.14 shows

field of 0.33 MV/cm and 298 K. The
seen

that

as

the doping level of G\m\x is

increase in the transit time by orders of magnitude. The transients

dispersive, with

no

plateau region visible. The transit time is, however, well
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defined

by the two

striking

-

law regions of the photocurrent transients. The results

power

the doping ratio gives

a

control

over

are

the hole mobility of nearly four orders of

magnitude when moving from 80wt% doping to 20wt% doping.
3
<
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Figure 7.14. Transients for 20, 50 and 80wt% Glmlr in CBP, normalised to the
photocurrent peak.

An

interesting question is how the form of the transients

transit time.

7.38

x

10~5

and 6.45

transit time all traces
This

changed when scaled by

Figure 7.15 shows the three transients depicted in figure 7.14 scaled to their

respective transit times. The transit times in each

10~3,

are

x

10"7

s

case

for 20, 50 and 80wt%

5.86

x

respectively. Remarkably, when normalised to the

overlap, despite four orders of magnitude difference in their scale.

implies that the level of disorder in the blend is independent of doping ratio and

that the transport

is by

a

similar

process.

The

same

effect

was

observed earlier for Glwlr

and G2mlr films where the form of the transients

were

dendrons

It is conceivable that the

is

are

was

merely to

space

the dendrimer

cores.

identical and the effect of the
same

effect

happening here, and the CBP is playing little role in the transport of charge within the

film, and hopping is between dendrimer sites.
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<
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-
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Figure 7.15. The traces shown in figure 7.15 normalised to the transit time and shown
on a

double linear scale

If the

hypothesis of transport between dendrimer sites is correct, then the transport

mechanisms must be similar. It is
the neat fdms and
here.
can

as

interpreted in the context of a Gaussian density of states would hold

By analysing the

be

seen

that the

would be

expected that the Gaussian disorder model applied to

power

law regions of

expected for stochastic dispersive transport [10] and

1.3 and —1.4. As

sum

of the two tangents add

can

a

via

-2,

illustrated in

up to

between -

provide information into the level of disorder in the

slope of-0.2 is greater than that of-0.08 found for neat Glwlr films and this

translates from the calculations in reference 11 into
states

as

up to

applied earlier to neat Glmlr films, Monte-Carlo simulations indicate

slope before the tangent

film. The

20wt% GlwIr:CBP film (figure 7.16) it

slopes of the tangents in the two regions indeed do not add

equation (7.2). For all three blend ratios the

that the

a

(DOS),

a

of 4.4. As shown before,

equation (7.3) and for

is 13 meV

a temperature

Gaussian width of the

density of

is related to the experimentally accessible

of 298 K this leads to

a a

of 113 meV, which

larger than that obtained experimentally for G1 mlr by temperature dependent

measurements. This may

be due to increased disorder introduced by the host material,

however it is clear that transport
dendrimer

a

a

dynamics

cores.
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Time

(s)

Figure 7.16. A photocurrent transient for 20wt% Glmlr.CBP analysed in terms of the
power

law dependences before and after the transit time.

The field
film for

dependence of the blend mobilities

shown in figure 7.17, with

comparison. In accordance with the longer transit times, it

mobilities
a

are

are

reduced

by

over

can

be

a neat
seen

Glwlr

that the

three orders of magnitude when moving from neat film to

20wt% blend of GlMr:CBP. This remarkable control of

mobility has been

seen

in

molecularly doped polymers [33] and provides possible explanations for the high

performance of the single layer GlmIr:CBP blends. The low mobility helps opposite
charge carriers to recombine before they reach the cathode, and that will lead to efficient
electroluminescence,

provided

that

the

photoluminescence.
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Figure 7.17. Mobilities

7.6.2.

as a function

2.0

offieldfor each of the blend ratios investigated

Transport in TCTA host blends

TCTA has also been used with Glmlr to

and it is

1.5

(MV/cm)

interesting to

TCTA has

a

compare

give highly efficient electroluminescence [5]

the performance of this host with that of the CBP blends.

HOMO level of 5.7 eV

[5], which is similar to the dendrimer HOMO.

Therefore in contrast to CBP, holes are

expected to be

more

evenly distributed

throughout the emissive layer. A 40 mg/ml solution of 20wt%GlmIr:TCTA
and films spun at

500-600

transient at 30 V (1
field

(33 V

3 times

across

rpm.

This yielded

MV/cm) is shown in figure 7.18, with

330

nm

thickness

x

10"6

magnitude greater than that for

thickness. A

Glmlr transient at the

same

s vs
a

1.03

x

10"6 s), however this is still

20wt%GlwIr:CBP blend of the

same

(see previous section). This shows that the transport in TCTA blends is

superior to that of CBP blends, in the
role in the

a

nm

used

film ) for comparison. The transit time for the TCTA blend is

longer than that for Glmlr (3.18

two orders of

uniform film of 300

a

was

sense

that the TCTA molecule must be playing

charge transport within the layer.
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Time

(s)

Figure 7.18. Photocurrent transients for 20wt%GlmIr:TCTA and Glmlr at afield of 1
MV/cm and 298 K.

A similar

analysis to the CBP blends

can

be performed

on a

TCTA transient in the light

of Monte-Carlo simulations. When normalised to the transit time

transients from

(figure 7.19), the two

figure 7.18 show slightly different broadening. The slopes of the TCTA

-0.19 before the transit time and -1.12 after the transit time. This translates

blend

are

into

Gaussian width of the DOS, a of 4.4, as for the CBP blends. From

a

and for

a

temperature of 298 K this again leads to a a of 113 meV, as

20wt% CBP host blend. It is

equation (7.3)

obtained for the

surprising that the two hosts show similar transient profiles

given that for the CBP blends

a

reasonable explanation is hopping between dendrimer

sites, whereas for the TCTA blend the much higher mobility can only be explained by
both the dendrimer and TCTA

playing

a

role in the transport.
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20wt%G1mlr:TCTA

Figure 7.19. Photocurrent transients for 20wt%GlmIr:TCTA and Glmlr at a field of 1
MV/cm and 298 K, normalised to the transit time.

The field

dependence of the mobilities of 20wt%GlmIr blends with TCTA and CBP

shown in

figure 7.20, along with the mobility of

dependencies

are

similar in each

materials is apparent

moving from
each

a

in

a

case,

Glmlr film. The field

however the contrast between the two host

reduction of the mobility by two orders of magnitude when

TCTA host to

a

CBP host. Given the equal ratio of Glmlr by weight for

sample, the difference is attributable to the similar

dendrimer

a neat

energy

levels of TCTA and the

allowing charge transport through the host. For CBP, hopping only

between dendrimer

are

sites, and

so

occurs

the mobility is lower as the hopping distance is much

greater.
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Figure 7.20. Field dependence of the mobilityfor 20wt% blends of Glmlr and neat
Glmlr

7.7.

Hopping distances between dendrimer cores

Hopping mobilities have been shown by Gill [33] to give
site

exponential dependence

on

separation 2R due to the nature of field assisted polaron hopping [33-35], This has

been demonstrated for

molecularly doped films of PVK [33], where

dependence of the mobility
core

an

was

found. The expression for the mobility

a

concentration

as a

function of

separation is given in equation (7.8)
2R

ju oc

The inter-dendrimer

spacing

spherical volume of 4/3

7i

can

a

reasonable

determined from

(7.8)

be calculated by assuming the molecules each fill

R3, taking the density of organic thin films to be

assuming that the density is not dependent
This is

R2e R°

approach

as

upon

1

g/cm3,

a

and

doping ratio in the blend syatems [36],

the iridium complexes

are

relatively spherical

as

spatial modelling [26], A further parameter that is needed in order to

perform the calculation is the molecular weights of the dendrimers and host materials.
Glwlr has

a

molecular

weight of 2100 and G2mlr 3871.
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This

analysis

neat

films of Glmr and Glmlr.

was

performed for 20, 50 and 80wt% blends of Glmlr in CBP, and for

mobility divided by the
2R. This

yields

a

Figure 7.21 shows

of the separation

square

straight line with

a

as a

a

function of dendrimer separation

gradient of -1/Ro. It

dendrimer films and the CBP blends, a

semi-logarithmic plot of the

can

be

seen

that for the neat

good straight line fit is obtained for mobilities

measured at two different fields of 0.9 MV/cm and 1.25 MV/cm. This is in accordance
with

hopping between

role in the transport
been

seen

cores

and confirms that the dendrons and the CBP host play

of charge and merely act to

space

no

the dendrimers apart. This has

previously in fluorescent dendrimers [6] and molecularly doped PVK [33]. A

value of 0.42
value of 0.5

nm

nm

for 0.9 MV/cm and 0.45

determined for

a

for 1.25 MV/cm compares

nm

PVK:trinitrofluoreneone blend system

well with

a

[33].

109i
dv

0.9 MV/cm

^
1.25 MV/cm

x

\

cc

"i 107

=

106:
18

20

22

24

Dendrimer

Figure 7.21. Hopping mobilities

26

28

30

32

34

separation 2R (A)

as a function

ofdendrimer separation for (from left

filled square) Glmlr, 80wt%Glmlr:CBP, G2mlr, 50wt%Glmlr:CBP,
20wt%GJmIr:CBP at
1.25

a

field of 0.9 MV/cm. (Open circles: the

same systems at a field

of

MV/cm)

If the results obtained for TCTA at 1.25 MV/cm
field shown in

figure 7.21 for CBP hosts, it

corresponding hopping distance

as

are

can

be

plotted against those at the
seen

that there is

no

same

fit to the

obtained for the other blends. This is shown in figure

7.22, and provides further evidence that transport in the TCTA blend is via hopping on
TCTA

sites, given the close

energy

level alignment of this host with the dendrimer.
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18

20

32

Dendrimer

Figure 7.22. Hopping mobilities
MV/cm

as

34

separation 2R (A)

as a function

ofdendrimer separation at a field of 1.25

for figure 7.22 (open circles) and 20wt%GlmIr:TCTA at the

same field

strength.

7.8.

In

Summary and conclusions

this

chapter

have

I

electrophosphorescent
dendrimers

reported

organic

detailed

a

semiconductors.

of charge

study
The

materials

transport

studied

here

in
are

closely related to fac tris(2-phenylpyridine) iridium (Ir(ppy)3) which is

widely used in OLEDs. We find that

we can

generation, and that the transport dynamics
of the dendrimers. The TOF indicates that

can

fine-tune the mobility by dendrimer

be related to the structural configuration

energetic disorder

can account

for the general

transport properties in these materials. A a of 100 meV corresponds well with that
measured for

some

molecularly doped polymers and the

polymers. The transport is weakly dispersive at

non-dispersive transport is

seen

more

disordered conjugated

room temperature,

and

a

transition to

at elevated temperatures. A measured transition

temperature Tc of 293 K is much higher than that measured for conjugated polymers.
This may

be due to specific properties of the metal complex

core or

disorder introduced

by the morphological properties of the dendrimer. We show that by increasing the

generation of the dendrimer

we

simply lower the mobility and do not increase the level

of disorder in the film, as reflected in identical levels of tail
second

generation material.
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The concept
in

of the charge transporting dendron is introduced, and shown to be effective

increasing the mobility of neat films of the Gl-Carbazole Iridium dendrimer. Finally,

the choice of host material in

significant control

over

a

system and the doping ratios used are shown to give

the mobility. For

a

CBP host with

than the iridium dendrimer, holes are shown to
cores.

holes

a

much lower HOMO level

preferentially hop between dendrimer

In contrast, for a TCTA host with a HOMO level very
are

transported

on

TCTA

as

well

as

dendrimer sites.
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8.1. Introduction

Conjugated polymers have undergone rapid development in the

discovery of electroluminescence from these materials [1], and
long lived enough to be used in commercial devices such
indicators. Full colour

larger

area

display applications

are

as

since the

years

are now

efficient and

mp3 players and battery

penned to follow shortly, and

production of these via fast and inexpensive ink-jet printing techniques is set to
revolutionise the market. This progress

would

seem to

indicate that the majority of the

physics underpinning these advancements has been fully explored, however this is far
from the truth. There
sound

are

many

interesting properties of conjugated polymers for which

physical understanding has not been attained. A key property of

many

a

such

systems is the dependence of photophysical and device properties on the morphology
and interfacial interactions of

preparation

In this

polymers. Spinning solvent, temperature and substrate

all affect the properties of these materials [2,3],

can

chapter two key

areas

will be investigated. Firstly, interactions of

precursor

polymers with their substrate will be discussed, and methods to control them presented.
These effects
a

reactive

can

be

leaving

when converted

group

on

materials where the
treatments

are

also

carefully tuned by judicious choice of leaving

such

halide

as a

can

lead to

a

group.

The choice of

change in emission properties

different substrates

[4], Consequently this effect

leaving

unreactive xanthate based units. Different surface

groups are

explored with

an

can

be compared to

aim to control interfacial interactions.

Secondly, the morphological and interfacial properties of both fully conjugated and
precursor
was

a

polymers

are

probed directly using neutron reflectivity (NR)[5j. This work

joint undertaking with Mr William Mitchell and Drs Paul Burn and Robert

Thomas of the

University of Oxford. Whilst

interpretation of NR data is outside the

a

scope

full discussion of this technique and the

of this thesis, the main results of NR

obtained from the collaborative work will be related to the
the

photophysical properties of

polymers via absorption and PL measurements. The need for deuterated polymers in

NR measurements also

requires

a

systematic study of the effect of deuteration
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electrical and
be

photophysical properties of these materials in order for the NR results to

meaningful. The ability to study the fine detail of interfaces using NR

valuable evidence to understand the interactions of polymers

Indium tin oxide
diodes

(ITO) is

a

provide

can

with ITO substrates.

commonly used anode material for organic light emitting

(OLEDs) and solar cells, due to its high conductivity, transparency in the visible

region. ITO is

a

highly degenerate

n type

semiconductor with

a

wide band

gap

and

reasonably high work function for hole injection into the HOMO level of most organic
materials. However it is not without drawbacks. Poor surface

morphology, adsorption of

impurities that affect the workfunction and batch-to-batch variations often lead to
irreproducible device performance and short lifetimes. The problem is particularly
for

severe

polymers prepared by the

conversion process can react
these

precursor route,

in which by-products of the

with the electrode. In order to improve the performance of

devices, the effect of various surface treatments

on

ITO properties and OLED

performance has been extensively studied [6-26],

Many efforts to protect organic materials from the adverse effects of ITO have been
detailed. The most successful of these is PEDOT, a
water-soluble

conjugated polymer that has

notably

most

soluble

as

a

HOMO level of ~5 eV. Many materials,

alkoxy-poly(phenylenevinylene)

conjugated polymers display
lifetime

a

commercially available, doped,

result of the

a

and

poly(fluorene)

based

dramatic improvement in hole injection, efficiency and

use

of PEDOT. However, the exact

mechanism of this

improvement is not entirely clear. One important benefit is that PEDOT allows for
much smoother

injecting electrode

over

a

ITO. If the polymer is unable to follow the

surface variations of the ITO with out PEDOT then this will present a greater contact
area

for

shorts

charge injection into the light-emitting polymer and reduce the risk of electrical

developing. In this chapter surprising results of NR

that for soluble

polymer systems

on

ITO there is

a

polymer and the ITO. This has also been shown for
almost
of the

certainly inhibit charge injection and

cause

are

presented and it is shown

thin non-contact layer between the
precursor

polymers [27], This will

large electric fields at contact points

polymer to the ITO, and shows that polymer morphology
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the surface onto which it is
interactions and processes

of such interactions
their fullest

on

deposited. Thus

an

understanding of the nature of the

taking place at the polymer-electrode interface and the effect

device

performance is crucial to develop materials and devices to

potential.

8.2. EH-PPV precursor

Much of the

body of work

on

polymers

polymer LED design has concentrated

upon

soluble

polymer routes. Indeed fabrication of these structures is somewhat simpler to implement
than the thermal conversion process
However

they

are

side groups are

needed to form polymers via

precursor routes.

not ideal. In order to obtain the required solubility in organic solvents,

grafted onto the polymer, which also

emission

colour

polymers

possess a greater

or

may

charge transport properties. Also,

have undesirable effects

converted

many

on

precursor

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) than films

spun

from soluble materials.

Precursor

polymers have

many

desirable characteristics for LED design. The insoluble

nature of the converted material allows easy

fabrication of multilayer structures via spin-

coating and the thermal conversion also has the added benefit of driving
solvent out of the film. However, one

any

of the problems with precursor materials is the

possibility for interactions of the eliminated by-products of the conversion
the transparent
literature

process

indium tin oxide (ITO) anode beneath. This has been reported in the

precursor route

[28], Hydrogen chloride produced in this

process reacts

with

forming InCh, doping the polymer, inhibiting full conversion and affecting

charge transport and injection properties. However, another potential route is
precursor route,

The

with

relating to poly (1,4 phenylene vinylene) (PPV) prepared by the popular

sulphonium
the ITO

remaining

a

xanthate

which leads to unreactive products from the elimination reaction [29]

polymer under investigation is

phenylene-vinylene (EH-PPV) and

a

upon

PPV derivative, 2,5 (ethyl-hexyloxy)poly-

conversion it emits

Using this material it has previously been reported that
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polymers containing
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chloro

leaving

groups

and fused silica

[4, 30], The difference is

absorption. This has
different

leaving

show different photophysical properties when converted

an

effect

of that

ITO

blue shift of photoluminescence and

device properties and

a

systematic study of a family of

showed that although the photoluminescence quantum yield of

groups

the chloro precursor was

based precursor

on

a

on

the highest the

reverse was true

for devices, where

showed the best performance [. The work in this thesis is

a

a

xanthate-

continuation

previous work detailing efforts to understand and control the interactions of the

reactive chloro precursor

with ITO in order to obtain the best performance of this

material.

8.2.1. Effect of EH-PPV

leaving

Four EH-PPV derivatives have been

these

are

shown in

Figure 8.1. These

group

synthesised, each with different leaving
are

groups,

and

chloro (1), bromo (2), O-ethyl-xanthate (3) and

S-methyl-xanthate (4). 1 and 2 have reactive (highly acidic) leaving

groups

eliminate halide gases upon

groups.

conversion, and 3 and 4 have unreactive leaving

that

1 X=CI
2 X=Br

Figure 8.1. Structure of the

leaving

groups

and these

precursor

are

3

X=OC(S)SMe

4

X=SC(S)OEt

EH-PPV under study. 1-4 denote the different

1 Chloro 2 Bromo 3 S-Methyl Xanthate and 4 O-Ethyl

Xanthate

The molecular
are

the

weight

weights of the four polymers
average

are

shown in table 8.1. The quoted values

molecular weight (Mw), the number

average

(Mn) and the polydispersity (pd), which is calculated by (Mw/Mn). It
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molecular weight
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seen

that
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there is

large difference between the molecular weights of the reactive leaving group

a

1 and 2, and the Xanthate based precursors 3 and 4 by between one and two

precursors
orders of

magnitude. Apparently, the chloro- and bromo-

discrepancy in molecular weights leads to
concentration

(in mg/ml) and

may

viscous solution of 1 and 2 at the

a more

Mn

pd

1

6.8

x

10B

3.7

x

106

1.8

2

2.6

x

10B

1.8

x106

1.5

4800

3

1.8

4

Table 8.1. Molecular

x

1.4

3500

10b

5.1

x

10"

3.5

weights of EH-PPV prepared from the four precursor routes.

absorption spectra of the four derivatives converted

Figure 8.2. It
energy

can

seen

that they

a

lowest molecular

peak centred

on

428

weight of the four

lengths. Using

an

Mw of 4.8

lengths of approximately 14

or

x

therefore

lengths

a more

may

nm.

This

nm.

may

precursors, so

Films from 3 show

be due to several
the blue shift

103 and an Mn of 3.5
on

play

a

units the spectra

MEH-PPV

blue shifted

reasons.

may

3 has the

be due to short

a

similar structure

are

similar to PPV [31]. Thus unusually

role in addition to morphology. Morphological effects

plausible explanation, and

as

a

investigations of model compounds of PPV, the

a

blue shift

lengths in this material. EH-PPV has

absorption falls,

shown in

103, this corresponds to chain

x

may

chemically induced breaks in conjugation that would be
shorter chain

are

is shown to decrease strongly with increasing chain length,

however at around six repeat
short chain

fused silica

10 units respectively, assuming 3 has

polystyrene standards [4], Based

HOMO-LUMO energy gap

on

all fairly similar, with 1, 2 and 4 showing low

are

absorption maxima between 437 and 445

absorption with

chain

be

same

also affect the processing properties.

Mw

Precursor

to

a

high molecular weight polymer, whereas the xanthate polymers do not. This

very

The

polymers have

precursor

one

are

result from thermally

more

or

pronounced given the

alkoxy substituent, and the peak

expected, between PPV (427 nm) [32] and

(492 nm) [33]. The spectra

are

a

dialkoxy-PPV such

as

broad and featureless, which is typical for

PPV derivatives. This indicates that disorder is
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important in these films.
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Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.2. PL emission from films of EH-PPV on fused silica prepared via 1 Chloro 2
Bromo 3

The
in

S-Methyl Xanthate and 4 O-Ethyl Xanthate precursor routes

photoluminescence spectra of the four materials converted

Figure 8.3. It

emission in all

can

be

cases

is

seen
a

that the spectra

a

similar for all

fused silica

are

shown

and the

precursor routes,

bright yellow. As for the absorption spectra there is

blue-shift for the converted film spun
fine structure and

are

on

a

slight

from 3. The emission shows significant vibronic

strong progression is seen. This is unusual for an alkoxy-PPV

derivative, where the vibronic features

are

normally much weaker,

as seen

for MEH-

PPV, for example [33], In this case the vibronic structure more closely resembles that of
unsubstituted PPV,
should introduce

despite the asymmetric substitution of the alkoxy

significant disorder into the film.
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which
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Figure 8.3. PL emission from films of EH-PPV on fused silica prepared via 1 Chloro 2
Bromo 3

S-Methyl Xanthate and 4 O-Ethyl Xanthate precursor routes

When converted

on

ITO the spectra

look

very

different. Figure 8.4 shows the absorption

spectra of films of 1 and 2 on ITO compared to a film of 4. For films converted from 1
and 2 the emission is

significantly blue shifted to

absorption of 3 (not shown) and 4

are very

an

ill defined peak around 400

similar to those

seen on

nm.

The

fused silica. The PLE

spectrum detected at the peak of emission at 550 nm for 1 is also shown. This follows
the

absorption

300 and 350

very

closely but drops

away

with the onset of ITO absorption between

nm.

<
LU
_i

CL
c/5

1

-

.Q

<

0
300

400

500

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.4. Absorption offilms of EH-PPV on ITO prepared via 1 Chloro 2 Bromo and
4

O-Ethyl Xanthate precursor routes and PLE of 1 for comparison
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The PL emission of the films formed from 1 and 2

on

those from 3 and 4. For 1 and 3 the emission is

around 500

indicates
are

very

a

nm

and appears green.

ITO

are

shown in

Figure 8.5, with

dramatically blue shifted to

a

peak

There is less vibronic structure to this emission that

greater level of molecular scale disorder in these films. Films from 3 and 4

similar to those

spun onto

fused silica and

are a

vibrant yellow.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.5. PL offilms ofEH-PPV on ITO prepared via 1 Chloro 2 S-Methyl Xanthate 3
and 4

The

O-Ethyl Xanthate precursor routes.

photoluminescence quantum yields of the four

and ITO have been measured

sphere. They

are

using the 442

nm

precursor

derivatives

line of a He-Cd Laser and

shown in Table 8.2. The PLQYs of the halide

on

an

precursors

fused silica
integrating
1 and 2

are

surprisingly high for PPV derivatives at 47% and 50% for the chloro and bromo
derivatives. This makes them
LEDs and lasers. The

17%

promising materials for optoelectronic applications such

PLQYs of the xanthate

(these two results

were

precursors

3 and 4

are

measured by Dr L.O. Palsson). The

as

lower at 30% and
reason

for this is

currently unclear.

When converted

on

ITO, the PLQYs follow

photoluminescence. The xanthate based

a

similar trend to the absorption and

precursors

show

no

change of substrate, however the chloro and bromo experience

change in PLQY
a severe

upon

drop from

c.a.

50% to 11% for the bromo and 14% for the chloro. This is concomitant with the blue

shift of the PL and

absorption.
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PLQY Quartz

Precursor

Table 8.2.

PLQY ITO

(%)

1

(CI)

47

14

2

(Br)

50

11

3

(SmeX)

30

30

4

(OetX)

17

17

(%)

on fused

PLQY offilms of EH-PPV prepared from the four precursor routes

silica and ITO.

It is clear from the results in this section that

reactive

leaving

group

is eliminated to form fully conjugated EH-PPV. There

plausible possibilities that

1.

can

a

are

a

three

explain the observed behaviour:

Incomplete conversion

This would result in

something different is happening when

on

ITO

blue shift of the emission due to

unconjugated segments being

present in the film. This may occur by a reaction of ITO with the leaving groups prior to
or

during conversion. However this explanation

such

a

blue

eliminated
case

2.

and

on

case

as

in order to obtain

groups must

remain

un-

[34], Using thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) for EH-PPV this is not the
ITO the elimination reaction has been observed to go to

of the CI- and Br- precursors,

complexes

as

completion.

complexes

HC1

elimination reaction. These acidic gases are very
new

be ruled out

shift, it has been shown that 25% of the leaving

Indium halide

In the

can

or

HBr is

a

reactive and

by-product of the thermal
can react

with ITO to form

given by equation (1)

ln203 + 6HCI

-»nCI3 + 3H20
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(1)
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Quite clearly the formation of water at the interface between the ITO and the polymer
will be detrimental to device

salts into the

efficiency and lifetime. In addition, diffusion of indium

polymer film will also lead to device breakdown and failure. It

may

also

result in the blue shifted and inefficient emission observed when EH-PPV is converted
on

ITO.

3.

For

Polymer morphology

many

polymers, most notably MEH-PPV

materials, morphology imparted by solvent
effect

on

the

leads to low quantum
a

equivalent dialkoxy substituted

processing conditions

can

have

dramatic

a

efficiency of photo- and electroluminescence [2], The closer the packing of

the chains, the stronger

there is

or

or

the effect of inefficient excimer

yields and

significant blue shift,

However if the

morphology

and disordered chain

on

a

so

or aggregate

broad, red shifted emission. In the

inter-chain interactions cannot play

formation that
of EH-PPV

case
a

significant role

ITO is significantly different, it could lead to

very

packing, and this could have the effect of shortening the effective

conjugation length, leading to

a

blue shift of the emission.

Of these, 2 and 3 are the most

likely. As the blue shifted emission is only

reactive

a

leaving

coiled

group

materials,

seen

for

reaction with the ITO is highly plausible.

8.2.2 Thermal effects

The blue shift

on

ITO

seen

that the whole film is in

a

for films converted from 1 and 2 is

similar

morphological state. If this

emission would result from exciton

migration to the lowest

yellow emission. This is not observed. Thus the
but the similar width of the spectra

similar to that of the

polymer

on

average

significant

was not

energy

the

as

it implies

case

then the

sites i.e. leading to

conjugation length is reduced,

indicates that the distribution of chain lengths is

fused silica.
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A way

of artificially inducing breaks in conjugation is increasing the level of energetic

disorder. This
Work

can

be done

by heating the films and examining the change in spectra.

by Wood et al [35] has shown that the spectra in MEH-PPV

mixture of thermal and chemical breaks in

conjugation. This

can

was

be described by

done using partially

conjugated polymers, where the number of breaks in conjugation
controlled. Here

a

different process

the average

precisely

morphology and not reactions with the ITO, then

polymer chain lengths should show the greatest blue shift

upon

heating,

as

conjugation length will be shorter due to thermal breaks in conjugation.

Films formed from 3 have the shortest

conjugation length of 10 -14 units.

After conversion, the films were allowed to cool.
the PL spectra

measured using

spectral changes

as

a

Heating

was

GaN laser emitting at 408

done under

nm.

vacuum

and

Figure 8.6 shows the

the film is heated. As the temperature is increased the emission

becomes broader and blue shifts to

and upon

was

is determining the conjugation length.

If the blue shifted emission is due to
the shortest

peak of 510

nm at

593 K. This

cooling the emission reverts back to the

room

temperature spectrum.

a

process

is reversible

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.6. Blue shift of the fully conjugated polymerformed from precursor derivative
3 upon

a

heating
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This is
group

significant result

a

polymers

polymers
one

to

as

it illustrates that the blue shift observed for reactive leaving

ITO substrates

on

can

fused silica substrates. Thus

on

be reproduced for unreactive leaving
a

morphological explanation is

appropriate

explain the blue shift. In contrast, for the higher molecular weight polymer

from 1, there is

only

a

slight blue shift of less than 10

nm at

expected

chains in this case,

106 and

1.07

x

conjugation
lack of

given the larger Mw and Mn of 6.8

104 repeat units
are

the much longer

as

3.8

x

106

(1.98

104

x

chain respectively) the thermally induced breaks in

per

expected to result in

dependence

x

spun

higher temperatures and

there is less vibronic structure to the emission. This is

or

an

group

on temperature

average

conjugation lengths that

are greater.

The

for the blue shift confirms this. A difference in

morphology between the low and high molecular weight polymers

may

also

the

cover

observed effects.

8.2.3. "Soluble" EH-PPV

In order to ascertain the nature of the EH-PPV

conversion

effects,

which

can

anneal the

polymer in the absence of thermal

polymer,

a

'soluble' derivative

synthesised. The solubility of a fully conjugated derivative is extremely
large molecular weight (>1

x

106) and only

solution made from chloroform appears

a

sole alkoxy substituent

yellow-orange, however

on

poor,

per

was

due to the

repeat unit. A

close inspection is

a

suspension of small particulates. However, the emission from fully conjugated EH-PPV
powder
seen

nm

on a

fused silica substrate

was

measured and is shown in Figure 8.7. It

that the emission is similar to that of the precursor

and strong

derivatives, with

vibronic structure. The emission is somewhat

converted film and the
the emission of the

narrower

a

can

be

peak at 552

than the

precursor

peak separation slightly less. Overall, though, the similarity of

fully conjugated material to that of the

morphology is similar in each

case

precursors

confirms that the

and that the elimination reactions have

completion.
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.7. PL offilms offully conjugated and chlorosilica excited at 440

8.2.4 Low

precursor

EH-PPV

on

fused

nm.

temperature measurements

In order to further

investigate the high degree of order

seen

in films of EH-PPV, low

temperature measurements were performed on single layer EH-PPV devices formed
from precursor route
contained

a

4, and the EL spectra

calcium-aluminium cathode and

are

was

shown in Figure 8.8. The device

immersed in

liquid nitrogen. The exact

temperature was not known. A valuable comparison is with another conjugated polymer,

OCiCio-PPV,
show strong
upon

a

soluble dialkoxy-PPV, closely related to MEH-PPV and is known to

thermochromism [36,37], EH-PPV shows

cooling (Figure 8.8), indicating that

conjugation length is extended due to
significantly less than the shift

seen

a

upon

is

more

ordered than

-17

nm

bathochromic shift

lowering the temperature, the

relaxation of ring torsions. However, this is

for OCiCio-PPV (-30 nm) (Figure 8.9), indicating

that, concurrent with the well defined vibronic structure
structure

a

dialkoxy-PPVs.
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seen at room

temperature, the
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.8. Room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature EL spectra of EH-PPV

preparedfrom 4.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.9. Room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature EL spectra of OC/CioPPV.
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8.3. Protection of ITO from interfacial interactions

The

previous section has shown that,

bromo- precursor routes

on

fused silica, EH-PPV formed from chloro- and

has potential for optoelectronic applications given their high

PLQYs and well ordered structure. Thus,
these materials and ITO should lead to

commercially

as a

improved devices. PEDOT/PSS has been used

the conversion temperatures

author to lead to poor

of the

be

seem to

the ITO from interfacial interactions with

However PEDOT/PSS is known to

Both

method to control the interactions between

conductive polymeric anode, and would

candidate to protect

In this

a

precursor

a

suitable

polymers.

decompose at approximately 175 °C, which is below
precursor

polymers. This has been verified by the

device characteristics, and

so

alternatives

were

sought.

section, two different methods to control interfacial interactions will be outlined.

use

barrier methods and the first involves

evaporated to differing thickness. The second
The effect of the silane treatment

on

the

use

uses

of

a

Copper Phthalocyanine layers

self-assembled silane monolayers.

photophysics of EH-PPV is detailed using

steady state and time resolved luminescence. Finally it is shown how

a

silyl layer

can

dramatically improve the device performance of the chloro-precursor to EH-PPV.

8.3.1 CuPc

as a

blocking layer

Copper Phthalocyanine (CuPc) is
been used

devices

as

hole

non-emissive organometallic complex and has often

injection and transport layer in LEDs [38,39], in photovoltaic

[40] and field effect transistors [41]. It

beneficial in
CuPc

a

a

was

was

hoped that

protecting the ITO from interactions in the

case

a

layer of CuPc would be

of the

precursor

polymers.

evaporated (by Sharp Laboratories of Europe) onto ITO substrates to two

different thicknesses, 13 nm and 54 nm. CuPc

polymer layer

can

is virtually insoluble in THF,

so

the

be spin coated onto this layer and then converted. Examining the PL

spectra of EH-PPV with the two blocking layers (Figure 9.10) it can be seen that the PL
emission from 13

nm

of CuPc is very

similar to that
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on

bare ITO. The 54

nm

sample is
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redshifted and shows greater

vibronic structure, indicative of an improvement, however

the emission is still blue shifted

by 30

nm

relative to the film converted

on

fused silica.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.10. PL offilms of chloro-

precursor

CuPc

similar film converted on fused silica.

blocking layers compared to

a

ITO

CuPc
was

13

nm

CuPc

21%

54

nm

CuPc

27%

442

seen

with

nm

and 54

a

nm

47%

nm

similarfilm converted on fused silica. Excitation

nm.

Table 8.3 shows the
be

ITO with 13

PLQY offilms of chloro- precursor EH-PPV on ITO with 0, 13 and 54

blocking layers compared to

at

on

14%

Guartz

Table 8.3.

EH-PPV

PLQYs measured for EH-PPV

on

each of the blocking layers. It

can

that, in agreement with the shift in the PL spectra, there is an increase in PLQY

increasing CuPc thickness. However if the diffusion of indium chloride is

responsible for the blue shift in PL and reduction in PLQY, it is surprising that it would
still have
may

well

an

e

effect after

able to

diffusing through

pass

over

50

nm

of CuPc. However, HC1

or

HBr

through CuPc. Another explanation is that the CuPc layer

closely follows the morphology of the ITO underneath. If the substrate
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were

responsible
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for

morphological changes that lead to the blue shifted emission, then the effect

may

through the CuPc layer.

carry

8.3.2 Silane

Self assembled

monolayers

monolayers (SAMs)

are

the most commonly studied non-biological self

assembling systems [42-45], They form spontaneously by self-organisation and
chemisorption onto the surfaces of appropriate
prepared by placing

a

substrate in

lengths and substitutions. It

on

was

prepared substrates. They

are

alkanethiols

are

usually

a

ligand that reacts with the

on

gold surfaces [46]. In the

solution containing

a

surface. The most characterised SAMs

following work, SAMs based

or

siloxy compounds will be used, with different chain

hoped that this would prevent ITO interactions and also

improve the efficiency of LEDs.

The derivative
group
as

investigated

was

3-amino propyl silane (NH2P-Si). This denotes the

attached to the silane unit. The experimental procedure to deposit the SAMs

was

follows:

The substrates
and

were

sonicated for 20 mins each in

finally dichloromethane. They

being heated at 100 °C in

a

were

an

acetone:water 1:1

dried under high

vacuum

for 5 mins before

solution of N,N-diisopropylethyl amine (1 ml) and 3-

aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (5 ml) (this depends

on

the choice of end substitution) in

dry toluene (50 ml) for 5 hours. After allowing to cool, the substrates

dipping and agitating in toluene then
under

high

vacuum

were

100

spun onto

nm.

are

washed by

then dried

use.

EH-PPV

were spun

mg/ml solutions in THF at 2000

rpm.

onto NH2P-Si coated ITO

For comparison similar films

bare ITO and fused silica substrates. The film thickness in each

The PL spectra

the emission

were

toluene:acetone 1:1 mix. They

a

for 10 minutes before

Films of the chloro- precursor to

substrates from 15

mix, 2-propanol

on

of the films

are

case was

shown in Figure 8.11. Surprisingly, in this

silyl treated ITO is identical to that
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as seen on

case

fused silica. This
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indicates that the
with the

silyl barrier method is effective at shielding the ITO from interactions

polymer. This is rather remarkable, given that 54

preventative effect

on

nm

of CuPc had only

a

partial

the interfacial interactions.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.11. PL offilms of chloroITO and fused

The
In

EH-PPV

on

NH2P-Si treated ITO, bare

silica.

PLQYs of the films detailed above have been measured and

are

shown in Table 8.4.

agreement with the PL spectra, the PLQY of the treated ITO is significantly higher

and very
is

precursor

close to that measured for the sample

on

fused silica. Indeed, the NH2P-Si layer

protecting the polymer from interactions.

Table 8.4.

ITO

14%

ITO/NH2P-Si

41%

Quartz

47%

PLQY offilms of chloro- precursor EH-PPV on ITO

on

NH2P-Si treated ITO,

bare ITO and fused silica.

In order to

investigate this effect further time resolved luminescence

wavelength of 550

nm on

performed at

a

the three samples using the time correlated single photon

counting (TCSPC) method. TCSPC is
radiative

was

a very

sensitive method for investigating

decay and luminescence quenching. In the
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presence

non-

of non-radiative decay, the
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PLQY will be lower and the emission lifetime will be shorter according to the equation

(2)

k

where <t> is the
t

r

+

kvnr

t

PLQY, kr the radiative rate constant, knr the non-radiative rate constant,

the radiative lifetime and xr the natural radiative lifetime

radiative

The

peak wavelength
on

on

are

shown in Figure 8.12. They

fused silica i.e. 550

wavelength, in contrast to

nm.

many

There is only

a

were

slight dependence of the

that the ITO is

on

a

long-lived red

is shorter, in accordance

equation (2) and the measured PLQYs,. In contrast there is

between the traces

all measured at the

PPV derivatives that show

component to the emission. The lifetime of the sample on ITO
with

non-

processes).

decays of the three films

lifetime

(in the absence of

very

little difference

fused silica and silane treated ITO. This offers further evidence

fully protected from polymer-electrode interactions.

Time

(ns)

Figure 8.12. Time resolved luminescence of films of chloro-

precursor

EH-PPV

on

NH2P-Si treated ITO, bare ITO and fused silica. Note shorter lifetime on ITO.

Deconvolutions of the three traces leads to
constants and

a

bi-exponential decay in all

cases.

yields (percentage of light generated in each decay channel)
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The decay

are

shown in
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Table 8.5. For the

protected sample and that

is of the order 1.2

A shorter component

ns.

which contributes to
ITO the

ns,

of two components,

fused silica the major decay component

in the region of 200 -300

ps

is also observed

approximately 10% of the emitted light. For the sample

decay is considerably shorter, with

longer decay of 1.8

on

a

majority component of 750

ps

and

which contributes only 5% to the emission. Due to the

bare

on
a

much

presence

it is not possible to directly calculate the natural radiative lifetime

using equation (2). However, the basic premise still stands, and the significantly shorter
lifetime

on

ITO, and

very

similar values

on

protected ITO

agree

well with the measured

PLQY and the emission spectra.

x2(ps)

Yield

95

1800

5

1220

91.5

250

8.5

1150

92

240

8

System

T1

ITO/EH-PPV

740

Quartz/EH-PPV
ITO/NH2P-Si/EH-PPV

Table 8.5.

Yield

(PS)

(%)

Decay lifetimes and yields for films of chloro

precursor

(%)

EH PPV on ITO

on

NH2P-Si treated ITO, bare ITO and fused silica detected at 550 nm.

8.3.3. Electroluminescent devices

The nature of the interactions of the
ITO result in

using silane monolayers

fully converted chloro-

precursor

single layer EH-PPV devices that short circuit

or

to EH-PPV with

do not emit light.

However, silane treatment results in light emission that is of similar efficiency to that
observed for the best precursor

derivative, 3. Peak efficiencies of 0.005

-

0.01 %

were

measured.

A

large improvement to the electroluminescence efficiency of PPV derivatives, which

are

expected to be hole dominated,

can

transporting layer. One advantage of the
converted, it is insoluble in
be

spin coated onto the

common

precursor

come

use

of

from application of
a precursor

organic solvents. Thus

a

an

electron

polymer is that,

once

further organic layer

can

without risk of inter-dissolving. However few

commonly available electron-transporting polymers
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poly(pyridine) (PPY). However PPY has been shown to react with calcium electrodes
[47] and form unstable devices.

Poly(fluorene) based polymers, whilst demonstrating dispersive electron transport [48],
do have suitable energy

levels for the EH-PPV system. Whilst the

energy

levels of EH-

PPV

are

PPV

(HOMO 5 eV, LUMO 2.5 eV) [49] and MEH-PPV (HOMO 5.4 eV, LUMO 2.9

unknown, it is reasonable to

eV) [50], Thus the

energy

that they lie in between those reported for

levels of poly(9,9-dioctyl)fluorene (PFO) of 5.8 eV for the

HOMO and 2.8 eV for the LUMO
The hole

assume

expected to block holes and transport electrons.

are

blocking character is perhaps most important for hole dominated systems like

PPV.

Bilayer devices

were

fabricated with

treated and NH2P-Si treated ITO. This

80

nm

layer

a

calcium

(15 nm)/aluminium (100 nm) cathode

The current

nm

converted at 220°C for

was

logarithmic plots. It

injection from the ITO

interfacial interactions.

or a

voltages. This

may

imply

a

rpm.

A

can

are

be

shown in Figure 8.13

seen

on

both

that the current density is
an

increased contact

area

lower barrier for injection due to the control of

The current at low

for the treated device than for the

hour. After

then deposited.

higher for the NH2P-Si treated device, indicating either

for hole

one

deposited from 15 mg/ml solution at 2500

voltage characteristics of the two devices

double linear and double
much

was

EH-PPV layer spin coated onto plasma

was

cooling,

50

layer of PFO

a

voltages is four orders of magnitude higher

plasma etched

one,

and

a

factor of four at higher

greater barrier for injection, as the currents are so much

lower at low fields.
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Voltage (V)

Figure 8.13.1-V characteristics plotted
double

on

(top panel) double linear and (bottom panel)

logarithmic scales.

The EL spectra

of the two devices

Si device shows
There is

a

are

also markedly different (Figure 8.14). The NH2P-

spectrum very similar to the PL spectrum on NHaP-Si treated ITO.

slight emission from the PFO layer in the region 400

that recombination is

500

-

nm

which implies

taking place close to the interface of the two polymers. In contrast,

the emission spectrum

of the plasma treated device is blue shifted and shows

proportion of emission from the PFO. There is

a

a greater

broad emission band centred at 518

nm

that dominates the emission. This could be due to two different mechanisms.

Firstly, it

could be EH-PPV emission from the blue-shifted state

a

broad

emission

band

is

often

derivatives and attributed to energy
the

case

much

then the

higher

seen

in

on

ITO.

Alternatively,

electroluminescence

from

similar

poly(fluorene)

migration to fluorenone defect sites [51]. If this

were

majority of the emission is occurring from the PFO layer, despite the

energy

emission of this polymer.
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400

500

700

600

800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.14. EL spectra of treated and untreated bilayer devices

A clearer

picture

be obtained by comparing the EL spectra of the device with the PL

can

spectra of EH-PPV on ITO and the EL spectra of a single layer PFO device. Figure 8.15
shows the emission spectra

of the above. It

can

be

seen

that the single layer PFO device

closely follows the spectra of the bilayer, however the bilayer is slightly broader. It

can

therefore be concluded that the

majority of the emission is occurring from the PFO layer.

This is rather

it

surprising,

as

indicate that the excitons

may

fluorenone defect sites and not the lower energy
will take

place at the interface between the two polymers, it

conjugated units

or

migrating to the

EH-PPV polymer. As recombination

opposite side of the film to the ITO interface, there
PPV

are

are no

emission would be expected to

can

be stated that

lower

occur

energy

even

at the

"yellow" EH-

from these.

-

EH-PPV / PFO EL

=5

EH-PPV(ITO) PL

f"\\

0.1

/

<
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Figure 8.15. EL spectra of the untreated bilaycr device compared to the PL of EH PPV
on

ITO and the EL

of a single layer PFO device.
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Finally, it should be noted that the efficiency of the device is greatly increased when the
silyl treatment is performed. The EQE
Figure 8.16. The efficiency increases by

respectable value for
literature

a precursor

as a
a

factor of 7, from 0.04% to 0.25%. 0.25 % is

PPV derivative and

Figure 8.16. EQE

as a function

a

density

of current density for the two bilayer devices.

precursor

PPV derivative with ITO substrates. Two methods have been
a

self-assembled silyl layer

polymer from interactions with the ITO. This is
simple monolayer
By

ITO. In

(mA/cm2)

control the interactions of a fully conjugated polymer formed

attempted, and it is shown that

CuPc.

well with results in the

Summary

In this section attempts to

from

compares

a

[49],

Current

8.3.4.

function of current density is shown in

use

can

a

can

successfully protect the

surprising result,

as

provide much greater protection of the ITO than

of this treatment, the PLQY of the polymer

on

it implies that
a

54

nm

layer of

fused silica is preserved

addition, the electroluminescence efficiency of bilayer devices using

a

a

on

hole

transport and emissive layer of EH-PPV can be improved by a factor of 7 when this
treatment is

applied. This shows that small changes to the chemical makeup and

morphology of ITO surfaces

can

result in large changes to polymer systems deposited

onto this material.
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8.4. Deuterated

polymers for neutron reflection

8.4.1. Introduction

The

previous sections have dealt with the

and it has been shown how its
substrates. Methods for
structural information
to

as

use

properties

of a highly luminescent
are

precursor

polymer

altered when it is converted

controlling these interactions
to the exact nature of the effect

are

on

ITO

presented, however little

is known. Thus it is instructive

probe the interface further to understand the nature of the interactions.

There exist
One

surprisingly few reports

on

actual structural studies of conjugated polymers.

powerful technique is that of neutron reflection (NR), which

characterise

can

be used to

polymer films and interfaces. The theory of NR is discussed briefly in

chapter 2, and the experimental details in chapter 3. Recently, the St Andrews and
Oxford groups

have published

MEH-PPV and that

this

on

the probing of the structural properties of both soluble

prepared via the

precursor route

using NR methods [5]. In order for

experiment to be performed with the required sensitivity it

MEH-PPV

under

conclusions that

investigation to

can

NR measurements

be

we

possess

deuterated side

was necessary

groups.

applied to standard conjugated polymers

are to

for the

If meaningful
be drawn from

need to be certain that the deuterated side chain does not

drastically affect the basic properties of the material. In this section these issues will be
addressed. The effect of this

change of side

soluble and precursor routes to
measurements of the

8.4.2.

group on

the photophysical properties of the

MEH-PPV will be investigated and correlated with

light emitting excited state in these materials.

Photophysics of deuterated MEH-PPV

In order to establish the effect of the deuterated side chain
state the

on

the

light emitting excited

steady state and time resolved photophysics of these polymers has been

investigated. The structures of deuterated soluble MEH-PPV (D-MEH-PPV) and
precursor route

D-MEH-PPV

are

shown in Figure 8.17. The synthesis of these is shown
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later.

These

two

materials

were

compared with their conventional protonated

equivalents.

Figure 8.17. Structures of (left) deuterated soluble D-MEH-PPV and (right) deuterated
precursor

D-MEH-PPV.

The PL spectra
in

of the soluble and

Figure 8.18. It

can

be

seen

precursor

derivatives of the two materials

shown

that the emission spectra of the deuterated materials

virtually identical to those of the MEH-PPV with protonated side
that in PL, the

are

groups.

are

This indicates

deuteration has little effect.

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.18. Top panel: PL spectra in thin film of soluble MEH-PPV and D-MEH-PPV
MEH-PPV. Lower panel:

the

same for precursor
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The

photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) of the materials

integrating sphere following excitation by the 442
of the soluble derivatives in thin film
D-MEH-PPV. For the precursor

nm

were

measured in

an

line of a He-Cd laser. The PLQYs

found to be 5% for MEH-PPV and 4.9% for

were

derivatives the measured PLQYs

were

12.1% for MEH-

PPV and 9.3% for D-MEH-PPV. This shows that the deuterated side chain has minimal

effect

on

the

efficiency of the luminescence.

Time resolved luminescence
was

provided by

emission
8

nm.

was

a

was

performed using the TCSPC. Sample excitation

pulsed light-emitting diode exciting at

detected at 650

nm

through

a

a

wavelength of 457

slit corresponding to

a

source

nm.

Light

spectral resolution of

Figure 8.19 indicates that the decay characteristics of the protonated and

deuterated soluble

polymer derivatives

PLQYs. This trend holds for the two

derivatives

precursor

are

are very

precursor

similar, in accordance with the similar

polymers. However, the lifetimes of the

noticeably longer and this correlates with the increased

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of the materials formed through

a

thermal

conversion route.

0

15

10

5

Time

(ns)

Figure 8.19. TCSPC decays for soluble and precursor protonated and deuterated MEHPPV. The traces have been

From the

offset for clarity.

photophysics discussed above it is clear that the deuteration of the polymer

MEH-PPV

prepared by soluble and

luminescence

precursor routes

properties of the material. This is
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has

necessary

a

negligible effect

on

the

for the results in the next
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section to be

meaningful in relation to understanding conjugated polymer morphology

and the behaviour of polymer

expected to play

a

LEDs. This

appears to

make

sense as

the C-H bond is not

role in the photophysics at visible wavelengths.

8.5. Combined PL and neutron

reflectivity

measurements

Neutron reflection measurements have been

performed

on

deuterated MEH-PPV films

deposited onto silicon substrates, and these results have shown how this technique

can

provide valuable information about the morphological changes taking place in these
films

during thermal treatments, for example [5]. Although interesting, in order to gain

a

better

understanding of the properties affecting the performance of polymer LEDs,

a

study of the behaviour of polymer films deposited directly onto ITO, the most
commonly used anode for devices, is required. Indeed, it has been reported recently by
the Oxford group
ITO

onto

that it is possible to perform NR studies

on

polymer films deposited

[27]. The study revealed that for the chloro-precursor to poly[2-(2'-<i/7-

ethylhexyloxy)-5-methoxy-l,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEHPPV) deposited
A thick

region of

very

ITO

a

20

low scattering length is present between the ITO and the

deposited uniform polymer layer. This implies that there is
the

on

a

polymer and the ITO. This layer could have drastic

zone

for charge

consequences

for carrier

as

injection. This will lead to

very

high fields at contact points, which could contribute to

device

also explain the effects observed in the previous sections of

this

may

a very

limited surface

between

injection into polymer devices,

degradation. It

there will be

low contact

chapter: namely the change of morphology of the chloro-

area

precursor to

EH-PPV

on

ITO.

In addition to these

startling results, another question arises. Is this layer also present for

fully conjugated,

soluble

or

is

or

precursor

strongly exacerbated by, the

derivatives? It is possible that the effect originates,

precursor

thermal conversion route and high molecular

weights of these particular polymers. It would therefore be reasonable to
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that the
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degree of polymer-electrode interactions will be different for

polymers and

precursor

fully conjugated, soluble materials.

8.5.1. Characterisation of deuterated

Two

polymers and ITO

conjugated polymeric systems have been investigated, and

on

the

archetypal soluble dialkoxy PPV and polyfluorene (PF) polymers. Dialkoxy PPVs

are

known to be

highly disordered and form intermolecular excited states in film form [2],

whereas PF based materials
that have been

and

ordered films

more

aligned to give polarised light emission, for example [52], The materials
(D-MEHPPV)

poly[9,9'-(2-t//7-ethylhexyl)-2,6-fluorene] (D-PF). In addition to previous work, it is

shown how combined PL and NR
the

rigid-rod, and therefore form

are more

poly[2-(2'-<7/7-ethylhexyloxy)-5-methoxy-l,4-phenylenevinylene)

are

based

are

be used to

can

gain

a

fundamental understanding of

relationship between polymer morphology and emissive properties and demonstrate

how the

use

of

partially deuterated polymers

can

give valuable information about the

polymer/indium tin oxide interface.

D

Figure 8.20. Structure ofdeuterated D-PF.

The ITO used

was

from Merck

consisted of (in

order) soda lime glass,

Displays Technologies (Part No: 255 645 XE) and
a

silicon dioxide barrier layer, and

of ITO. The structure of D-MEH-PPV is shown in
Both possess
to

be

perdeuterated 2-ethylhexyl

performed. The weight

average

and

in

D-MEH-PPV

PF

used

groups

a

1000 A layer

Figure 8.17 and D-PF in Figure 8.20.

which allow neutron scattering results

molecular weight, Mw and polydispersity (p.d.) of

this

study

were

determined by gel-permeation

chromatography against polystyrene standards in THF. For D-MEH-PPV Mw
106

and

p.d.= 21 and for D-PF Mw

=

1.2

x

106 and p.d. =
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Before

spin-coating the ITO substrates

were

cleaned by washing with tetrahydrofuran

(THF). For the NR experiments D-MEH-PPV

was

spin-coated onto 2 inch

substrates with the

polymer concentration ~7 mg/mL in THF at 2000

seconds. D-PF

spin-coated under similar conditions and at

was

mg/mL. NR profiles

collected for both polymers at

were

glass transition temperatures and finally at

ITO

rpm

density (SLD) of 4.0
the ITO is

a

x

an

1120 +/- 20

10~6 A"2 and an

above the

again.

A ITO layer with

a

scattering length

RMS roughness of 35 A. In between the glass and

layer of 80 A thickness with

uniform then the NR

an

SLD of of 5.0

x

10~6 A"2. If the film is

profile consists of a series of fringes. The spacing of these fringes

directly related to the thickness of the film, and the density of the film

calculated from the critical
measured
method

angle of total reflection

reflectivity profiles

are

or

can

be

the amplitude of the fringes. The

fitted with profiles calculated by the optical matrix

[53,54],

8.5.2. D-MEH-PPV

One

for 60

concentration =10

room temperature,

room temperature

ITO

glass has been characterised prior to deposition of the polymer film. The NR profile

of this reveals that it consists of

is

a

square

on

ITO

unexpected benefit of the similar SLDs of the ITO and the deuterated polymers is

that the interface between the materials
conformal contact of the

increase

can

be

investigated. If there

was

perfect

polymer with the ITO, then the period of the fringes would

concomitantly with the thickness of the film i.e. the ITO and polymer would

appear to

be

reflection

profile is

one

layer. However, this is not observed and
seen.

a

much

more

complicated

The PL spectra of the samples at each of the corresponding

temperatures are shown in Figure 8.20.

The

reflectivity profile of MEHPPV

on

with low SLD, between the ITO and the
was

determined to be 1550 A and it had

between the

polymer and the ITO

was

ITO could only be fitted by introducing

a

layer,

polymer film. The thickness of the polymer film
a

SLD of 3.9

x

10~6 A"2.

30 A thick and had
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The

intermediary layer

SLD of around

zero.

A
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SLD close to

implies that the region is mostly free

zero

material. As the measurements

performed in

were

vacuum,

space, or

non-deuterated

it is unlikely that solvent

was

responsible for this layer. However, there must be contact points between the ITO and
polymer film

as

the film is fully attached to the substrate.

1.0-

3

0.8-

<
0.6(/)

C

ai
C

0.4-

0.0500

600

700

800

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.20. In-situ PL spectra of D-MEH-PPV at

after cooling back to

When the film

was

increase in the SLD
SLD increased

come

all

room temperature.

heated to 70 °C
was

a

significant decrease in the film thickness and

observed. The film thickness reduced

or a

vacuum

then it would be expected that there would

as

a

were

the

primary

cause

slight blue shift that is associated with

result of thermal breaks in

emission.

of the changes,

change would require the polymer to be composed of around 10% of

[55], The PL spectrum at 70°C is similar to that observed at
a

are

rearrangement of the bulky side-groups. As the measurements

performed under dynamic

then the observed

There is

by 8% to 1430 A and the

of the polymer backbone. The other possibilities

be little solvent in the film. If removal of solvent

solvent

an

is well below the Tg of this material (196°C), then the densification

from rearrangement

removal of solvent
were

70°C, 220°C and

by around 10%. The low contact layer is unchanged at this temperature.

As this temperature
cannot

room temperature,

reduced

average

conjugation length

conjugation, however little red tail is

Upon cooling from 70°C, only

order of few nm) was

a

room temperature.

a very

the

small redshift of the emission (of the

observed in PL when compared to the
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seen to

as-spun

film at

room
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temperature are observed. This is an important result with consequences for light

emitting diodes. If MEH-PPV

can

be annealed at low temperature, there is the

possibility of tuning the charge transport without inducing inefficient aggregate
excimer formation. This is also

operation and testing,

a

or

temperature within the range used during device

has implications for the operational lifetime of LEDs.

so

Upon heating the film to 220 °C, which is above the Tg of D-MEH-PPV, the film

expanded with the thickness increasing by 70 A (5%) and the SLD decreasing by
similar amount to 4.0
SLD

(1.0

x

10"6 A"2 (7%). At 220 °C there

x

10~6 A"2) of the

low contact layer and

no

was

only

a

a

small change in the

change in its thickness. The PL

spectra (Figure 8.20) is blue shifted and broadened due to thermal breaks in conjugation
and the increased disorder of the

Finally, after cooling to

room

polymer backbone present at this high temperature.

temperature another profile was measured. The thickness

and SLD of the MEHPPV film after

annealing above the Tg were 4.0 x

A respectively. The total film thickness decreased by 150
15%.

Surprisingly,

even

zero

and thickness of 30 A.

8.5.3. D-PF

on

ITO

The deuterated

°C,

Again,
as

a

still present with

charge transport [48] and allow it to behave

liquid crystal [52]. NR profiles

room

was

a

poly(fluorene) used in this study has been shown to form ordered

structures that facilitate efficient

nematic

A and the density increased by

after annealing the non-contact layer

SLD of around

10"6 A"2 and 1400

were

measured at

room temperature,

as a

then 120

temperature, 220 °C, and then room temperature again.

low contact layer is observed for this polymer system. At

deposited polymer layer

and the non-contact

layer

was

was

found to be 1500 A thick with

35 A thick and had

a

SLD of 5.0

negligible SLD. This

that measured for D-MEH-PPV in both soluble and precursor
then heated to 120

a

room temperature

10"6 A"2

compares to

forms. The polymer

°C, which is above the Tg in the bulk. Only

240
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a
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was

small increase in
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thickness

was

observed and

cooling back to

on

only found to decrease in thickness by 30 A

room temperature

or

the film thickness

2% when compared to the initial

temperature measurement. There was a related increase in the SLD to 5.3 x

(6%) showing

a

shows that the film is

change

room

10~6 A"2

densifiealion of the film, indicating that the film had annealed slightly.

This is concurrent with the

Little

was

more

was seen

rigid geometrical structure of poly(fluorene) systems and

structurally well-ordered than the D-MEH-PPV studied.

in the low contact interfacial layer

over

the thermal cycle. On

heating the PF film to 220 °C the NR profile showed that the non-contact layer shrank
slightly to 25 A and the SLD also increased to 1.0
thermally expanded to 1600 A and it had

a

x

10"6 A"2.

SLD of 4.7

x

At 220 °C the PF film

10~6 A" On cooling
.

to room

temperature the D-PF film and low contact layer thickness and SLDs returned to those
observed after the first thermal
film occurred after the first
ordered after the first

The PL spectra
8.21. The

heating. This is in accordance with the film being well

heating above Tg.

of the D-PF film taken at the different temperatures

peaks at around 415

the excitation

cycle to 120 °C suggesting that the annealing of the PF

source.

nm are

complicated due to the

are

presence

shown in Figure

of emission from

However, important information can be obtained from the longer

wavelength peaks. At

room

temperature a typical PF spectrum is observed with an

aggregate peak observed at 475 nm. On heating to 120 °C, above the Tg (93 °C)

of the

D-PF, and then cooling to room temperature there is a small red-shift of the PL spectrum
in

spite of the small increase in density. On heating the polymer to 220 °C the NR

profile showed that the film had expanded. The PL spectrum at 220 °C
at the lower

was

broader than

temperature and there was no significant blue shift at the short wavelength

edge of the emission spectrum. This shows that thermal effects play less of a role for this
polymer, which is chemically sterically hindered from rotation by the bonds in the 9position

on

the fluorene units.
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Figure 8.21. Top: In-situ PL spectra of D-PF at

cooling back to

room temperature.

nm

nm

when

room temperature.

The emission peak of the

is also included.

Also, the PL spectrum showed
475

and after

Lower panel: Room temperature for after first

anneal, 220°C and after cooling back to
GaN laser at 408

room temperature, 120°C

an

compared to the

MEHPPV and is due to the

more

increase in the emission from the aggregate state at

as

deposited film. This behaviour is in contrast to

rigid rod nature of the D-PF. On cooling back to

room

temperature although the NR profile shows that the film thickness and density had not

changed when compared to the thermal anneal at 120 °C the PL spectrum shows that the
film is

more

ordered with

a

small red-shift in the emission maximum, well defined

vibronic structure, and increased
shown in the PL spectrum

proportion of aggregate emission. The increase in order

is consistent with it going into the nematic phase but it is

interesting that there is

no

the initial conformation

adopted by this polymer

associated increase in film density. This again
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upon

spin coating.

may

be due to
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8.6.

Summary and Conclusions

In this

chapter

shown to have

However,

a

emission is

a

novel family of

precursor

PPV derivatives

presented. They

when halide precursors are

these interactions is

converted

on

a

dramatic blue shift of the

ITO. A method of controlling

presented, and it is demonstrated that

a

silane monolayer

successfully prevent polymer-electrode interactions, resulting in
unaffected emission
onto ITO. The most
one

are

high quantum yields and form well ordered structures in thin film.

significant loss in efficiency of luminescence and
seen

are

of morphology,

is concerned with

a

can

high PLQY,

properties and much improved LEDs when the polymer is deposited
plausible explanation for the behaviour of the polymer

on

ITO is

and in order to understand this better, the second half of the chapter

probing the morphology of related materials using neutron reflection.

It has been shown that

using PL spectroscopy with the powerful technique of neutron

reflectivity, the physical and optoelectronic properties of commonly used conjugated

polymers
shown

can

to

be related. The partially deuterated polymers used in this study have been

possess

near-identical

photophysical

properties

to

their

protonated

counterparts, allowing direct comparisons with materials used in optoelectronic devices.
The very use

of partially deuterated polymers has allowed

interface between ITO and the

us to

delicately probe the

polymers, leading to the discovery of

a

low contact

region between the polymer and the ITO. This layer is still present after thermal cycling,
and may

have detrimental

polymer devices deposited

consequences

on

for the efficiency and lifetime of conjugated

ITO. In addition, it provides further evidence that the

effect of conversion of precursor

polymers

on

ITO leads to remarkably different

morphologies. In conclusion, this chapter shows that polymer-electrode interactions in
conjugated polymers cannot be ignored and that through
treatments,

they

can

be controlled successfully.
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The field of

organic light emitting devices has

research

area.

physical

processes

A

maximum and
such

well-populated, lively

has largely contributed to the rapid development of devices and

are now

of these

devices

have

increased

almost to

the

theoretical

competitive with fluorescent lighting, making unique inventions

light emitting wallpaper and electronic

as

a

unique combination of fantastic commercial potential and fascinating

Efficiencies

materials.

into

grown

The work in this thesis has aimed to

paper

closer to

a

reality.

provide insight into techniques to improve the

performance of organic light emitting diodes. A unique class of materials, conjugated
dendrimers,
for

are

shown to be hugely versatile with the potential to be uniquely tailored

specific applications. However,

up

until

now

the efficiencies of dendrimer devices

have been rather low. This thesis has addressed that issue in

a

number of ways.

study of blue emissive dendrimers. By changing the

of the

Chapter 4 presented

a

dendrimer,

able to tailor the emission colour and efficiency of luminescence.

we were

Efficient dendrimer blend devices have been demonstrated and it
colour of the electroluminescence

luminescent

can

be tuned from

was

core

shown that the

deep blue to blue-green. The

properties of dendrimers have been shown to be highly dependent

on

the

physical conformation assumed by the dendrimers. However, in order to create efficient
devices

charge transport within the dendrimer layer must also be good. It has been

shown that
holes with

Another

a

a

bis-fluorene cored dendrimer shows excellent

high mobility for both holes and electrons.

key issue in improving the efficiency of OLEDs is the harvesting of triplets

useful radiation. This is done in the context of
iridium

non-dispersive transport for

core.

properties

are

found to be
the world's

a

phosphorescent dendrimer, with

as
an

Very high photoluminescence quantum yields and excellent film forming

afforded by the dendritic structure. Devices containing this material

are

highly efficient, and engineering of the structure of these devices has yielded
highest efficiency for

colour

can

across

the visual spectrum

be tuned

a

spin coated OLED

-

16%. It is shown how the

systematically and efficient phosphorescent dendrimers emitting
have been made, opening

249

up

the possibility of full colour
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phosphorescent displays formed by spin coating
in these materials

can

be

fine tuned

or

ink jet printing. The charge transport

by the dendritic structure, and

investigation of the transport properties of these materials is presented. In
with

a

wide gap

be varied

can

host, holes

are

shown to hop between dendrimer

by orders of magnitude. However, for

HOMO level to the dendrimer, holes are carried

Finally the interface between

impact
where
have

on
a

an

a

cores

a

a

thorough

blend system

and the mobility

host material with

a

similar

by both components in the blend.

organic material and

an

electrode

can

also have

a

large

the performance of a device. An example of this is demonstrated in chapter 8,
polymer, highly efficient in photoluminescence

precursor

dramatically modified properties when converted

on

on quartz,

is shown to

ITO. A novel method of

controlling these interactions is presented, and the huge dependence of the luminescence
characteristics

on

morphology is illustrated. This morphology argument is further

supported by work using neutron reflection. This technique
information

on

the

for both precursor
bare ITO, poor

can

provide detailed

polymers, their structure and interfaces. A non-contact layer, present
and fully conjugated, soluble, conjugated polymers indicated that

charge injection

may

on

be occurring, and that morphology again plays

a

key role in determining photophysical and device properties.

Important steps towards
with

a

full understanding of these unique materials

are

occurring

unprecedented speed and enthusiasm, and the variety, challenge and reward to be

found
for

a

working in the field of organic semiconductors should

long time to

come.
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ensure

that it will flourish
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Appendix A

Introduction to Neutron

The

Reflectivity

interpretation of neutron reflectivity measurements is complex and challenging.

However,

basic

a

measurements is

introduction

NR

to

applicable

to

conjugated

polymer

given in work by Webster et al [1] and the following description

follows that work.

Neutron

reflectivity (NR) profile is

function of momentum transfer

e
9 is the

of the specular reflectivity

as a

Q where

=

^

(B.I)

A

grazing angle of incidence and k is the wavelength of the neutron. The

specular reflectivity

can

be measured either by varying the

wavelength) of the neutrons at
fixed incident
thesis.

a measure

Some

a

fixed angle

or

energy

by varying the angle of reflection at

wavelength (monochromatic beam). Both methods
measurements

were

made

(and thus the

the

on

were

reflectometer

a

used in this

CRISP

at

the

Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, ISIS, Didcot where the reflectivity profile is
measured at

a

fixed

angle using

a

white neutron beam, and others

long wavelength diffractometer D16 where
incident

on

the

a

were

made

on

the

monochromatic neutron beam is

sample and the angle of incidence is varied,

or

the dedicated

reflectometer, D17, at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble.

The NR
across

profile is determined by the profile of the scattering length density (SLD),

the interface, which

and its known

depends

on

the number density of each atomic species,

p=

YJnibi

scattering length, b,

(B-2)

/

Since the
this

stoichiometry and isotopic composition of the polymers is already known

equation

can

be rewritten in terms of the segment density,
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ps,

of the film:

Appendix A

P =
where bs is the

scattering length of

uniform film of

bsPs

(B.3)

a monomer

unit. In the most simple

polymer the NR profile consists of

a

case

of

a

series of fringes where the

fringe spacing is directly related to the thickness of the film. The segment density of
the film

can

is greater

be determined either from the

or,

if the SLD of the film

than that of the substrate and the film thickness is greater than about 40

from the critical

polymer

fringe amplitude

ensures

angle for total reflection. In

our case

nm,

the partial deuteration of the

that the SLD of the film is greater than the substrate. This is

important because the reflectivity profile is likely to be complicated by factors such
as

roughness in such

the film

a way

that the amplitude of the fringes is not easily related to

density. As the roughness of a film increases the interference fringes become

progressively dampened and, the behavior of the amplitude of the fringes then gives
more

information about the

structures the

roughness than the density. For

exactly for

the interface. The

any

detailed description

procedure that

we

have followed

uses

the minimum number of

required to obtain the best fit to the data. For the

being studied here the structure is generally that of

roughness. The two key parameters that
the film thickness (D)

roughness

can

can

chosen distribution of scattering length density normal

subdivisions of the film structure
films

a

given in references [2,3], In the optical matrix method the reflectivity

be calculated
to

complex film

reflectivity is fitted by comparison of the observed reflectivity with

profiles calculated using the optical matrix method, for which
has been

more

can

a

single layer with

be extracted from the NR data

and the SLD, and in addition

a

are

then

feel for the nature of the

be gained.
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